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SUMMARY
We study the actions of d iscrete amenable groups on facto r 
von Neumann algebras. We give the classification up to outer 
conjugacy o f the actions o f amenable groups on the type I I  hyper- 
f in ite  fac to rs . The main resu lt is the u n ic ity  up to outer conjugacy of 
the free action of an amenable group on the hype rfin ite  type 11^  facto r.
INTRODUCTION
In th is  paper we study automorphic actions o f d iscre te  groups on von 
Neumann algebras. The main resu lt is  the fo llow ing.
THEOREM
Let G be a countable d iscrete amenable group and le t  R be the 
hyperfin ite  type 11^  fa c to r. Any two free actions o f G on R are outer 
conjugate.
An action a o f G on a factor M i s a  homomorphism o f G in to  
Aut M , the group o f automorphisms o f M ; a is ca lled  free i f  is 
not inner fo r any g c G , g i  1 . Two actions a, á:G + Aut M are called 
outer conjugate i f  there e x is ts  a unitary cocycle u fo r a . i .e .  un itaries 
e M , g c G , with
u . ■ u a.(u. ) gh g gv h '
and o c Aut M such that
üg = o Ad UgOgO-1 g t  G .
The amenability re s tr ic t io n  is essentia l: fo r any nonamenable group G , 
the above Theorem does not hold [26 ]. Actions of general amenable groups arise 
na tu ra lly  in connection w ith  hyperfin ite  factors [27 , Theorem 3.1 ] .
We actua lly  work with more general factors and actions. We only require 
the facto r M to be isomorphic to MOR and to have separable predual. For 
such a fac to r, we prove the outer conjugacy fo r actions which are cen tra lly  
free ( i.e .  each « , g /  1 , acts n o n -tr iv ia lly  on central sequences) and
approximately inner ( i.e .  each is a l im it  of inner automorphisms).
For a (not necessarily free ) action a of a d iscrete amenable group 
G on R , we show that the ch a rac te ris tic  inva rian t A(a) , introduced 
in [2 1 ],  is  complete fo r outer conjugacy. On the h ype rfin ite  11  ^ fac to r 
Rq i the system o f invariants (A(a), mod(u)) is  complete fo r outer 
conjugacy, where mod:Aut Rq i -> ]R+ is the module ([ A l) .
I t  seems possible to go along the lines of [ 6 1 to obtain the c la s s if ic a t io  
fo r type I I I  factors as w e ll.
We do a para lle l study o f G-kernels on factors,which are hoinomorphisms 
o f the group G in to  Out M = Aut M /Int M . Two G-kernels are conjugate i f  
there ex is ts  e c Out M with
bg ■ 0 egG-1 g e G .
We show that, i f  G is  a d iscrete amenable group, and fo r a G-kernel
3
H on R , the Eilenberg-M*Lane H -obstruction Ob(p) is a complete conjugacy 
in v a ria n t, and fo r a G-kernel 3 on RQ ^ , (Ob( 3 ) ,  mod(0)) is a complete 
system o f invariants to conjugacy.
A resu lt of independent in te re s t obtained is the vanishing of the 2- 
dimensional unitary valued cohomology fo r ce n tra lly  free actions (the 
1-cohomology does not vanish fo r  in f in i te  groups: there are many examples 
of ou te r conjugate but not conjugate actions).
Involutory automorphisms o f factors have been studied by Davies [8  ] ,  
but the major breakthrough was done by Connes in T 3 ] ,  where he c lass ifie d  
the actions of on R , and in [ 4  ]» where he c lass ified  actions of
( i i i )
Z up to ou te r conjugacy. A study of the cohomological invariants fo r group
actions was done by Jones in [2 1 ] where he extended the characte ris tic
invariant o f  [ 3 ] to group actions. In [231 Jones c la s s ifie d  the actions
of f in ite  groups on R , up to conjugacy. Product type actions o f TL
of UHF algebras were c la s s ifie d  by Fack and Mardchal [1 1 ], and Kishimoto
*[27 ], and f in i t e  group actions on C -algebras were studied by R ie ffe l [3 0 ], 
C lass ifica tio n  results fo r f in i t e  group actions on AF-algebras were obtained 
in [1 7 ], [ l b ]  by Herman and Jones.
This paper is an extension o f [4  ] ,  and also generalizes the outer 
conjugacy p a rt of T23].
In the f i r s t  chapter we state the main resu lts in  th e ir  general se tting , 
and in the second chapter we use them to obta in, in the presence o f inva rian ts , 
c la s s if ic a tio n  results on the hype rfin ite  typo I I  fac to rs . The proofs o f the 
main resu lts  are done in the remaining part o f the paper.
The f i r s t  problem is to reduce the study o f the group G to the one o f 
its  f in ite  subsets. An approximate substitu te fo r a f in i te  G-space is an 
almost in va ria n t f in ite  subset o f G , obtained from amenability by means 
of the Ftflner Theorem. A lin k  between such subsets is  yielded by the Ornstein 
and Weiss Paving Theorem. We obta in, by means o f a repeated use o f these 
procedures, a Paving Structure fo r  G, which is  a pro jective  system o f f in ite  
subsets o f G , endowed with an approximate G-action. We use th is  structure 
to construct a fa ith fu l representation o f G on the hype rfin ite  11^  fac to r, 
well provided with approximations on f in ite  dimensional subfactors.
The main ingredients o f the construction are the Mean Ergodic Theorem 
applied on the l im i t  space o f the Paving Structure, together with a 
combinatorial construction o f m u lt ip l ic ity  sets. We ca ll the inner action 
yielded by th is  representation the submodel action. A tensor product of 
countably many copies of the submodel action is used as model o f free action 
o f G . This model is  d if fe re n t, fo r G = 2 , o f the one used in [4  ].
An essential feature o f Connes' approach is  the study o f automorphisms 
in the framework o f the cen tra liz ing  ultraproduct algebra M , introducedu>
by Dixmier and McDuff. In the f i f t h  chapter we make a systematic study of 
these techniques and also introduce the normalizing algebra , as a 
device fo r  working w ith both the algebra M and the centra liz ing  algebra 
M .U)
We continue w ith the main technical resu lt of the paper, the Rohlin 
Theorem, which y ie ld s , fo r c e n tra lly  free actions o f amenable groups, an 
equ ivariant p a rtit io n  o f the un ity  in to  pro jections. In the f i r s t  part of 
the proof we obtain some, possibly small, equivariant system o f projection.
The approach is based on the study o f the geometry o f the crossed product, 
and makes use o f a re su lt of S. Popa on conditional expectations in f in ite  
factors [d ? ]. In the second part we put together such systems o f projections 
to obtain a p a rtit io n  o f the un ity . We use a procedure in which at each-step, 
the construction done in the previous steps is s lig h t ly  perturbed. These 
methods y ie ld  new proofs o f the Rohlin Theorem both fo r amenable group 
actions on measure spaces and fo r  cen tra lly  free actions of 2 on von 
Neumann algebras.
(V)
As a consequence o f the Rohlin Theorem, we obtain in the seventh 
chapter s ta b i l i ty  properties fo r  cen tra lly  free actions o f amenable groups.
We f i r s t  prove an approximate vanishing o f the 1- and 2- dimensional 
cohomology. The main s ta b i l i ty  resu lt is the exact vanishing o f the 
2-cohomology. The proof is based on the fac t that in any cohomology class 
there is  a cocycle w ith an approximate p e rio d ic ity  property with respect 
to the previously introduced Paving Structure. The techniques used here 
y ie ld  an a lte rna tive  approach fo r the study o f the 2-cohomology on measure 
spaces. The usual way is to reduce the problem, by means of the hyperfinitenes 
to the case o f a single automorphism, where the 2-cohomology is always t r i v ia l .
The f in a l part o f the paper deals with the recovery of the model inside 
given actions. We f i r s t  show that there are many systems o f matrix units 
approximately fixed by the action. From such a system, together with an 
approximately equivariant system o f projections given by the Rohlin Theorem, 
we obtain an approximately equivariant system of matrix u n its ; th is is 
precisely how a f in ite  dimensional approximation of the submodel looks lik e . 
Repeating the procedure we obtain an in f in ite  number o f copies of the sub­
model, and thus a copy o f the model. At each of the steps of th is construction 
there appear unitary perturbations. The vanishing of the 2-cohoinology permits 
the reduction of those perturbations to a rb it ra r i ly  close to 1 cocycles.
The corresponding results fo r G-kernels are obtained by removing from 
the proofs the parts connected to the 2-cohomology vanishing.
The la s t chapter contains the proof o f the Isomorphism Theorem. Under 
the supplementary assumption that the action is approximately inner we in fe r 
that on the re la tive  commutant o f the copy o f the model that we construct,
the action is  t r i v ia l ;  i .e .  the model contains the whole action. We 
begin by obta in ing, from the elementwise d e fin it io n  of approximate innerness, 
a global form. Approximately inner automorphisms are induced by un ita ries  
in  the u ltraproduct algebra M“  . We use a technique o f V. Jones to work, 
by means o f an action o f G x G , simultaneously with these un ita ries and 
w ith the action i t s e l f .  A fte r constructing, the same way as in the preceding 
chapter, an approximately equivariant system o f matrix u n its , we make i t  
contain the un ita ries that approximate the action. We obtain a copy o f the 
submodel which contains a large part o f the action, in the sense that fo r 
many normal states on M , the re s tr ic tio n  to the re la tiv e  commutant o f 
the copy o f the submodel is  almost fixed by the action. This way o f dealing 
with states o f the algebra, in view of obtaining tensor product s p lit t in g  o f 
the copy o f the model, is  d iffe re n t from the one in [4  1, and avoids the 
use of spectral techniques.
A cha rac te ris tic  o f the framework o f th is  paper is the superposition, 
at each step, of technical d if f ic u l t ie s  coming from the structure  o f general 
amenable groups, and from the absence of a trace on the fac to r. Nevertheless, 
in a techn ica lly  simple context lik e  e.g. ZT acting on R , a l l  the main 
arguments are s t i l l  needed.
With techniques based on the Takesaki d ua lity , V. Jones [241 obtained 
from the above results the c la s s ific a tio n  o f a large class of actions o f 
compact abelian groups (the duals o f which are discrete abelian, hence 
amenable, groups).
A s im ila r approach towards c lass ify ing  actions o f compact nonabelian 
groups would f i r s t  require a study o f the actions of th e ir  duals, which
(v ii)
are precisely the discrete symmetrical Kac algebras. A natural framework 
fo r th is  extension is the one of d iscre te  amenable Kac algebras, which 
includes botl» the duals of compact groups and the discrete amenable groups. 
I t  appears [351 that such an approach can be done along lines s im ila r to the 
ones in th is  paper. A f i r s t  step is  to provide, in the group case, proofs 
which are o f a global nature, i .e .  deal w ith subsets rather than with 
elements o f the group; the proof o f  the Rohlin Theorem given in  th is paper 
is such an instance. Apart from th a t, the subsequent extension to the non- 
groupal case needs, in general, techniques having no equivalent in the group 
case.
Here are some basic conventional notations. I f  M is a von Neumann 
algebra, M*1 , M+ and denotes its  s e lfa d jo in t part, pos itive  part 
and u n it ba ll respectively, M* and M* the predual and its  positive  
part, and Z(M) its  center. I f  x e M and $ c M* , we le t  |x|^ = ♦ (|x | )
11x| |  ^ = 4>(x*x)- and | |x| 1^  = * (  J(x*x+xx*))' .
CHAPTER 1.
MAIN RESULTS
This chapter contains an ou tline  o f the results o f independent in te res t 
obtained in the main body o f the paper.
1.1
Let M be a von Neumann algebra. An automorphism o o f M is  called 
cen tra lly  t r i v ia l ,  e t CtM , i f  fo r any cen tra liz ing  sequence (x(]) c  M ,
i .e .  which is  norm bounded and s a tis fie s  11m| |[< M nl l  I 3 0 to r any $ e M* ,
* n-w>
one has e(xn ) - xp •> 0 -s trong ly , o is  called properly ce n tra lly  non­
t r iv ia l  i f  0 |pM is not ce n tra lly  t r iv ia l  fo r  any nonzero o -invariant 
p ro je c tio n 'in  Z(M) . A discrete group action a:G •> Aut M is called 
cen tra lly  free i f  fo r any g e G\{1) , is  properly cen tra lly  n o n tr iv ia l.
The group G dealt w ith in th is  section w i l l  always be assumed countable 
and d iscre te .
A cocycle crossed action o f the Group G on M is a pa ir (u ,u) , where 
a:G Aut M and u:GxG -*■ U(M) s a tis fy  fo r  g,h,k E G
V h  " Adug,hagh
ug,h Jgh,k ‘ l,g^uh,k^ug,hk
ui ,g  " ug.i * 1 ‘
(u,u) is ca lled  cen tra lly  free i f  u is  so with the obvious adaptation of 
the d e fin it io n . The cocycle u is the coboundary o f v, u = av , i f  
v:G U(M) s a tis fie s
★ it
U„ . « 8 ( V J V „  V , .g,h g' h ' g gh
- 1 -
- 2 -
In th is  case, (a,u) may be viewed as a perturbation o f the action 
'g<»g). We shall | 
fo r  the 2-cohomology.
(Ad v ag)- ll prove in the Chapter 7 the follow ing vanishing resu lt
THEOREM
Let 6 be an amenable group, le t  H be a von Neumann algebra with 
separable predual and le t  t  t  be fa ith fu l.  I f  (a,u) is a centra lly  
free cocycle crossed action o f G on M , such that u|Z(M) preserves 
4»|Z(M) , then u is  a coboundary.
Moreover, given any e > 0 and any f in i t e  FC G  , there exists 5 > 0 
and a f in i te  KCG such that i f
l^ g .h '1IU  < 6 9*h £ K
then u = ov with
g c F
The s im ila r re s u lt fo r the 1-cohomology holds only i f  G is f in i t e ,  in 
which case i t  permits us to carry on the c la s s ific a tio n  up to conjugacy f23].
Li
A fac to r M is  ca lled McDuff i f  i t  is  isomorphic to R ü M , where R 
is  the hype rfin ite  II-j fac to r. Several equivalent properties, due to McDuff 
and Connes are given in 5.2 below.
We shall obtain in 8.5 the fo llow ing re s u lt.
- 3 -
THEOREM
Let G be an amenable group and le t  M be a McDuff facto r with 
separable predual. I f  a:G -► Aut M is  a cen tra lly  free action then a is 
outer conjugate to id R 0 a .
Moreover, given any c > 0 , any f in ite  KCG , and any $ e , 
there exists an (u^J-cocycle (vg) such that (Ad vgUg) is conjugate to 
idp 0 a and
A c tu a l^  the central freedom o f a is basica lly  used only to obtain 
cocycles. An a lte rna tive  approach based on the Lemma 2.4 would not need th is 
assumption.
1.3
In Chapter 4 we construct a model o f free action u ^ : G  •* Aut R 
fo r  an amenable group G . In 8.6 we show that th is  model action is contained 
Lrt any ce n tra lly  free action.
THEOREM
Let G be an amenable group and le t  M be a McDuff factor with separable 
predual. Any cen tra lly  free action a:G -► Aut M is outer conjugate to
Moreover, as in the preceding Theorem, the cocycle that appears can be 
chosen a rb it ra r i ly  close to 1.
1.4
Under the supplementary assumption that each is approximately inner,
- 4 -
the action is  shown in 9.3 to be uniquely determined up to ou te r conjugacy. 
THEOREM
Let G be an amenable group and le t  M be a McDuff fa c to r with 
separable predual. Any ce n tra lly  free approximately inner action u:G Aut M 
is  outer conjugate to 0 idM .
Bounds on the cocycle may also be obtained.
COROLLARY
Any two free actions o f the amenable group o f G on R are outer 
conjugate.
Proof
By resu lts o f Connes [3 ] ,  CtR = In t R and In t R = Aut R .
1.5
The study of actions o f groups is closely connected to the study o f 
G-kernels, which are homomorphisms G •» Out M = Aut M /Int M . Since inner 
automorphisms are ce n tra lly  t r i v ia l ,  central freedom can be defined fo r 
G-kernels. In 8.8 we obtain from the proof o f the Theorem 1 .2 , the analogoi* 
re su lt fo r G-kernels.
THEOREM
Let G be an amenable group and M a McDuff factor w ith  separable 
predual. Any ce n tra lly  free G-kernel (?:G -► Out M is conjugate to id f) 0 (i .
1.6
The same way we obtain in 8.9 the fo llow ing analogue o f the Theorem 1.3.
- 5 -
THEOREM
Let G be an amenable group and M a McDuff fac to r w ith separable 
predual. Any cen tra lly  free G-kernel 3 :G Out M is conjugate to
n(.<°>) 0 s .
Here a ^ : G  •* Aut R is the model action and n:Aut M -> Out M the 
canonical pro jection.
- 6 -
CHAPTER 2.
INVARIANTS AND CLASSIFICATION
We obtain from the resu lts in the preceding chapter, the outer 
conjugacy c la s s if ic a tio n  o f amenable group actions on the type 1^ and 
11  ^ hype rfin ite  facto rs.
2. 1
When an action  has an inner p a rt, there appears a cohomological 
inva riant coming from the uni<£*r.ty, ' wujU Io a scalar o f the unitaries 
implementing i t .  This inva ria n t, ca lled  the cha rac te ris tic  inva rian t, 
introduced by Connes fo r actions o f j f n 13 ] , was defined fo r general 
discrete groups by Jones [2 1 ]. We shall b r ie f ly  describe i t  in what fo llows.
Let a be an action o f a discrete group G on a factor M . A f i r s t  
conjugacy in va ria n t is the normal subgroup N(u) - a ' ( I n t  M) o f G . For 
each (i t  N = N(a) , we choose a unita ry c N such that a() * Ad vf) , 
and take v] = 1 . For h,k e N , both vh vk and vhk implement
uhak = ahk ’ thus there ex’ sts uh k E ^ = l z l = ^  suctl that
vh vk s “ h.k vhk
we in fe r
S im ila r ily , fo r g e G and h c N , since a a ■. a , « ah ,
9 g" nO g" h
a ( V , ) « X„ u V.
9 g * V  9,h h
fo r some h e 7 .9 »n
- 7 -
The pa ir (X,ii) o f maps X:G x N -> I  , y:N x N ■+ T sa tis fie s  the 
fo llow ing re la tions fo r h ,k , i c N, c G:
^h,k yhk,4 '  yk,Jt uh ,k i
Xh k = 11 -1 •‘k h,K h,h kh k,n
Xg,hk Xg,h Xg,k = V k  p
xg ,l = xl ,h  = uh ,l = ul ,h  = 1
where denotes the complex conjugation. This follows by easy computations 
from the d e fin itio ns  o f X and y . We le t  Z(G,N) be the abelian group 
consisting o f a l l  the pairs o f functions (x,u) sa tis fy ing  the above 
re la tions.
To get r id  o f the dependence o f (X,u) on the choice o f (v( ) , we 
le t  C(N) be the set o f a ll maps n:N ■* T w ith n-j = 1 and, fo r n e C(N)
we le t  3n 3 (x ,u ) where
I t  is easy to see tha t B(G,N) « 3C(N) is a subgroup o f Z(G,N) ; 
we denote by A(G,N) the quotient Z(G,N)/B(G,N) . For an action a , the 
image A(a) * [X ,a ] o f (X,u) in  A(G,N) does no longer depend on the
Mh,k ° nhk nh "k g e G , h,k c H .
choice of the un ita ries  (v^) and hence is a conjugacy inva rian t. I f
- 8 -
(Wg) is an (<Xg)-cocycle and ug = Ad w^ug , then fo r h c N , 
vh = vh implements ah , and i t  is  easy to compute that these 
un ita ries  y ie ld  the same pa ir (A,w) fo r  a . Thus A(a) is  an outer 
conjugacy in va ria n t, called the cha rac te ris tic  invarian t o f the action.
When N is  abelian, then [A ,p ] depends only on A and no quotient 
has to be taken.
The ch a rac te ris tic  inva rian t can also be defined in terms o f group 
extensions. Let a:G -*• Aut M with N = « ^( In t M) and le t  
N = { (h ,u ) c N x U(M)|a(i = Adu) . Then ft is  a subgroup o f N x U(M) 
and the maps T N , t  •> (1 , t )  and N -► N : (h,u) •> h y ie ld  an exact 
sequence
1 ->■ TT -► N -► N -► 1
where the induced action o f N on U by conjugation is t r iv ia l .  Moreover 
g e G acts on N by conjugation : h -► g hg  ^ , and i f  we le t  i t  act on 
I  t r iv ia l ly  and on ft by (h,u) (ghg \ a  (u)) , the above sequence 
becomes an exact sequence o f G-modules.
One can show that the classes o f extensions o f N by H ( t r iv ia l  action) 
in the category of G-modules is a group with the Braucr product arid that 
th is  group is  na tu ra lly  isomorphic to A(G,N) .
2 . 2
C ohom ologica l in v a r ia n ts  fo r the conjugacy o f G-kernels were 
defined in an algebraic context by Eilenborg and I'luLano and adapted to von 
Neumann algebras by Nakamura and Takeda [32] and Sutherland f4Tl*
- 9 -
Let 0:G -*• Out M be a G-kernel on a facto r and le t  a:G Aut M
be a section o f i t ,  w ith = 1 . For each g,h e G , there are unita ries
w , £ H with g.h
ci au = Ad w . a .9 h g,h gh
which may be assumed to sa tis fy  w, = w , = 1 . From the a s s o c ia tiv ity
i > 9 y »• *
re la tion  (0 ^ ) 0^  = <*(0^ 01^ ) one obtains
wg,hwgh,k = 5g,h,kag(wh ,k )wg,hk
fo r  some 6  ^  ^ c T . The function 5:G3 -*• I  sa tis fie s  a normalized 
3-cocycle re la tio n , and its  class Ob(0) in H3(G,T) , called the 
obstruction, is a conjugacy inva rian t fo r the G-kernel ft .
Jones has shown that i f  G is  a countable, discrete group and i f  R 
is the hype rfin ite  11^  fa c to r, then fo r any normal subgroup N o f G and 
any [X,p] e A(G,N) there exists an action a :G -► Aut R with N(a) = N and
3
A(a) = [X .p ], and fo r  each [6 ] e H (G) there exists a free G-kernel 
b :G -► Out R with Ob(s) 3 C i] .
Let N be a normal subgroup o f G and le t  Q = G/H . One can define 
natural connecting maps to extend the HochshiId-Serre exact sequence to an 
e ight term exact sequence
1 -  H1(Q)->H1(G )^ 1(N)G-H2(Q )^ 2(G )^(G ,N )-ti3(Q)->H3(G) .
For de ta ils  see [19 ], [2 2 ], [361.
2 . 3
The fo llow ing Lemma describes actions with t r iv ia l  cha rac te ris tic  
invariant.
- 10 -
Lemma
Let G be a countable discrete amenable group and le t M be a 
facto r w ith separable predual. Let a:G -*• Aut M be an action w ith 
a \ l n t  M) = a \ c t  M) = N . Let p:G -*■ Q = G/N be the canonical p ro jection. 
I f  A(a) is t r iv ia l  then there ex is t an a-cocycle u and an action 
a:Q -*• Aut M such that
Ad u <x_ = « , . g c G .
g g p(g) y
Proof
By the t r i v ia l i t y  o f A(a) , we may choose a map v:N -► U(M) , v1 = 1 
such that fo r g c G , h,k c N we have
ah = Ad vh
vhvk - Vhk
°g (v - l ha) " vh • g hg
Let s:Q ->• G be a section of p w ith  s ( l)  * 1 , and le t  <7^ * u' (q) 
fo r q e Q . I f  q ,r  e Q , define t ( q , r )  c N by
s(q) s (r) = t(q , r )  s(qr)
and le t  w„ „  * vw „  . We have fo r q ,r ,s  e Q q ,r  MS»'/
t ( q , r ) t ( q r ,s )  = A d (s (q )) ( t( r ,s ) ) t (q ,rs )
hence ( ( 0 , ( w  )) is a cocycle crossed section of Q on M , which is
H H »'
by the hypothesis o f the Lemma centra lly  free . The 2-cohomology vanishing 
(Theorem 1.1) y ie lds a map z:Q U(M), z1 = 1 , with
— — *
2 a (2 jW n „ Z » 1q q ' r ' q ,r  qr q . r  c Q .
-11 -
Let aq = Ad zqaq . Then a is  an action of Q on R . For g e G
*
with p(g) = p and g = hm , h e H , in = s(p) , we le t  ug = z^ vf) . We
have
★ — ^
Ad u a = Ad(z v. )Ad v. « = a„g g ' p h' h p p
and a ll  that remains to  be show is  that (u^) is an «-cocycle.
Let g , f  c G ; p = p(g), q = p (f)  e Q ; m = s(p) , n = s(q) , 
r  = s(pq) c s(Q )C  G ; h = gm  ^ , k = fn  ^ , i  = g f r  ' e N . We have
t(p ,q ) = mnr  ^ = nin f  = mk ^h = Ad(s(p))(k ^)h \
so that
vi- . = c»_(V., ) V, V. p , q  p '  k '  h i
and we obtain
★ __ ★ * ★
ug“g<uf ’ u9f '  2pvh V p < V k > V l 2p<| • V ‘p < V " p ,q 2p<t " 1 .
The Lemma is proved.
2.4
The Lemma that fo llow s is a device to obtain cocycles.
Lemma
Let M,N,P be facto rs and le t  a:G •* Aut M , p:G -*■ Aut N be actions 
o f a discrete group G . Let y:G Aut P and v :G + U(M) be maps such
that
a is conjugate to e 6 s
(Ad v(J«g) is  conjugate to e 0 y .
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Then there ex is ts  an a cocycle u such that 
(Ad LigOig) is conjugate to b 9 B .
Pro o f.
Since (Ad vgug) is  conjugate to n 0 Y and to b 9 3 0 Y , 
exists an isomorphism e:N 9 M -*• M such that
Ad V g  = 0(0g 0 Ad V g 1®”1 •
Let vg = o ( lN 9 v*)Vg ; then
Ad V g  = e(6g 0 V 6_1 *
The r ig h t member is an action , hence
— — _*
l s V a „ ( v jv  . g.h g g' h' gh
is  a scalar fo r g,h c G .
Once again, since s is conjugate to b 9 u , there exists an 
isomorphism o":N 0 M -► M such that
Ad Y g  a ?(0g 0 Ad V g ) r ’ *
We le t  Ug ■ e (l 9 vg)vg and In fe r
Ad ugag - »(»g 0 ag>""'
V g < “h > >  ■  • (H ^ )(M * gag)(H *J) V 9 <’ l> ) V " ( , i7gh)
■ 2g ,h » ( '0( * J ( M V s ) ( ^ ) v 9l,) )  ■ i 5>hi j ih ■ 1
there
C
The Lemma is proved.
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2.5
The preceding chapter contained c la ss ifica tio n  resu lts in the invariantles 
case. In many s itu a tio n s , we can reduci^th is case by tensorizing with model 
actions having opposite invariants. The formal se tting  is the fo llow ing.
Lemma
Let r be a discrete group.
a )  Let r be a un ita l semigroup and le t  -► r be a su rjec tive  
homomorphism with ^ ( l )  = {1} . Then $ is b ije c tiv e .
b) Let a be a ( le f t )  r-space and le t  $ :a -► r  be a homomorphism 
o f r-spaces w ith card <j> ^(1) = 1 . Then is b ije c tiv e .
Proof
a )  For x , y  c 1! with ip( x ) = ij/(y) = g ,  we find  z t r. w ith
t ( i )  c 9  ^ • Then i|i (xz) = ip(zy) ■ 1 and so xz = zy = 1 , hence
x  = x . l  = x z y  = l y  -  y .
b )  Let r x a  •> A , ( g , x )  -*• gx be t he a c t i o n  o f  r on A , and
l e t  e ■ $ \ l )  e A. For any x c I  we hav e <t >( $( x) ' ^x)  = 1 ,
so $ ( x )  ^x = e and
x = 1 . x  = <i>(x)^(x) ^x = 4>( x ) e  .
Hence g •* ge:r A is  the inverse map o f <t> .
2. 6
We begin by c lass ify ing  actions on the hype rfin ite  I I .  fac to r R.
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THEOREM
Let G be a countable d iscrete amenable group. Two actions 
a,0:G Aut R are outer conjugate i f  and only i f  N(a) = N(p) and 
A(o) -  A(e) .
Proof
We keep a normal subgroup N o f C fixe d ; le t  r be the group A(G,N)
and le t  I  be the set o f outer conjugacy classes [a] of actions
a:G •* Aut ft , with IT isomorphic to R and N(a) = N . We le t ip: E -*■ r 
be the charac te ris tic  in va ria n t, which is well defined on outer conjugacy 
classes. £ is a semigroup w ith  tensor product m u ltip lica tio n , which 
preserves classes, and ^ i s a  semigroup inorphisin; by the results o f Jones
i|i is  su rjec tive . To apply the Lenina 2.5(a) i t  remains to show that E is
u n ita l and * (1) = {1} . By the Lenina 2.3, in the class of any action  
a:G Aut R with ip( [a ] ) = 1 there is  an action ü induced by a free  
action o of the quotient Q =» G/H . Since Q is amenable, any two such 
actions o f Q are outer conjugate by the Corollary 1.4, and the cocycle 
l i f t s  to a cocycle of « . Hence the preimage of 1 c r consists o f a 
sing le  class.
Let a:Q Aut R be the model of free action and le t u:G •» Aut R be 
the induced G-action. Let 0:G Aut R with [0] e £ ; then 3 induces 
a Q-kernel is1:G-»0ut R . I f  n: Aut R ► Out R is the pro jection, then by 
the Theorem 1.6 the Q-kernels 0' and n(a) 0 o' are conjugate. There ex is t 
thus un ita rios  vg,g c G such that (Ad vgBg)g is conjugate to (ug 0 0g)g . 
Since a is conjugate to a 0 a , the Lemma 2.4 shows that 6 is  outer 
conjugate to a 0 0 , and hence [uJ is  a u n it in £ . The Theorem is prove
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2.7
The above re su lt extends to the fo llow ing  framework.
Theorem
Let G be a countable discrete amenable group and le t  M be a McDuff 
facto r w ith  separable predual. Two approximately inner actions u,0:G -► Aut M 
with a *^ ( In t M) = a ^(Ct M) = S*^(Int M) = P~^(Ct M) = N are outer conjugate 
i f  and only i f  A(a) = A(0) .
Proof
We le t  again r  = A(G,N) and le t  A be the set of outer conjugacy 
classes [u] of actions a:G -► Aut R , with Fi isomorphic to M ,
'>(G)C.Tnt M and o’  ( In t M) = u~'(Ct M) = N . We le t ^ i A -  r be the map
[a ]  -► A(u) . For each 5 c r , le t u1 :G Aut R be an action w ith
N(a’ ) = N and A(u1') = C . We le t 1’ act on A by
U , M )  -  I«* 8 «] •
This map is  well defined and we have 
$(l& ' 0 a ])  = U ( [a ])  .
To apply the Lenina 2.5(b) we have to show that A is a r-module and 
that 4>"^(1) has a single element. This la s t  fact is established lik e  in the 
proof of the preceding Theorem, using the Theorem 1.4 instead of i ts  Corollary.
The same way we obtain that m u ltip lica tion  w ith  the action of G on R coming
from the free action of G/N on R preserves the class. The fa c t that fo r 
C,n c r and Is] e A
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[aC 0 an 0 B] = [a^n 0 B]
follows from the procedi tig Theorem, since 
A(uf' 0 a") = -  A(aCn) .
The proof is thus fin ished .
2.8
For in f in i te  facto rs we need f i r s t  the fo llow ing resu lt.
Lemma
Let u:G -«• Aut M be an action of a d iscrete group on an in f in ite  fac to r. 
Then a is outer conjugate to id f  0 a where F is a type I fac to r.
Proof
We le t  N be a type Iw subfactor of M . I t  is well known that
M * N 0 (N T \M ) and th a t there exists fo r each g c G a unitary v c M
9
such that Ad vgag |N 3 id ^  (the proof of the Lenina 8.4 Step A extends 
immediately to in f in ite  dimensional subfactors).
The Lemma 2.4 concludes the proof, since 11 is  isomorphic to N 0 N.
Let us describe now the c la s s if ic a tio n  o f actions on the hype rfin ite  
I I   ^ fac to r Rg  ^ . There exists a homomorphism mod:Aut Rg  ^ 1R+ such
th a t fo r 0 e Aut Rg  ^ and t a semi f in i te  trace on Rg ^ , too 1 mod(o)t 
[7 ] .  I t  was shown by Connes [41 that CtRg i = IntRg  ^ and Tht Rg j = ker mo<
For an action a:G -*• Aut Rg  ^ the homomorphism inod(a):G IRf yie lds a 
conjugacy in va ria n t; since inner «ut£>**orplus*nhave module 1 th is  is an outer 
conjugacy inva rian t.
Theorem
Let G be a countable d iscrete amenable group. Two actions 
a ,0 :G -*• Aut Rg  ^ are outer conjugate i f  and only i f  (N(<i),A(a),mod(u)) 3 
= (N(s),A(tJ),mod(s)) .
Proof
We keep a normal subgroup N o f G fixed  and le t  r Q be the group of 
a l l  homomorphisms v:G -► K+ with N C ker v . We le t  r be the product of 
the groups A(G,N) and rQ , and le t  T. be the set o f a l l  outer conjugacy 
classes [a ]  o f actions a:G -> Aut M with M isomorphic to R gj , and
w ith  N(a) « N . Since rq i “  Ro 1 Q R0 1 U  is easy to see that }: is
a semigroup w ith m u ltip lica tion  given by the tensor product. The map 
t : [ a ]  •»■ ( A(u) ,mod(u)) y ie lds a homomorphism of i  into r . For f,cA(G,N)
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le t  </' be an action G •> Aut R with A(c/') - r. . By results o f Takesaki
[42 ] there exists an action 0 JR+ -*■ Aut RQ 1 with mod(0 t ) = t  . For
v c IV, we define an action 0V:G -*■ Aut Rn , by 0V = 0 , . . Then the0 0,1  ^ g ’ v(g)
action y = a" 0 Bv o f G on R 0 RQ 1 = RQ  ^ sa tis fie s  N(y) = N ,
A(y ) = 5 and mod(y) = v , hence 1(1 is  su rjec tive .
I f  | ( [a ] )  = 1 , then a is approximately inner and hence by the 
Theorem 2.7 a is uniquely determined. Let a :G Aut RQ 1 w ith a e T. 
and le t  o:G Aut R come from a free action o f G/N on R . From the
Theorem 1.6 applied to the G/N-kernel induced by a , we obtain as in the
proof o f 2.6 the fac t tha t a is  outer conjugate to u 0 a . On the other 
hand, by the Lenina 2.8 a is outer conjugate to idp 0 a where F is  a 
type I to fac to r. The class o f the action a 0 idp:G -+ Aut(R 0 F) « Aut Rq  ^
acts thus as a un it in z . By the Lenina 2 .5(a), the Theorem is  proved.
2.10
The c la s s ific a tio n  o f G-kernels on factors can be done by the same 
methods, using the Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 instead o f th e ir  analogues 1.2 and
1.3 fo r actions. The key remark is  that the Isomorphism Theorem 1.4 works 
fo r  ce n tra lly  free approximately inner G-kernels p:G -*• Out M w ith t r iv ia l  
obstruction. By the d e fin it io n  o f the obstruction, in th is case there exists 
a cocycle crossed action (a,u) o f G on M such that (eg) = (n(a^)) 
where II:Aut M Out M is  the p ro jection. Since G is amenable, u is a 
coboundary by the Theorem 1.1, and one can suppose tha t a is an action; 
the Theorem 1.4 can be now applied to conclude that the conjugacy class of 
6 is uniquely determined. The existence o f free G-kerncls on R having 
a rb itra ry  obstructions yie lds the same way as in 2.6 the fo llow ing resu lt.
THEOREM
Let G be a countable discrete amenable group. Two free G-kernels 
3 , y :G ■* Out R are conjugate i f  and only i f  Ob( 3 ) 3 Ob(y) .
2.11
The resu lt analogous to 2.7 is  the fo llow ing.
THEOREM
Let G be as above and le t  M be a McDuff facto r with separable 
predual. Two ce n tra lly  free approximately inner G-kernels p,y:G -+ Out M 
are conjugate i f  and only i f  Ob( 0 ) = Ob(y) .
2.12
Since inner automorphisms o f RQ 1 have module 1, fo r a G-kernel 
e:G ■* Out Rq  ^ the invarian t mod(fl) : G 1R+ can bo defined. The same 
way as in 2.10 one can prove the resu lt that fo llows.
THEOREM
Lot G be a countable discrete amenable group. Two free G-kernels 
S,y :G -*■ Out Rq ! are conjugate i f  and only i f  (Ob(e) ,mod(b)) a (Ob(y) ,mod(Y)).
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CHAPTER 3.
AMENABLE GROUPS
We associate to an amenable group G a paving system, which is a 
system o f f in i te  sets which approximate the behaviour o f le f t  G-spaces.
3.1
The group G dea lt with in the sequel w i l l  be d iscrete, a t most 
countable and n o n tr iv ia l. G is  called amenable i f  i t  has a le f t  invariant 
mean, which is a pos itive  linear map m : ¿^(G) C , with m (l) = 1 and
nr*g = m fo r g c G where is the le f t  g transla tion  on t£(G) ,
i .e .  a " f in i te ly  add itive  f in ite  Haar measure". On f in ite  groups, m is 
the Haar measure, but on in f in ite  groups, such a mean, i f  i t  e x is ts , is 
never unique. Abelian groups are amenable, since the invariant mean can 
be chosen by means o f the Markov-Kakutani fixed  point theorem. An ascending 
union o f amenable groups is amenable, hence loca lly  f in i te  groups are 
amenable. Subgroups and quotient groups o f amenable groups are amenable, 
and an extension of an amenable group with an amenable quotient is again 
amenable, hence solvable groups are amenable. The free group with 2 
generators is not amenable. For a survey o f amenability see 115]. I f  
the group G is w ritten  as F/R with F a free group and R the re la tion  
subgroup, the amenability o f G is connected to the "growth ra tio "  of R in F 
([16]),
In what fo llow s, fo r a set K we shall denote by |K| its  ca rd in a lity , 
and we shall w rite  K c c L  i f  Kc L and |K| < « .
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3.2
Let G be a group. I f  Fcc.G and e > 0 we say that a nonvoid
subset S o f G is (e ,F ) - ( le f t )  inva rian t i f  i t  is f in i t e  and
|S n  H gSI > (1-c ) |S| . The fo llow ing in t r in s ic  characterisation of 
geF
amenable groups was given in 112] by F01nor. For a short proof, due to 
Namioka and Day, see [1 5 ].
Theorem (F0lner)
A group G is amenable i f  and only i f  i t  has a rb it ra r i ly  ( le f t )  
inva rian t subsets, i .e .  i f  fo r any e > 0 and F c c G  one can find  
an (e ,F )-invarian t subset S of G .
3.3
An impediment towards more elaborate constructions was the absence of 
a lin k  between several approximately inva ria n t subsets of G . A resu lt 
in th is d irection  was announced in [36]. We need that resu lt in  a s lig h tly  
more precise form, which fo r convenience we prove in the sequel.
2
Let us consider, fo r  instance, the case G = 2 . A large rectangle,
which is approximately inva rian t to given translations has moreover the 
property that one can cover the group with translates o f i t ,  w ithout gaps 
or overlappings. One cannot do the same thing with an a rb it ra r i ly  shaped 
almost invariant subset, e.g. a "d isc ". Nevertheless i t  is possible to 
cover G , w ith in  a given accuracy e , by using translates of a f in ite  
number N o f "d iscs", provided each is very large with respect to the 
preceding one1, moreover N depends only on c .
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We say tha t a system (S .) ..^  o f f in i t e  sets are e -d is jo in t, 
e > 0 , i f  there are subsets S !c  S. , i  e I , such that |S || > (1-e) ¡S j 
and (S i) . are d is jo in t .  We say tha t the system K ^ ,. .. ,K N o f f in ite  
subsets of the group G e-pave the f in i te  subset S o f G i f  there are 
subsets L ^ , . . . ,L N of G , called paving centers, such that 
U  K.L.; c. S , (K.L.)._-, „  are d is jo in t and c-cover S , i .e .
|S \ U K . L . |  < c|S| , and moreover fo r each i , (K.1 ). . are . i t  i
c -d is jo in t .  I f  there are 6 > 0 and K ccG  such that K ^ ,. .. ,K N
c-pave ar\y (4 ,K )- inva ria n t S c  G we ca ll K j, . . . ,K ^  an e-paving system
o f sets.
Theorem (Ornstein and Weiss)
Let G be an amenable group. For any t  > 0 there is N > 0 , such 
th a t fo r any y > 0 and F c c G  , there is an t-paving system K ^,...,K ^  
o f subsets of G , w ith each being (v,F )-1nvariant.
More precise ly , fo r  any 0 < e < 1/2 le t N > ^-log- and 6 = ;
le t  G be such that is (¿ ¡K J * 1 . i f 1 ) - in v a ria n t, where
7, *  U K  and n =  1 ,...,N -1  . Then any S c. G which is (4,U  Kn)-invar1ant 
n p>n  ^ n
is  e-paved by K1 , . . ,K N .
Remark
The essential fa c t is  that N does not depend on the invariance 
degree (y,F) imposed the sets ( K ^  .
The proof tha t fo llows is  based on th e ir  ideas.
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The fo llow ing Lenina shows tha t i f  S is inva rian t enough with 
respect to K then i t  can swallow enough r ig h t translates o f K ; 
moreover, from the approximate invariance of S and K follows the 
approximate invariance of the remaining part, provided that th is  part is 
not too small.
Lenina
Let 0 < e < 1/2 . Suppose SccG is ( l/2 ,K )- in v a ria n t and le t  
L c G  be maximal such that KL C  S and are c -d is jo in t. Then
|KL|>f|S| •
Suppose moreover that fo r some 6 > 0 and Fee G , S is ( 6 ,F )- 
invariant and K is ( 6 |F| \ f '^  )- in va ria n t. I f  fo r p > 0  , |S\KL| >p|S  
then S\KL is (3p ^5,F )-inva rian t.
Proof
Let S' = S o  ; we have | S11 > 1/2 S . From the maximal ity
keK
of L i t  follows tha t fo r any l  c S' , |Ki. r\ KL| > c|K| . In terms of 
characte ris tic  functions th is  yie lds
XK_ !*  Xkl > e |K |xs , .
Integrating we get
|K||KL| > c |K | |S '|
hence
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|KL| > e |S '| > ||S |
and the f i r s t  part of the Lemna is proved.
Suppose now that the supplementary assumptions are fu l f i l le d ,  and
le t  S "  = S o  f U - ' s  and K 1 = K n  H k K  ;  from the hypothesis 
k c F  k eF
|S "  | > (1 -6 ) |S| and |K* | > ( 1 - i lF f 1 )|K| . Let S] -  SMCL and
s; = S, r \  C \ k " 1 S, . Then 
1 1 k c F  1
S ^S J  c  (S \S ")  u  (F_1 KL\KL) 
£  ( S \S " ) u  f’ V nH L
So
|S ,\S ' I < |SSS"| + |K \K '| |F | |L | 
<6|S| + 6|K| |L| .
From the e-disjointness of ( K l)^  i t  follows that
|KL| > (1-01*1  |L|
hence
|K| |L | < ( l - c ) ' V l  < 2 |KL| < 2 |S|
With the las t hypothesis
i S ^ S j l  < 3A|S| < 36p-1 |S11
and the Lemma is proved.
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Proof of the Theorem
Let N > 7- lo g j- , which implies (1 - < e . Let 6 = (3 )^
and fip = (^ )n , n = 1........N . Let SN = S and fo r n * N , N -1 ,.,.,1  ,
supposing Sp is defined, le t  Lp be maximal such that and
( M ) , , l are ^ -d is jo in t ;  define S } = Sn\K nLp . 
n
I f  fo r some n > l  , |Sn-i | £  e |S j , then
|S \ \J K  L | = |S | < e |SN| = c|S| and the proof is ready. We therefore 
P P P
continue under the hypothesis t S ^ I  > El snl * n = 1 .. . . .N  and we show 
inductive ly  fo r n = N , N -1 ,.,.,1  that
( 1 ) Sn is ( 6n,'Kn)-in va ria n t
(2) isn. , i  < n - f ) | s nl •
by means o f the Lemma, (2) results from (1) since Sp is (^ .K ^ - in v a r ia n t.
For n ■ N , (1) is a hypothesis. For n < N , since Kp+  ^ is
( i n + l|lW ’ l , W l ) ' 1nvar1ant and lSn' > £,Sn + ll ’ we in fe r  that
S is ( 3c"^i ) = ( 6  ,15 )-in va ria n t. An ite ra tio n  of (2) shows that 
n ' n+ 1  n' '  n n'
|S J < ( l - f ) N|SMl < «1*1 .
The Theorem is proved.
Corollary
Suppose that the group G is in f in ite  and ...are an c-paving
system of sets, t  > 0 . There is a f in ite  subset K‘ o f G , K’ /  $ .
which may be chosen a rb it ra r i ly  inva riant such that there ex is t subsets 
L , , . . . , L nc c G  with
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N
(1) K1 = E |K .| |L |
j= l 1 1
( 2 ) fo r any i e T7 N the sets
TO. = {g c K' I there are unique (T .k .t)  e JL K-r x It  . with 1 T d  1
g = k t, and fo r  these T = i }  
sa tis fy  |K1 | > ( l-4 c )|K . | |Li | .
Proof
Let c < 1/4 . Suppose that Rnc.G is t-paved by K p . . . , ! ^  
with paving centers L p . . . , l ^  . We may take K a rb it ra r i ly  inva rian t 
and |fc| a rb it ra r i ly  la rge .
From the d e fin it io n  o f e-paving we easily in fe r
(l-c)s|K,||C1| < |*| i (l-e)''i:|H1l|C’l l .
J J
We can find  K 'c G  , w ith  |K' A < e | K.  | and fo r each i c T^Ti ,
J
L. c  G with |L . A  t1. | < 26 1^ | such that E|K  ^ | |L. | = |K' | . Since
|ft| was large as desired, there are no re s tr ic tio n s  on the invariance 
degree of K' . One can s t i l l  keep the assumption that (K.L^)j are 
mutually d is jo in t,  and (K . i)  fo r n e Lf are e -d is jo in t; we obtain
(3) (K.L^K* | < 261^ | |L11 .
For g e G le t  ^ ( g )  * | { (k ,«.) c K. x L^|g a k i } |  . The 
c-disjo in tness condition yie lds
<g £ K1L1 I If>j(g) < 1) > (l-2c)|K1||Li | .
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With (3) we in fe r
l * ; l  ■ |{g e K ' l ^ ( g )  = 1}|  > ( l - 4c ) | K 1| | L 1 | .
3.4
For an amenable group G , a repeated use of the Paving Theorem 
y ie ld s  a sequence o f " le v e ls ", each level consisting of a paving system 
o f subsets o f G which pave each o f the sets appearing at the higher 
le v e l. This structure  contains a ll the information we need about the group G, 
and about the ways o f approximating i t  w ith f in ite  subsets. Therefore such 
a structure  (fixed  once fo r a l l )  w i l l  be the basis o f a ll the constructions 
done fu rth e r on. The Proposition that follows is an immediate consequence of 
die Theorem and Corollary 3.3; the ve rifica tio n s  are le f t  to the reader.
Proposition (Paving Structure)
Let G be an amenable group. Let c > 0  and G c c G  be given,n n
fo r  n * 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  . Then there are en*paving systems (K?). , 1 e I n , 
w ith  each K1.1 being (cn,Gn)-in v a ria n t and with (K?). mutually d is jo in t,  
and f in i te  sets (L1? ,)^ . , (1 ,j ) c I n « I |i+j such that
and fo r  any ( i , j )  e I * I n+1 , the sets
K?+! <= {g c Kn+  ^ | there are unique 
1 »J
w ith g ■ k t , and fo r these T * 1}
( T , k , t )  e Ai- K j  x L-r-j
sa tis fy
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Let Kn -JJ.K1.' ; since (K?). are supposed d is jo in t,  we shall ofteni 1
id e n tify  Kn with 1/K^e.G .
i 1
For any n le t  F*1 x L1? . -► liK 1? 1  ^ = Knt^ be a b ije c tio n
j  i 1 j  J
such tha t fo r  any j  e I , , l<n(H.K1!' x l 1? .) = Kn+  ^ , and i f
n+1 .j l 1 9 J  J
{ i , k , £) c_LLK^ x Ln . w ith k i e , then R"0 ( i , k ,A) * k£ .
 ^ 1 1 > J  1 * J
For any g e G and n e N le t  us choose "approximate . le ft 
transla tions" with g on Kn , i .e .  bisections : Kn Kn with
t"(K?) = K, , i e I such that i f  k e K11 with gk e K? , then i n(k) = gk . g' v  i n i 3 i g
We c a ll II = ( t n' Gn»(Ki’ ) i * ( L?>j ) j )j ^ n* ( liCj ) lJ)n a paving Structure 
fo r G ; the notation that appears in  the statement of the Proposition 
w ill  be frequently used in  the rest of the paper.
Corollary
In the conditions of the Proposition, fo r any g e Gf) and 
* n "  Jn+ 1 ’
(3) |{ (k ,t)e K fx L jf j |irn( tJ (k ) ,A )^ J +1 (lcn( k , l ) ) ) |  < 3en|K y||Ly>J|
that is ,  on most of the Kn+  ^ , fo r a given g and fo r n large enough 
the le f t  g trans la tion  almost coincides with the le f t  g trans la tion  on the 
plaques K? product with the id e n tity  on the set of paving centers L? ■ .
W
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Proof
Let A be the set in  the le f t  member of ( 3). I f  (k,Ji) e K^1 x L? . 
are such tha t gk e K1.1 , and k i.g k t e 1<?+1. then
1 1 >J
j l^(k) = gk , I c^f gk. l )  = gk£,  ^ ( k t )  = k t  and J[|j+^ ( k l )  “  gkn and so
A . We in fe r
4 £ ( kJV9'’ kJ) « Lf , j ' J ( f n) ' ’ (K"L'l>j\ ^ j ) U . . .  
. . .  U ! / '  « * ) ( t " ) ' , ( K j L j i J \ ^ ] )  .
The fac t that Kr.' is (c(),Gn)-in va ria n t together with (2) y ie ld s
M  i  t nl Kjl lL",jl * 2 cn I Ki I lLï .  j I 3 cnlK'i'l lLV, j.n, |. n
and the Corollary is proved.
Rxample
NLet us consider fo r instance the case G - TL .
Let Kn « ( l- ( 3 n- 'l ) /2 , (3 n- l ) / 2 ] ) Nc  Z N and le t Ln = {-3n, 0, 3n}N .
Then Kn x Ln = Kn+\  so k" are rectangles paving each other w ith  
paving centers Ln and IT0 is simply the product. The invariance degree 
of each Kn increases as much as desired with n . The approximate le f t  
G translations i ^ on Kn can be taken, fo r instance, to be the 
translations modulo ( 3 ^ ) ^  . In the general case, since G may have no 
analogue of rectangles we have to use several K? at each level and take 
IT0 and to be b ijec tions  behaving well on most o f the points.
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3.5
For la te r  use, we are going to make now some assumptions on the 
elements o f the Paving Structure, possible by the freedom o f choice 
tha t we had at each step o f i ts  construction.
For a f in i te  group G we le t  fo r each n , I p- { 1 > and take 
= G(1 ■ G , i =01 • In what follows we assume that G is in f in i te .
For each n , we choose Gn + 1  C G a fte r ( k")^  were chosen. We 
may thus assume that
( U  V jL f  j M U  UKP(KP)‘ 1Klj(KP)‘ 1) C G n+1
p<n i . j  p<n i . j  1 1 J J n+l
and also that
U G n « G 
n
.n+lSince fo r each j  e I n+] » |K jT I | « z |k” 11Lr^  j |  we may assume, by 
taking a ll |k " | large, that
-  i l
Since we may also suppose that |Gn+i |  < J cn |K” we may assume
that
' » J
A fte r the choice o f (K j4 ) j  and o f (L?+j ) ^  j  we may, without
in te rfe r in g  w ith the previous assumptions, replace them with (Kn+^g ,).
J J J
respectively ( ( g .) .) fo r  some a rb itra ry  elements g. t  G .
J  * i J  J
G being assumed in f in i te ,  we may use th is  device to assume tha t fo r 
each n , ( K ^ ) .  are mutually d is jo in t and moreover that
J J
For each n , en > 0 could be chosen a rb it ra r i ly  small. We use th is 
to s im p lify  the constants appearing in the computations. To avoid a long 
and irre levan t l i s t  o f assumptions of the form
en+l < f (n ’ e0 *el ........en*
with f  > 0 , we leave to the reader to check the fact that fo r  each n , 
a f in ite  number o f such assumptions are done in the rest o f the paper.
A las t problem. The f in a l choice o f the Paving Structure w i l l  be done
n
in the next chapter, by possibly taking only a subsequence ( K . ^  o f 
the leve ls. I t  is easy to see, due to the f in ite  number o f possible 
refinements o f a f in ite  number o f leve ls , that assumptions can be done 
in such a form that the assumptions appearing above are true fo r any such
refinement.
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CHAPTER 4.
THE MODEL ACTION *★
For a given amenable group G we construct, based on the paving 
s truc tu re  previously displayed, a fa ith fu l representation o f G in to  
the weak closure o f an UHF-algebra, the representation being w e ll- 
provided with f in i t e  dimensional approximations. We obtain from i t  a 
model of free action o f G on the hype rfin ite  11^  fac to r.
For f in i te  G , the model reduces essen tia lly  to the equivariant 
m atrix units model o f Jones ( C23J) while fo r G = Z i t  is d iffe re n t of 
the one used by Connes in [4  ] and could be viewed as a noncommutative 
version of the odometer model used in ergodic theory.
4.1
Let G be an amenable group and le t  K be a paving structure of G ,
constructed as shown in the previous chapter, and fixed in a ll  what fo llows.
★ ,
We define the l im it space K of K to be the inductive l im it  of the 
system ( Kn) ^ with maps Kn-t1 -» Kn given by
Kn + 1  . > 1 U U ;  « L" . +JJ.K? - Kn
j  1 1 1,J 1 1
where the f i r s t  map is the inverse of the b ije c tio n  , and the second
•h
one is the natural p ro jection . Thus the elements o f K are fibers
fk ) £ n Kn which s a tis fy  fo r each n i : k c K? and 
n i  n " ’ n
33
‘■i w - w V hVv , '
Let p : K -► Kn be the canonical pro jection. With the inductive r n
n *
l im i t  o f the discrete topologies on each K , K becomes a compact
space and the Borel algebra of Borel measurable subsets is generated
by U 8 , w ith Bn = {p“ 1(S)|S £ Kn} . For n c N , le t  r j  consist 
n
o f those permutations yn of Kn which are d irec t sums o f permutations
o f each k" , i  e I n . Any yn c r" uniquely determines a
yw1 « i * * '  b , 1 < V +V „ „ »  ■ ( i n.Yn(kn).«n) i f  1^(kn+1) .
This way we obtain a homomorphism from rJJ into the automorphism group
o f K* ; we denote by rn c  Aut K its  range and le t  r = U  r11 .
n
Being an ascending union o f f in i te  groups, r is  amenable.
4.2
We choose an extermal measure v in the set of a l l  r - in v a ria n t 
p ro b a b ility  Borel measures on K* ; th is  set is nonempty by the amenability 
o f r . Being extremal, ij is  r-ergodic.
Let x" be ttle characte ris tic  function of Pn ' ( K ,. ' ) c  K , and le t
x" du .
For Bn-measurable functions f  : K •• C, which take the value f^ 
on Pp1( (k ) ) ,k c Kn the operators
f  >♦ | r n | " 1 z f ‘ i
yurn
t i K j r ’  i  t r f
1 k«K"
f
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are both conditional expectations on the Borel algebra generated by 
( x ^  i , as one can easily  check; hence they are equal. Since y is
h a
r- in v a r ia n t, th is  shows that y is  well determined by (u^)n  ^ •
For i e I n and j  c 1 ^  , x" x*j+ 1  is  the characte ris tic  
function o f p ~ | - j * l "  j ) )  . From the equality o f the
conditional expectations fo r applied to f  = x”  w0 in fe r
i j n l i - 1  .. n r ii^n + 1  r 1 ien i i i n i " + 1  - n+ 1r l  X ^ Y  ■ E K .  I | K.  ; | L .  ,  X i  -  E X ,  . y .
_n+l 1 j  J 1 J j  1 , 0  J
Y e F
where ■ |K?I l ^ l  1 ^ '  f ' . •
For n < m , i n c In , 1^ c Ip) , le t
j. xn xn+l ^m-1
1 n*1m i n + 1 ........ i m+1 1 n*1 n+l ’ n + l 'W  ‘m - r ’ m
xn,m
so tha t, fo r instance, ■ \ n. . . In a s im ila r way to the one in
* *J ' *J
the case m = n+ 1  , fo r any m > n one in fe rs
. . .  .„m ,-l . n _ p . n , m in
(1) r | L X;’ Y - E X4
rm 1 . , m 1,J JYeT JeI
The subsets r‘" o f the amenable group r have a rb it ra r i ly  large 
invariance degree when m grows. The Mean Ergodic Theorem in l.1-norm 
applied to the r-ergodic measure y gives
i * i i " l _ .  n f n .  n 
11ni|r | E X j’ Y * Jx^ d>* * v\
n+H" Ycr
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Hence from (1)
!• .  i,n,m in m «l i m £ | X.  . -  p . | v i = 0
nii... m 1 »J 1 J
ni
nn*«. T  Je I
and so, fo r any n e N
( 2 )
. Tn . Tm le i JcI
.n,m
*1.J
n, nt
" cn
fo r a ll large enough m
The measure p being chosen once fo r a l l ,  we make a la s t assumption
on the paving system K . By re fin ing  its  le ve ls , i .e . replacing (Kn)n 
n
by (K p)n fo r  some subsequence (n ) of IN , we may suppose that 
np P P
(2) holds fo r any n amd m > n+1 . This can be done w ithout renouncing 
a t any o f the conditions imposed on the Paving S tructure , in view o f our 
assumptions 3 .5 .
Remark
The above inequa lity  states that the proportion A? . o f r ig h t
' »J
translates o f k" in almost doesn't depend on j  . This might be
quite surprising since . are in  fac t a rb itra ry . What actua lly  happens 
is that the ergodic measure p and the level refinement "choose" a part 
o f the system (K?)„ . fo r which x|.’ , is  almost independent of j  ; 
on the rest o f the diagram p'j1 being small, the contribution o f the 
corresponding terms in the sum (2 ) is  neg lec tib le .
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4.3
We want to give each a m u lt ip l ic i ty ,  represented by a set 
S" , such that the re la t iv e  size o f k”  * $" in XJ_k" * S? is  v" .
This may not be possible because o f the ir ra t io n a l i ty  of u" . We avoid 
th is  by choosing rationa l numbers "¡¡V , n e N , i e In , which sa tis fy
"vi^ 1 > 0 fo r  any n , i .
I  i j  ’  1
and in  view o f 4 .2.(2) and the assumption fo llow ing i t ,  also
i n  i  i  •ui" Jtr '  ,J J
We can now find  sets s j ; n e N , i c I () such that i f  
Z" =JJ.k" x Sj , then
IkJ I I s j|  -S ? |5 n | .
We s t i l l  have the freedom o f a simultaneous m u ltip lica tio n  of the sizes 
o f a ll  S j  . We shall use th is to assume that
11m l ^ l  ■ -  
n-*“
We may suppose tha t fo r  l e i .  j  c I [)+1 . t he>"e exists a set
■i.J with
isf'i ■ •
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n ,n+lLet us f ix  b ije c tion s  sV . : i j  , x s j ► s"
We may also suppose tha t fo r each j  r l n + 1  there is a set Mj 
such th a t w ith Mn = JJ_ ,
j c I n+l
|5n+1 |Sn |]Mn |
and
i"3 i
We in fe r
iL",jiiTi.jt * i >Ji^,i«!r, isr,i« r 1 =
,n -n + l. - iw - l |Un
■ \  . j - j  ( “ i 1
Hence
LT . j i i ^ , j i  -  i«3n  ■ « ? > ' '
I t  is possible to choose subsets P1.' jS  L y  * and
r" .C M 1] such tha t
T »J J
K . j i  ■ K . j i  • " ' " ( I i J .j i K j I . ihJ d
and a b ije c tio n  j  : R? j • We have
JLL kJ x s" x R? . i l i K "  x s? x O L h") =-§n x Mn 
I j  1 1 1,J i 1 J J
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and
l l K n »P'.' X  S iL K nxLn .,Tn .«S? I U C kS T ' •  S'” 1
1 * J 1 >J J
where the las t map is  l i t "  x 1 ? , , E*1 being 
i > j  1,J
s? , above. As |Sn+11 » |Sn ||Mn | and |p j J  -  |R7 A  there is
I » J  * » J  ' > J
defined in 2.5. and 
n , ,nn
a b ije c tio n
nn :Sn*Mn = c iiK 1?xS?) * ( l K )  - ‘5n+l = i l ^ +1 x S"H 
i 1 1 j  J j  J J
sa tis fy ing  fo r any i e In , j  c I [1+1 , k e K? , s c s" , r  c
<z>
A k . s . r )  = ( M  J ik .p ’j . ( r ) ,s )  .
* *J 1 » J
The inequa lity  (1) shows that the ca rd in a lity  of the elements in 
the argument or range o f r n not appearing in the above equality is small, 
i .e .
4.4
We use the sets constructed in the previous chapter to index the 
matrix units o f an UHF-algebra. Let E° be a f in ite  dimensional factor
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o f dimension |5°| = 1 and fo r n >_o le t  Fn be a fac to r o f dimension
|Mn | and le t  En + 1  = E n9F n . Let L be the f in i t e  facto r obtained as
weak closure o f the UHF-algebra U En on the GNS representation
n
associated to its  canonical trace.
. . . .  *. . rn r ii+l _  rModulo obvious id e n tif ica tio n s  we may suppose that E c. E £ . t  .
Since ,in : Un x Mn -♦ Siu l , n c IN , are b ije c tio n s , we can choose 
systems (E^ s ) • si »s 2 c ^"S1 , S 2 '  
which are connected via
o f matrix units in E 
e. such that
n r IN
F = Y E- -
sr s2 m S1,S2
with hi e Hn , I |  s un(s^,m) , s^ = .
For any g c G and n > 1 , the "approximate le f t  g trans la tion"
¿n : Kn -♦ Kn defined in 3.4. y ie lds a unitary u" c En , given by 
9 J
Un = Z Z E 1?. . . .  .
9 i (k ,s ) (kT s ) .(k .s )
where 1 c I „  , (k .s) c kJ * S? and k, = *J(k) . One can view as 
the image o f g in an "approximate le f t  regular representation" of G . 
This is  ju s t if ie d  by the fo llow ing Proposition, which is the goal o f a ll 
the constructions done before.
Pro pos ition
Let T be the canonical trace on E and | , |  the corresponding 
L^-norm. Then the lim its
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U = 1i m Un , g c 6 
9 n-*“ 9
e x is t in | . |^-norm and y ie ld  a fa ith fu l unitary representation o f G 
in to  E . For any n >_ 1 and g e GnC.CG (see 3 .4 .) we have
o) KS-Vt i8 ‘n •
Proof
I t  is  enough in view o f the fact that Gn/G  to prove the fo llow ing 
inequa lities
(2) |Un-Un+11 g g U s . 7 *n for
g c Gn
(3) lUgUh-UghU < 2 t „ fo r g.h e cn
with gh c Gn
(4) |t(ung)| i  cn fo r n i G ,J n g / i •
Statement (1) in the Lemma is easy to obtain from (2 ) , since in view
o f 3.5. we have 7 En+l+ 7  cn+2 +‘ '•• < cn •
Let us prove (4). For g e G
T(^g) ’ |sn| e isjlltk1 e I 1
C 'Kjl ^g(k) * •01 •
I f 9 c Gn ' g / 1 and k e «?
_ - 1 unn g  . then t j( k )  « gk / k .
Since K? is  (cri 'Gn'(-in va ria n t
) i |snf '  I  |sjl«nli d  1 n
k"I * cn •
n
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Let us prove now (3). Let g.h.gh c Gn . I f  k e K" with
hk, ghk c KV then i [ j^ ( k )  = (k ) = ghk . So front the (cn »Gn)
invariance o f , i t  fo llow s that
(5) |{k e Kjl l j t5 (k )  M ; h(k)}|  < c n|Kj| .
We have
i,,n.,n ,,n . _ i pn pn
I V V V t = ?l (k' s )E(k2.s) . {k1.s)t (k1. s ) . ( k . s r t (k3.s ) i (k iS]
~ i (k ,s ) (k2 ,s ) ’ (k ,s ) (^ 3 *s)* (^ *s)
wher e i c I n ,  ( k , s )  c K? x  S? ,  k ] = f " ( k )  ,  kp = ¿ g ( k 1 ) and 
k 3 = £gh^k  ^ ’  m o r e o v e r * ’ n t h e  1 a s t  meill, ,er we sum o n l y  f o r  t ho s e  k 
f o r  wh i c h  kp / k^ . Hence ( 5 )  y i e l d s
(6) lU5Uh “ UghU i  IS'1! " 1 *  £n i Ki ' l Si l  " 2 En
We shall now use the resu lts  in 4.3 to prove (2). 
Let g c G . From the d e fin it io n s
U3 ■ f kls E" kl ' * ) * ( k *s) ’  i j  k i s . / V "  E1 + H
where i e In, (k,s) t  y  S" , k| > *g(k ), J * !„+ ]•  ni e Mj ,
s ■ itn(k,s,m ), ? 1 » nn(k 1 ,s,m) ; in appear those terms for which 
nt t R? t and in those fo r which m t M'| \  R" . . We in fe r
i , j
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|£2 I T1 . S . l ^ l l s j l d ^ l  - IR-j D I s'n i , iTn+1 i - l
From the assumption 4 .3 .(2 ) on the b ije c tio n  r  we in fe r
E' U j  k , i t t , s l' (' ; r s ' ,< r , ! '
I  1% ' r ,
where ( k , i , t , s )  c K? x L? . x TV . x S'.' sa tis fy  ( j t . t )  e PV .• , andI 1 >J IjJ  J I>J
It = It0 (k , j.) , = ^ (¿ g (k ) . t )  . s = s " j ( t , s )  .
On the other hand
C 1 3 1 z l iv  s i (IT s i 3 Ei + 4  9 i , j  k a . t . s  l |c2 ,s ' , i K ,s ' 1 L
where ( k , i , t , s )  e Kj x . x Tj • x S, , and 7 = kf l ( k , t )  , 
F- = t-?.+^(kn(k t i ) ) # s * T? .( t ,s )  . In ) we sum fo r ( t , t ]
t  y  l  * J  •
and in  r i  fo r  ( * , t )  c L1,1 x T? . \  pV . . ThereforeC i j J  * » J
^n+1
n = iiT < * i«c?i(iL; . J i i Ti . J i - i pi , j i ) i si i I s
*
n i i r n + li - 1
and from 4 .3 .(3 ) we in fe r
i t 2 i ,  * i r j i T i  t n isn* l i i s n t ' r 1 ■ <r
With the Corollary 3.4 we obtain
i i ,  -  t j i ,  i
< 2  I  | « M )  c X j - L ^ j l f l i j l k ) . « )  t . n9*, H " ( k . . ) ) ) | | l i i j | | s ;  
i i j
n , i r n + l i - l » 6 c.
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F ina lly
£ 0
and ( 2 ) is  proved.
Let An be the m.a.s.a. of En generated by (Ej j ) , s e ^  • Then
AnC An + 1  and i f  we le t  A denote the weak closure of in  E ,
n
then A is  a m .a.s.a. in  E . The fo llow ing re su lt is a consequence 
of the proof of the Proposition.
Corollary
For any n > 1 and g c , there exists a projection p j e A such 
that T(pJ) <_8 t n and (l-pJ)Ug • ( I - pJ)uJ •
Proof
Let g c Gn and consider the projection in A 
n v cn+lv . L 'w  1
„Uh h . I s . - S "*1 I t j j U j  P ï j | ï uJ*'> ■
Then ( l-q jj)u j ■ (l-q||)Ug+ 1  and a careful inspection of the proof 
of the Proposition reveals that in  view of (2) we have actua lly  shown 
that
|a | i j g s " * 1! .
t(qj) i and i f  1,8 ,8t pg ' kv>h qg 
i i  - Pg)ug ■ s • G
Hence then
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and
t (p")  i  £ T(qJ) < £ 7t. < 8t 
9 k>n 9 k>n K
The Corollary is proved.
Remark
Some words about the ideas that l ie  behind the proof.
Let n,i _ pll= £ E,
1^ »^2 scS^ 1 »s )»(*c2 ,s ) 
/ r n»1
fo r i e I () and k^,k^ c K-
Let (F. * t ). . . be m atrix units fo r an AF-algebra B =
* *2 ' * j * *2 n
which has as Bratel 1i diagram the Paving Structure
(K"l . (ac tua lly  the numbers ( | k!?|) .) , and fo r which I I ”  .|
gives the m u lt ip lic ity  o f the arrow K? -► k" +1 . Let hfi be the
j i
homomorphism B ■* E which maps F. ’ . onto E. ’ .H K] k i , Then hn+ll®n
is  approximately equal to h , w ith even better approximation as n
grows. What we did in 4.3 was an "ergodic" almost embedding of th is
AF-algebra in to  the UHF-algebra E , motivated by the fac t that i t  is
★
much easier to reconstruct UHF-algebras inside a given W -algebra, than 
AF-algebras.
The Corollary shows tha t on K1^ 1 aJL lK? * L'-1 we have « t 1' * id
j i y y
and so we obtain at the l im i t  a representation o f G in the weak closure 
o f A . I f  |1 | = 1 fo r a l l  n , then B would be an UHF-algebra and 
taking a ll m u lt ip lic it ie s  |S?| to be 1 , we were done. I f  the
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proportion of K? l?  . in would not depend on j  , we s t i l l
could take the same m u lt ip lic it ie s  fo r a ll  K1’ and again we were done.
In the general case, in 4.2 the ergodic measure u on the topological
■k
dynamical system (K ,r )  y ie lds  a tra c ia l fa c to ria l s ta te  on B by the 
construction of Krieger, S t r i t i l i  and Voiculescu [ M l .  This way we obtain 
a f in i te  hype rfin ite  factor and the combinatorics in 4.3 can be viewed as 
an e x p l ic it  form o f the c lassica l proof o f Murray and von Neumann f " } ! ]  
that such a factor is  generated by an UHF-algebra.
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‘ -s trong ly was shown to ex is t and y ie ld  a fa ith fu l representation of 
G in E . For each n ,  E = En 0 ((Cn) ' f t  E) and (En) ‘ n E  is a 
I l j  h ype rfin ite  subfactor of E on which Ad acts almost t r iv ia l ly .  
We c a ll (E ,(li^ )) the submodel and (Ad U ) the submodel ac tion .
We le t  R be a countably in f in i te  tensor product o f copies of the 
submodel factor E , taken with respect to the normalized'trace,and for 
each g c G , we le t  bo the corresponding tensor product o f copies
o f the submodel action Ad U Then R is the hyperfin ite  11^  facto r
and
9
is  free
( a ^ i s  an action G ~>Aut R which by the Lemma 1.3.8. [ 3  ] o f Connes
the model and a ^ : G  » Aut R the model action.We ca ll R
- 45 -
proportion o f K? l" . in K^+ would not depend on j  , we s t i l l
could take the same m u lt ip l ic it ie s  fo r a l l  K1’ and again we were done.
In the general case, in 4.2 the ergodic measure p on the topological 
★
dynamical system (K ,r )  y ie lds a tra c ia l fa c to ria l state on 8 by the 
construction o f Krieger, S tra ti 13T and Voiculescu [M L  This way we obtain 
a f in ite  hyper-fin ite facto r and the combinatorics in 4 . 3  can be viewed as 
an e x p lic it  form o f the c lassica l proof o f Murray and von Neumann [ 
that such a fa c to r is generated by an UHF-algebra.
4.5
Let us re ca ll some notation and resu lts  in th is  chapter which are 
needed fu rthe r on in the paper.
We have started w ith a d iscrete countable amenable group G , fo r 
which a Paving Structure was introduced in  4.3. For n c N , w ith 
(K").1 c I n the C(1-paving subsets of G on the n-th level o f the Paving 
Structure, we have constructed f in i te  sets (sl'),i L Ip and have set 
*VJK? « s" . We have considered a fa c to r fcn with a matrix units 
basis E? f indexed by 5n and have constructed un ita ries  Un in t n .s , i  9
associated to the approximate le f t  g -trans la tion  £n : l jK n - U  Kn in the
1 i ' 1
Paving S tructure . We have denoted by An the ili.a.s.a. of En generated 
by ( E " s) . We ca ll ( (E j> t) ,(u J ))  the n-th f in ite  dimensional submodel.
We have assumed that EnC  in a way in which AnC  A01,1 , n t  N ,
and have le t  f be the weak closure with respect to the trace o f t n ,
n
and A be the "diagonal" m.-».«.a. o f C generated by L jA  . Since
n
|5f l | ■* » , E is  a I I ,  h ype rfin ite  fa c to r. For each g e G , U « lint ll" 
1 9 n-.» 9
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*-$ trong 1 y was shown to e x is t and y ie ld  a fa ith fu l representation of 
G in E . For each n ,  E = [ n 8 ((En) ' n  E) and (En ) 1 r> E is a 
I I ]  h ype rfin ite  subfactor o f E on which Ad Ug acts almost t r iv ia l ly .  
We ca ll (E.(Ug)) the submodel and (Ad Ug) the submodel action.
We le t  R be a countably in f in i te  tensor product of copies of the 
submodel facto r E , taken with respect to the normalized"trace,and for 
each g c G , we le t  ag0  ^ be the corresponding tensor product of copies 
o f the submodel action Ad Ug . Then R is the hyperfin ite  1^ factor 
and (ag°})is an action G->Aut R which by the Lemma 1.3.8. [ 3  ) o f Connes 
is free . We ca ll R the model and a ^ : G  * Aut R the model action.
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CHAPTER 5.
ULTRAPRODUCT ALGEBRAS
We study spec ifics ! properties o f u ltraproduct algebras and use the 
machinery thus developed to study u ltraproduct type automorphisms.
5.1
★
In what follows M w i l l  be a W -algebra with separable predual.
We denote by U(M) its  un ita ry  group and by Proj M its  projections;
Mh w ill  be the hermitean part o f M and H1 i ts  u n it b a ll. We choose 
once fo r a ll  a free u l t r a f i l t e r  u on IN .
★ (O
Let us consider the fo llow ing C -subalgebras o f 1 (W,M):M , con­
s is ting  o f the constant sequences; M , the ^ -ce n tra liz in g  sequences 
( i.e .  sequences (xv) w ith l im | | [ x v ,,j,J|| = 0 fo r  any l
the sequence w-converging ‘ -strongly to 0 ; b t , the normalizing 
algebra o f 1 . Both M and M normalize 1 , hence are C*-subalgebras
III U III
o f f t  .
Let 4> be a nonnal fa ith fu l state o f M . A sequence (xv ) c 1 (IN.M)
is in M i f f  fo r any E > 0 there is  5 > 0 and a neighbourhood W of(J
u in N such that fo r y t  M with | j y | |  < 1 and | |y | |^  < 5 we have
l ! * vy | | *  + l | y xVl l *  <» • v c w .
We consider the quotient C -algebras Mu *= M*"/! and M * M / IU) 0) (j ii)
and id e n tify  M with (M+I ) / I  . This way M and M are C*-subalgebras(JJ U> U)
o f M“1 and H f\M  = Z(M) . Any <j> e M* gives a form on M“1 byU)
,*>ul((x v ) ) = lint 4(xv) • i ts re s tr ic tio n  to M w il l  be denoted by $
V VHt) W OJ
For s im p lic ity  o f nota tion, we w rite  I M I j ,  and I M I ^  fo r the norms
11 * 11 u and 11 • 11 u •
♦ $
Lemma
Let y e M* be fa ith fu l and y c M<J. Then ( ^ is  complete in the 
topology given by the seminorm x -*■ | ]x | |^  + | |x y | |  ^ .
Proof
The above topology being metrizable, i t  is enough to  prove sequential 
completeness. Let (xn)n e  bo a sequence such tha t
H xn+r xJ I * + I K xn+r xn ) y | l * <2' n *
Let ( xn)v »(yV) v be representing seuqnces fo r xn and y , w ith a ll  
Xv c . For each n we can modify x^ fo r v outside a neighbourhood 
o f u such that
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i K + r ^ H * + H (xn + r xn>yVlU  < 2 ’ n
holds fo r a ll n and v . Then, <t> being fa i th fu l ,  fo r  each fixed v , 
(x*) is s -fundamental hence s -converges to some xv c H| , and 
( x > v)n s -converges to xvyv ; so fo r a ll  n ,
l K - * v V  l l ( ^ - xV) y | l 4 < 2
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and i t  remains to show that (xv )^ is w -normalising. But th is is true ,
since fo r ( t v ) c 1 with a ll t v c m!? , when v -*• w we in fe r
'  ' v  w 1
l l * vt v | | # < \ \ ? \ \ ^  o
,-n+ l
fo r any n .
We are now in a position to prove the follow ing extension o f 
Proposition
.. ★  *  #
M is a W -algebra and M and H are W -subalgebras o f i t .  For
any fa ith fu l $ in  M* , is  in  (M )* and is fa ith fu l.U)
Proof
Let $ be a fa ith fu l normal state on M . Let x > 0 in (Mu )+ be 
represented by (xv ) c  M+ . I f  $‘°(x x) = 0 then (xv)^ c I and x = 0 ,
so is  fa ith fu l.  By means o f the GNS ?onstruction associated to the
ii
fa ith fu l (j>w , v/e may suppose th a t M“1 is a C -subalgebra o f some B(H) 
having a separating cyc lic  vector (, • We show that is so-closed.
Let (x i ) i c  (M“ )J be an so-fundamental net; fo r any y E M10 ,
xi is  fundamental in the topology in the Lemma before, and so there is  
xy e (M")^ with x.c xyc , x.ye ■*> xyy? . As £ is separating, xy
does not depend on y , and so x. converges on the dense subset o f
H to some x E (M01)^; therefore M“  is  a W*-algebra. Being 11. 1 co m p le te
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(i) *M is  so-closed in M , and hence a W -subalgebra.
For any x e (M10)*1 we have
l l t x , « “ Dll 1  2 | |x |
11 Cx.yDl 1^  < 2 | | x | | ^  | | y | |  + 11 xy 11 ^  + | | x y * | | ^  fo r y E M .
The l e f t  members are thus so-continuous seminorms on (MU))h . Since
• h *they vanish precisely fo r  x e (M ) we have proved that M is a W -Id OJ
subalgebra o f  M1“ .
Problem
Is i t  always true that H 'n  H“  » N ?at
For x c M1*1 we can define t w ( x ) = m - 11m xv c M , where (xv )
vhii v
is a representing sequence fo r  x . I ts  re s tr ic t io n  t to M is a
It) u
fa i th fu l  normal trace with values in  Z(M) . For + c M* the res tr ic t ion  
of to depends only on the re s tr ic t io n  of $ to Z(M) , 
since 4> (x) = $(t (x ) ) , x e MU) U) U)
5.2
We shall deal further on with certain automorphisms of M“  and MU)
constructed from the automorphisms o f M . Suppose we are given a sequence 
(av )v fj o f  automorphisms of M such that e * 1 im av exists in the 
u-topology. This yields an automorphism of V'(IN,M) sending (xv ) into 
(av(xv) )v . Since
l | . V ) l l * i  l l * V -  » - t|| I |x v ||2 M ( * - 8 ) ( x v V ) |
th is  automorphism leaves 1^ invariant, and hence gives an automorphism 
a o f Mw . As
I |C0 ,aV(xv ) ] |  | = | | [ * - a \ x v ]| |<| |r*-S ,xv ]||+2 | | * - a V 8 |  11 |xV| |
a leaves invariant. We ca ll  semil if tab le such automorphisms o f 
Mu or M ; i f  av = 8 fo r  a l l  v we call the automorphism a = (av ) 
o f M“  respectively M 1 i f ta b  1 e and denote i t  by 8U respectively 8 •
Id Id
For a sem il if tab le  a = (av ) e Aut Mu , with s = l im  av , i fV V-HO
i|» c M* and x = (xv)^ e M“  , then
*(TU(a(x)))  « lirn^(ov(xv )) = lim * ( 8 (xv)) = * ( b(tw(x)))  
v-*w V-Hi)
therefore i u .a = 6 -tu ; in p a r t icu la r ,  semilif table automorphisms o f 
M f ix in g  the center of M are t preserving.
Id u
Recall (141)  that an automorphism o of M is called properly outer 
i f  none of i t s  res tr ic t ions  under a nonzero invariant central projection of 
M is inner. We le t  CtM denote the centra lly t r i v ia l  automorphisms of 
M , i . e .  those e e Aut M with e =1d e Aut M , and ca ll o e Aut MId Id
properly cen t ra l ly  nontr iv ia l i f  none o f i t s  restr ic t ions under an invariant 
central projection of M is cen tra l ly  t r i v ia l .
For a discrete group G , a map u:G Aut M is called free 
(respectively cen tra l ly  free) i f  a l l  ug fo r  g /  1 are properly outer
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(respectively properly cen tra l ly  n on tr iv ia l) .
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I f  U e U(M^) , then Ad U e Aut M10 is semi 1 i f  table. A broader 
class of semi 1 i f ta b le  automorphisms is obtained from the approximately 
inner automorphisms of M . Let 0 c In t M and le t  (Uv)v be a sequence 
of unitaries of M with lim Ad Uv = e . I t  is easy to see that (Uv)v
represents a unitary U in  Mu , and Ad U e Aut Mu is semil if tab le.
Moreover 6 = Ad U|M , but, of course, Ad U is not uniquely determined 
by e .
In his paper [ 4 ] ,  A. Connes establishes connections between the 
automorphism group of a fac to r,  the richness of i ts  centra liz ing algebra 
and i ts  property of being McDuff, these properties being essential fo r the 
constructions that fo llow.
Theorem (A. Connes)
Let M be a factor with separable predual. The following are 
equivalent:
( 1 ) M is McDuff, i .e .  M » M 0 R , with R the hyperfin ite 
1 1  ^ factor.
(2) Tn't W/Int M is not abelian.
(3) T r O ^ l C t  M .
(4 ) Mu is not abelian.
(5) Mu is type I I , .
5.3
We formalize below some useful tr icks in Mu , coming from techniques 
of von Neumann, Dixmier, McDuff and Connes.
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The idea of the f i r s t  one is to reindexate representing sequences 
of a part of MJ fast enough to make another part of M“  behave l ike  
constant sequences with respect to i t .
Lemma (Fast Reindexation Trick)
★
Let M be a W -algebra with separable predual and u e &IN\N .
* ..
Let N and F be countably generated sub U -algebras of M , and 
8 a countable family of l i f t a b le  automorphisms, leaving N invariant.
There is a normal in jec t ive  ‘ -homomorphism 4>:N -*• Mui with
(1) $> is the identity on N A H
(2) ;(N r \  M ) c  F ' n  M' lit ' — u
( 3 ) tw(ai(x)) = T U ( a ) T U ( x ) x c N , a e F
( 4 ) ew(*(x)) - * ( b w ( x ) ) X e N , fS"‘) c i
Proof
We nay suppose that H e  NO F . For natural n , we take f in i t e
subsets N c. N of N with ft = U N a unital ‘ -algebra over Q+itt) ,n -  n+ 1  nn
s-dense in N and globally f ixed by 8 , such that ft n  M is w-dense 
in M and N n M  is w-dense in N n  M(j ; f in i t e  subsets Ff c  Fn t ]
n. . \  y
of F with 1  - U F w-dense in F , F n  M w-dense in M and F a  H 
n n
w-dense in Fa  H ; f i n i t e  subsets Mn ^  Mn+ 1 of M* w ith  union norm 
dense in M* ; f i n i t e  subsets of 8 with union 8 .
For each x e N we choose a representing sequence (xv )v such that 
fo r  any v e N | |x v || < | | x | |  , (x J*1 ■ (xv ) , (Xx)v - XXJ for X c (L ,
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and xv = x fo r  x e M .
Let $ be a fa i th fu l  normal state on M . For each x e Mu and 
n c IN f ind 5^ > 6n+^(x) > 0 and a neighbourhood Wn( x ) ^  Wn+^(x) of
in [N such that
+ l lyx v | | * \ 1 /n fo r  v e W (x) n' '
For n > _ 1  choose p(n) e (N such that P(n) > n and
(5) P(n) £ Wn(x) x c N
(6 ) i i xp « y p<"> -< x p )p (n , l l ? < 1 /n x.y c N n
(7) l l l x p(n), a " ] | | * < . / n X E Nn n  M ,Cd a c Fn
(8 ) | * ( A p(n)) - i|'(ant “ ( x ) ) | < 1 /n x e Nn , a e Fn ’ * E Mn
(9) ¡|e(xp(">) - (a“ ( * ) ) p (n , l i j < 1 /n x c Nn* 6 e AutM with 8W
We define ^ on N le t t ing , fo r  x i n= (x )n ,*(x) be represented by
(xp(n))n • by  (5) $(x) c M(i , and from ( 6 )  and ( 8 )  t is a t  and
hence ||  | | ,  preserving homomorphism, so i t  extends to a normal in jec t ive  
* - homomorphism of N into M . The statements of the Lenina are now 
straightforward to obtain.
6.4
We can reindex sequences of a part of M slow enough to make them 
behave l ike  constants with respect to another part of M and to a family 
of seinil i f  table automorphisms.
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Lemma (Slow Reindexation Trick)
Let M be a W -algebra with separable predual and u e e [N n (N .
Let N and F be countably generated sub W -algebras of Mw and A a
countable family of semi 1i f ta b le  automorphisms of M , such that i f  
(u 1 C A and e = lim a , then 6 c A , and such that A leaves N' v' V v
invariant.
There is a normal in jec t ive  ■''-homomorphism i>:N -*■ M sa t is fy ing
( 1 ) # is the ide n t i ty  on N rv M
( 2 ) * ( N f l H j c K u
(3) 4>(N)d (F r> M J ' HMW
(4) TW(a*(x))  = Tw(a ) tw(x) x c N , a c F
(5) o ( * (x ) )  = 0(«(X)) -  ♦(B(x)) xeN , a = ( a )  c A, 0 -  lim ay .
v*w
Proof
We may again suppose that M6  N r \F  . Choose Nn> Fn, Mn t♦ and 
the representing sequences fo r  the elements of N as in the Lemma before. 
Moreover take f in i t e  subsets An ^ A ||+1f i A  with union A ,  and represent­
ing sequences (av)y for any a c A with a l l  uv = 6 i f  a = for 
some 8 e Aut M . Take the same way as there 6 n(x) and W()(x) for x c N , 
and choose fo r  any natural n , p(n) e pi such that
P ( n )  e Wn(x) x e Nn 
I | xP(n)yP(n) . ( xy)P(n) | | ^ ! < 1/n x,y E Nn 
II *P(n).a | f j*  < 1/n a e FnA M , x e Npn  Mu
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|*(Tu,(a)xp(n)H (T W(a)TU,(x))l £ 1/n xeNn, acFn, *cMn
| |0 (xp (n ))-(SU’( x ) ) p (n ) | | ^  £ 1/n xeNn,BcAut M with Bwe An .
There are neighbourhoods V^C Vji+  ^ o f u in Ci with = IN ,
n  V = 0  and such that fo r any v t  ^  
n
11 *p (n ). . u 11* < 1/n x£Nn , »eFnn  Mu
|i|>(avxp^ ) - < ' ( t u,(a)xp^n^) | < 1 /n xtNn> aeFn> ^cMn
| |a v(xp(n))-B(xp(n))| < 1/n u=(ain) e A and B = lim u,n .
v nt-no
We define k:iN *> IN by k(v) = p(n) i f  v e Vn\ V n+i , and for
x c U N  , we le t  *(x) be represented by (xk^ ) v . The remaining 
n
part of the proof is s im ilar to the one of the preceding Lemma.
5.5
In M1" we can put together parts of several representing sequences 
to obtain a new representing sequence.
Lenina (Index Selection Trick)
Let M be a W -algebra with separable predual and u e 6 W /  IN .
Let C be a separable sub C -algebra of 1 ((N,MU) and A a countable
set of sem il i f tab le  automorphisms of M1" , which acting term by term on
★
C leave i t  g lobally invariant. Then there is a C -homomorphism 
t:C -*• Mu such that fo r any x “ (xn)n c C
( 1 ) tw(y (x)) * w-1 1 m Tw(xn) 
rvno
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( 2 ) Y(x) = x i f  xn = x fo r  a l l  n
(3) * (x )  g Mu i f  xn g Mw fo r a l l  n
(4) Y(y) = a (y(x))  fo r a e A and y = (a(xn) ) n
Remark
+ Jh
From (1), i f  fo r  some fa i th fu l  $ e M* , lim | |x  | | ,  = 0 ,
-v ^  n ’
then V(x) = 0  .
Proof
Let Cp c. Cnfl , n g IN be f in i t e  subsets of C with union
%
0 = U Cn a un ita l dense sub ‘ -algebra o f C over O + id} , kept
n
•V» m
globally invariant by A , and such that C r \  1 (JN,M ) is norm-dense
in C H 1 ((N,M ) . Let A c  A , be f in i t e  subsets of A with union w n n+ 1
A and M C M  . C M ,  be f in i t e  sets with union norm dense in M* . n n+ 1  *
Let ♦ be a fa i t l i fu l  normal state on M . Choose fo r each a c A a 
representing sequence (“ V)v • For a l l  * E M’’ take representing 
sequences ( x ^ , real ¿n(x) > 0 and neighbourhoods Wr](x) of u in 
IN as in the Lemmas above.
For any n > 1 we choose p(n) c IN , p(n) > n , such that
(5) l * ( t w(xp( l l ) ) ) “ 1im 1  V " , * "  E Cn * * e Fn *r ' ’ nmo
Let Vf) , n r  fi be neighbourhoods of w in IN , Vn 2  Vn+  ^ , 3 IN ,
A  V * 0 be such that fo r  n > 1 . 
n n
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(6) Vn — Wn^xp(n)^ ^ “ <xm^m e Cn
(7) | * ( f t0(x (n ) ) “ ^™ <'(tw(x|^ ) ) |  < 1/n x -  (x ) c C , ♦ c M
r ' ' ro+w
(8> H xi W p ( n f ( ’ly)p ( n ) l l ? i l /n  *  = <xm>„ ■ y 1  <*„>„,« C„
(91 H . v ( x J , „ j - ( « ( x ) ) ;w l Î i l / n  > • ( « „ ) . .  C„
<"» lllXp(n)*'P]ll i  S i- (« , ) .«  c„r>  1"(H,H„) , * « H„ .
We le t  k:lN -»-IN be defined by k(v) = p(n) fo r  v e Vn M n t| .
For x = (x ) e C le t  Y(x) e Mu be represented by the sequence 
( xk(v ))y  ‘ ^hat indeed in MJ is shown by (6 ). We have
I | f ( k ) | |  <_ | | x j |  fo r a l l  x c ? , and so we may extend y to a l l  of 
C by continu ity . The Lenina follows now easily.
5.6
In what follows, we often have to work in the re la t ive  coimiutant in 
of some already done construction. Wo therefore need the following 
property.
Def in it ion
We ca ll o c Aut strongly outer i f  the res tr ic t ion  of o to the 
re la t ive  commutant of any countable O-invariant subset o f M; is properly 
outer. A discrete group action a of G on M, is strongl y free i f  a l l  
a , g t  1 are strongly outer.
Problem
Is any properly outer semi 1 i f tab le  automorphism of strongly outer? 
Partia l aff irmative answers are given in the sequel, extending results
o f A. Connes.
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Lenina
★
Let M be a W -algebra with separable predual and u e riN/lN .
Let a = (av)v be a semi 1 if tab le  automorphism of M and R = liin av .
v -kj
I f  0 is properly centra lly n o n tr iv ia l ,  then a is strongly outer.
Proof
Suppose that the res tr ic t ion  of a to S' n  M, , is not properly
outer fo r  some countable a-invariant S c  M , and thus there is a non-w
zero a c S 'n M  wi thU)
a(y) a - ay y e S' n  Mu .
Let p be the central support o f  t  ( |a |^ ) in M , and q = V B^ ’ (p)
Since 0 is properly centra lly  nontr iv ia l and 0 (q) = q , there is 
some z c ^  with qz = z and 0^ (z ) -z  t  0 . But q |0w(z )-z |^  /  0 , 
so there is k e Z with (p)|P^(z) - z|^ /  0 . Let x = ( 0  ) "k(z) ; 
then p |0^(x )-x | j i  0 .
We use now the Slow Reindexation Trick. Let A ■ {a,nUJ} t  AutiM“')
★
N the smallest W -subalgebra of that A leaves invariant and which
■k
contains x , and le t  F be the sub W -algebra of M generated by a , p 
and the countable subset S . We send x into y 3 *(x) e My such that 
y e S 'n  , ya » ay , o(y) ■ 0u (y )  and
t . ( l * * l i l« . ( y ) - y | * ) -T u ( | . * | z)tll( |» .(x ) -x |2) .
From our choice of x
ptw( | bu(x)*xI2) " Tu,iPl0w<x)‘ x*2) 0 ‘
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As p is the central support of TU)( Ia12) K Tu( l a* | 2) > we obtain
Tu ( | (3 u(y ) -y )a |2) -  tu( I a* | 2 1 ^ ( y  ) -y | 2 ) = T- ( | a * | 2 ) t (|(|Bw( x ) - x |2),i 
Hence ( 8 w(y)-y)a /  0 , in  contradiction with the fact that 
( 6 j y ) - y ) a  = a(y)a-ya = a(y)a-ay = 0 .
5.7
Another case in which a sem il if tab le  automorphism of is strongly 
outer is treated in the fo llowing Lemma.
Lemma
Suppose M is a facto r and le t  a = (av)^ be 3 sem il if tab le  auto­
morphism of M , such that av is properly centra lly  nontr iv ia l fo r a l l  
v . Then « is strongly outer.
Proof
Since M is a fac to r,  t  takes scalar values; le t  r  ■ t  andU> UJ
le t  |x| = t ( |x | ) fo r x e .
Claim
Let 3 c Aut be properly outer and le t  q c Proj be maximal 
such that t (q3(q)) < 1 t (q) . Then qVfl(q)Ve ^(q) 3 1
Indeed, i f  not, by [ 4 ] ,  Theorem 1.2.1. (or, a lte rna t ive ly ,  by 
reasoning the same way as in the proof of the Lemma 6.3 below) we get 
a projection q1 /  0 with q 1 < 1 - (qVe(q)Vs 1 (q)) and 
T(q 'S(q ')) t (q' ) . But then (q ' Vs(q 1 ))(qVs(q)) 3 0 and thus the
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maximality of q is contradicted by replacing i t  with q + q' . The 
claim is thus proved, and from i t  we in fe r  x(q) = r (B (q ) ) > ^ and so 
T((6 (q ) -q )2) * 2T(q)-2x(qB(q)) > 2 . J . ( H )  = » •
To prove the Lemma le t  S = (s ) be a countable a-invariant ‘ -subset' n'n
of and suppose that a|S‘ o  is not properly outer, that is ,  there
exists a e S’ n  , a M  , such that
a(x)a = ax fo r  x e S' n  MU1
Let t  be a normal fa i th fu l  state on M and le t  U  ) be a total' n ' n
subset of M* . Let (aV)v and (s^ ) v be representing sequences fo r a
and s() respectively; n =» 1 ,2 , . . .  . Let us keep v c N fixed.
The hypothesis y ie lds by means of the preceding Lemma that 3 = (civ )^ € Aut
is properly outer, and thus by the Claim there exists a projection q e M 
2
with t ( ( 3 (q)-q) ) > J . Remark that in  the algebra M"1 we have
xW( | 6 (q)av-avq |2) - Tu( | ( 3 (q)-q)av |2) - 
■ Tw( |a v | 2 )x ( ( 6 (q )-q ) ) 2 > $ tu( |av | 2) .
Hence we can pick out of a representing sequence fo r q an element 
qv c M such that | |q v || £ 1 and
||«v(qV-«Vll# >III«V|I#
I | [q V.^k] | |  £  k » 1 . . . . V
| | [ q v .sk^ ] | f j < l  K.w -  1 ........v .
Then the sequence (qv )v represents an element q e S 'H  Mu satisfy ing 
||o(q)a - aq | | 2 > J | | a | | 2  /  0
and the contradiction thus obtained shows that a is strongly outer.
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5.8
The fo llowing resu lt appears, with a s l ig h t ly  d if fe ren t proof, in
[ 13 ( Lenime B.5].
Lemma
Let M be a factor and le t  EC M be a f in i t e  dimensional subfactor, 
1 c E . Let u t (il N (N . Then the inclusion E 'A  M -► M induces an
isomorphism (E 'raM) Mw u
Corollary
(1) I f  M is  McDuff then E 'A H  is McDuff.
(2) I f  ü t  Aut M CtM and o(E) = E , then 
( o |E 'a  M) c Aut (E‘ f \  M) SCt(E' n  M) .
Proof of Lemma
Let (e. .) i j  c I be a s.m.u. generating E . For any y r M
 ^ »J
with ! ! y 1 1 < 1 we have
y = z e . . y .
* 1j  i» j  ^ , J
wi th y i , j  ’  f  ck . ( ycj , k e E' ° " 1 H ï i j i i  i '
I f  d> c M* and x c E 'A  H , then
C*.x ](y) ■ z e. j )
i » j
I I U . x i l l  < 11r l |r.(«|E'r»M),xi| |
hence
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and thus the inclusion E'a M -» M induces an inclusion ( E 'n  M)^ -*• 
Let P :M r \E ‘ ■> M be the conditional expectation
- p ( x ) . n r 1 t  • > t K
' » J
I f  x c M , then
P(x)-x » I l f 1 r
U
Hence, i f  (xv)v e ,
ei . ó [ x -eò . i ]
then
lim (P(xv )-xv) = 0 ‘ -strongly
v-*u>
and so (P(xv ) ) v -v (xv )v . Thus P induces a map 
inverse to the one induced by the inclusion.
The Lemma is proved.
CHAPTER 6.
THE ROHLIN THEOREM
In th is chapter we prove a Rohlin type theorem for a discrete 
amenable group G acting centrally free on a von Neumann algebra.
As a consequence, we show that i f  H is a normal subgroup o f G , the 
Rohlin theorem holds for the action o f  the quotient G/H on the almost 
fixed points for H .
6.1
Some of the basic tools in the modern developments o f the ergodic
theory in both measure spaces and von Neumann algebras are the various
extensions of the Rohlin Tower Theorem. The one proved in the sequel
essentially states that for a free enough action o f a discrete amenable
group G on a von Neumann algebra M , one can find a p a r t i t ion  of the
unity in projections indexed by f i n i t e  subsets (K ^ .  of G , such that
G acts on i t  approximately the same way in which i t  acts on i° (U  K .) by
i '
means of the l e f t  regular action. The equivariant pa r t i t ion  of unity thus 
obtained is the start ing point o f most of the constructive proofs that 
follow.
This theorem extends, on the one hand Ornstein and Weiss's Rohlin 
Theorem fo r  discrete amenable groups acting free ly on a measure space 
([36]) and on the other hand the Rohlin Theorem o f Connes for single 
automorphisms o f von Neumann algebras ( [4  1). For (not necessarily 
cen tra l ly -)  free actions the Theorem of Connes was extended in [33] to 
abelian groups, but for amenable groups this problem is s t i l l  open.
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I f  t  is a trace on the von Neumann algebra we le t  |x|^ = + ( |x |)  , 
x c M . For the sake of s im p l ic i ty ,  we write  | x | t for |x| i f  x e M
Recall that a crossed action o f  G on M is a map a:G ■+■ Aut M with 
= 1 and “ gahngh c ^  M , g«h c G .
Theorem (Nonabelian Rohlin Theorem)
Let G be a discrete countable amenable group, le t  M be a von 
Neumann algebra with separable predual, and le t  u> t .TN^IN . Let 
a:G -*• Aut M be a crossed action which is sem il if tab le  and strongly free.OJ
Let $ be a fa i th fu l  normal state on M such that a |Z(M) leaves $ |Z(M) 
invariant.
Let e > 0 and le t  K^ ,. . . ,K^  be an L-paving family o f subsets of 
G .
Then there is a p a r t i t io n  of unity (E. k ) < = 1  N k . K in
J
such that
0 )  *  l Ki I ' 1 £ |a ,(E. ,)  - g. | < 5eJ
1 k.tcK^ k t  • * ’ < k > -
r E i , k , a g ( E j , £ ) ]  ’  0 f o r  a l l  g , i , j , k , t
ugnh (E1.k } " agh(E1,k) for 311 g .M .k  .
Moreover, (E. . .  can be chosen in the re la t ive  commutant in MI | K I , K fj)
of any given countable subset of M
The estimate (1) above is  an average estimate. We give below other 
types of estimates that can be derived from i t .
Coro11 ary
In the conditions of the Theorem we have fo r  any g e G
<4) ” I V El . k , * Et . g k h i 1 0 , 1  1 - 1 ........N ; k t K l
For any 5 > 0 and any subsets K( with |A.| < i|K. 
we have
( 5)  T. i : | E . . i < 6+5 e “ ,  i  »  1 ..............N ;  k t  A .  .
i k 1,K * 1
Proof
- 1 .For any i = 1........N, k e K. A  g K. and t c K.
l“ g ( E t , k ) ‘  E i . g k i *  -
* '■ . ‘ V “ « . * 1 - ‘ u V
n g ' 1^  . 
,1.1 = 1.......N
Summing fo r  a l l  k,n as above, we in fe r
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where k c i n  g^K. , and t,m e K. . Hence (4) follows from (1). 
Let us now prove (5). For any i « , n c A. and k c K.
'•i , iJ$ ~ ^Ei . k 1 > + Ei ,iJ$
Sunning fo r a l l  such m,k we get
I M ^ m l * i l Ai l f l El A  +
+ £ |<* _1 (Ei ,)  * Ei k l
k , i  kt 1 1,1 1,K
and thus
± *  ¡ | | E l A  *  | K > l " k ^ l " k t - l l E i , t >  •  £ l A
where m c Ai , k,i. c K. . Thus (5) is obtained from (1).
Here there are some circumstances under which the hypothesis of the 
Theorem is f u l f i l l e d .
I f  the algebra M is a factor, no assumption on the state $ is 
needed, since <t is the canonical trace on M , and is preserved by 
semi 1 i f ta b !e  automorphisms.
In the case when a :G -*• Aut M is induced by a centra lly  free crossed 
action G Aut M, then by the Lemma 5.7 u is a strongly free action; 
fo r  instance i f  M 1 s the hyperfin ite I I j  of 1 1 ^ factor, then any free 
action G -*■ Aut M is centra lly  free.
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For an abelian algebra M = L“ (X,8 ,jj) , with y a p robab il i ty  
measure, i f  a is induced by a measure preserving free action o f G on 
X , then is strongly free and one gets the Ornstein and Weiss Theorem.
6.2
The proof o f the Theorem consists of two parts. In the f i r s t  part 
we use a global and geometric approach based on a Lemma of Sorin Popa to 
obtain a basis fo r  some (possibly small) Rohlin Tower in M . In theU)
second part of the proof we put together such towers in order to get a 
Rohlin tower f i l l i n g  almost a l l  the space. A difference between this part 
of the proof and the ones in [ 4 ]  and [33 1 is that each time a new tower 
is added, one destroys a part of the old one, taking care that the procedure 
converges.
Let us f i r s t  state the following resu lt (137, Lemma 1.3 I) of Sorin
Popa.
Let A be a f i n i t e  von Neumann algebra, with a f in i te  normal fa i th fu l  
track t , and le t  B be a von Neumann subalgebra of A . Then 
there is a unique t-preserving condit ional expectation o f  A onto B . 
One ca lls  x e A orthogonal on B i f  Pg(x) = 0 (or equivalently i f  
t (xy)  = 0 fo r any y e B) .
Lemma (S. Popa)
Let A be a f i n i t e  von Neumann algebra, t a normal fa i th fu l  trace on 
i t ,  and B a von Neumann subalgebra of A . Suppose that the re lat ive
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commutant condition B 'n  A ç B  holds. I f  e > 0 and x 1 ........xm e A
are orthogonal to B , then there exists a pa r t i t ion  of unity 
(e.) ._i in B such that
(1) N . ^ ej xi ej l l T i  c l l * i l l T for 1 = 1.......ni
Let us b r ie f ly  sketch his proof, since in our context i t  w i l l  y ie ld  
a geometrical ins ight into the structure of discrete crossed products.
One begins by proving an elementary H ilbert space Lemma, asserting 
that i f  (Ug) is  a unitary representation of a discrete group r on the 
H ilbert space H , v/hich has no non tr iv ia l  fixed points in H , then for
any e e H and 6 > 0 there exists g c r such that U e is
g
6 -orthogonal to £ , i .e .  such that ||Ugr,-5 | |  > ( / 2 - 6 ) | | c | |  . I f  not, 
one shows that for z /  0 the minimal norm point in cow{Ugc|g e r)  is 
nonzero and is fixed by (Ug) .
2
Let p :A -> B(L (A,t) ) be the GNS representation and le t  U be the
representation of the unitary group of B induced by p on the space 
2  2
H = L (A,t )o L (B,t) . The absence o f  nontriv ia l fixed points fo r  U 
follows from the relative commutant condit ion B ' n  A £  B . The H ilbert 
space Lemma yields fo r  any x c A orthogonal on B (viewed as a vector 
in H) a unitary u c B with ||uxu -  x||^  ^  | | x | | t . Spectral pro­
jections of u y ie ld  a f i r s t  version o f  the looked for e^....... en c B ,
with n = 1 and c = /J  in ( 1  and ari inductive refinement o f the procedure 
yie lds the resu lt in the Lemma.
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Let us consider now the case when B is a f i n i t e  von Neumann algebra 
with normalized trace t , and {a ) is a free t-preserving action of 
a discrete group G on B .
Let A be the crossed product B X G and le t  X e A denote thea g
unitary corresponding to the l e f t  g translation in L(G) . We ident ify  
B with Bx^  and extend t  to trace on A le t t in g  fo r x i. A , 
x = Z xg\g , w ith  Xg c B , t ( x ) = t (Xj ) . Then x -► x^  is a t-preserving
conditional expectation of A onto B , and a l l  Xg fo r  g t  1 are 
orthogonal on B .
Let a = Z a X c B ' f i  A . Then for any x e B and g e G we have
g 9 9
a u_(x) = xa„ . Since a was assumed free, a = 0 fo r  g /  1 , and 
9 g ( 9 g
hence B ' A A Ç B  . This yields the following.
Coro! lary
Let B , t and a:G ■* Aut B be as above. Let 6 > 0 and le t  K be 
a f in i te  subset of G , with W  K . Then there exists a pa r t i t ion  of 
unity ( e j 4. n , „  in B such that |e I < 6  and
l ° j Cg(ej ) l T < 6 'Cj*T i  “  1 ........n ; 9 e K .
Proof
In view o f  the preceding discussion we may apply Popa's Lemma to the
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B-orthogonal family {Xg|g e K} , to get a pa r t i t ion  o f  unity
in B with
? I I V  gf i I U * 9 e K
Thus fo r  g e K we have
V
• £ i i f , x . f , u t  « c 2 i i c r '  
i
and by  t he  C a u c h y - S c h w a r t z  i n e q u a l i t y
Let I = H e l l  l ^ a  ( f ^ l r  » « ( f , )  for soniL* 9 c K)
We in fe r
a  t( f j ) < t  E U 1 « g ( f i ) l T < IkU 2 I^I 1 = eZ
i , i 0 g^K i d 0
and so, i f  eQ = E f 1 . then t (e 0) < e . 
i e I o
For any 1 c I \  IQ we have
l f 1ag<f 1>>T " e l f l U  • g c K
and a l l  tha t remains to be done is to relabel ( f , Gi \  as
^ J ^ J - l ........ n ’
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6.3
This section contains the f i r s t  part of the proof of the Rohlin 
Theorem. We show that almost a l l  the space can be almost f i l l e d  up with 
mutually orthogonal projections, each of them suitable to become a tower 
basis for a Rohlin tower.
Let us come back to the notation used in the statement of the Theorem 
6.1. We shall work in the re la t ive  conmutant in M of a countablyU)
★
generated u- invar iant sub W -algebra N of M . For each g, h e G
there exists a unitary u t  e M such that a a, = Ad u , a . . We J g,h w g h g,h gh
may assume that N contains a l l  u . , and thus that a |N ' f \  M is an J g,h 1 w
action. Since a is strongly free , u ! N ' r \ M is free; moreover
is f i n i t e  and the trace ^  (which depends only on ¿|Z(M)) is 
u-invar iant.
Lennia
Let fi > 0 and le t  K be a f in i t e  nonempty subset of G , 1 l  K . 
Then there exists a pa r t i t ion  of unity (e .) ,  n in N ' A H ,  such
that
0 ) l e0 l$ -  5
(2) e^a (e^) « 0  fo r 1 < i £ q , g c K .
Proof
Step A
Let y > 0 and f  c Proj (N'PvM^) , f  /  0 .
We show that there exists f 1 e P ro j(N 'P \M J , 0 t  f '  < f  , such that
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| f « g(f , ) l f  <2 ^ 1 ,  g c K  .
Let IT be the smallest a-invariant subalgebra of , containing 
both N and f  . Then a is free on I ' f \ H  . and by the Corollary 6.2 
we may choose a p a r t i t ion  of unity ( f i  ^ m in ^  M0J such that
(3>
<«> ‘k' W V ^ W .  • 1 ' ' ....” ■
Let 7. = f . f  e P ro j(N 'n  M ) and suppose that for each i = l , . . . , m
gt K
Then the assumed commutativity relations together with (3) would y ie ld
m m
i i  ¿ ' w1 - 1  g.K 
m
L 6 l £ £ i W M M f u  ( f ) | )  »
“  i= l gcK 1 9 1 9
in m
3 £ £ I f y a ^ l ) ! *  i  2y 1 ¡r i L  ‘
i - 1  gr.K 1 9 1 ♦ 1 -1  1 *
27*w( 0 - f o ) f )  > 2 r ( | f | #- | f 0 l #) > t | f l 4
On the other hand, from (4)
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m xi
The contradiction thus obtained shows that fo r  sonic i c .............»)
; K|W i . < 2 ï 'T>i,
and thus we may take f ‘ = T. .
Step B
We show that for any f  e P ro j(N 'r \  M ) and any v > 0 there
exists e c Pro j(NT\ K ) with
(5) e < f
( G )  | e a g ( e ) | ^  i ï | e | 4 y c K
- l i(7) |e| < (1+|K| ) K l
The family of projections e e N* t~\ H(l satisfying (5) and (G) is 
nonvoid and well-ordered, so le t  e be maximal with these properties. We 
show that e sa t is f ies  also
(8 ) eV( V u0 (e)) V( l - f )  = 1 
gcK 8 9
I f  not, le t  e' be a nonzero projection in orthogonal to
the le f t  member of (8 ). By the Step A there exists a nonzero projection
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e "  in N ' f \ M u , e "  < e' , with | e "  ag( e " ) |+ < ^  I « "  | + . 9 e K •
Ue have e "  < f  and e "  o (e) -  0  for g c K ,  hence c+e" sa t is f ies  
(5) and (6 ). The assumed maximality of e is contradicted, and thus {■■) 
is proved.
From (8 ) we get
1 = |e V( V  ou(e ) )V ( l - f ) |  <ycK y
< e ♦ r |a (e)| + | l - f | .  • l - | f L  + ( M * l ) | e |
geK g'
and (7) is proved.
Step C
Let <l i; N be such that (1-(1-*|K|) )<| <
We prove now a weaker version of the Lenina, showing that fo r any i  > 0 
there exists a p a r t i t io n  of unity . .  ,q in N ^  Mw <’ Uch that
l e i  < 6  1 o ‘ $
( 9 ) lo 1 ag(ei ) l ^  < T Ie ■) I ,J> 1 r  1......... .. '• 9 E K
Let us take f ] ■ 1 and construct successively for k ■ 1........q .
according to the Step B, projections ck and f k+] in such
that ek < f k , f k+| a V ek • and
|ek ug(ek ) | ^ <  v |ek |^ g c K
iok i , i  o * w r ’ i \ i ,  •
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We have I f k+l U -  ( 1 " ( 1 + l Kl ) " 1 ) l f |cl + f or a l l  k ,  thus
| f q+1l i  ( M l  + IM ) V  i  and le t t in g  eo = f ^  , the Step C is 
proved.
Step D
Since y can be taken a rb i t ra r i ly  small, and q does not 
depend on i t ,  we may apply the Index Selection Trick 5.5 to the projections 
eo , . . . ,e q  obtained above, to make y = 0 in (9) and thus prove the 
Lenina. Let us describe th is procedure in d e ta i l .
For any natural n > 1 , l e t  us choose a family ( e ^ )  , k 
o f projections in  N 'n  Mu with
0 ,,
E e(n)
,(o)|
"k 1
1
< 6
( n ) ,
lek " - “ g l 'k ,£  1 /n k ■ l , . . . , q  ; g c  K
Let (U ) N be unitaries generating N , and le t
A = {u |gcGW  {Ad uJmcN) C Aut M . Let = ( e ^ )  c (IN.M^ ) ,
★ OD
k ■ 0 , . . . , q  , and le t  C be a separable sub C -algebra of i  (¡[N,M () , 
which contains a l l  the projections e”k , and which is kept g lobally 
invariant by the automorphisms in A (acting term by term on t  JN,M )) .
Let V:C M be the homomorphism yielded by the Index Selection Trick.U)
I f  e. = v(e. ) e M , k « 0 , . . . , q  then ek are projections of sum 1, andk K W K
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satis fy
leoU = W  = limn-hij
and s im i la r ly
|ek W *  l i m l e ^ h  ( e £ n h l .  B 0 k = l ............. ... g e tn-no
We also have fo r  a l l  m e N
Ad um(ek> = Ad um<y <®k>i = 
>(")= »((Ad uin(e|J ' ) ) n) = Y(ek ) = ek , k - 0 ........q
and thus ek e N 'r \  M . The Lenina is proved.
We shall apply several times, in the fo llowing, the Index Selection 
Trick in  the same manner as above, in order to get genuine equalities in 
Mu or out of approximate ones.
6.4
We begin the second part of the proof of the Roll 1 in Theorem by 
associating to a family E = (E. ,1 of mutually orthogonal projections in 
M , indexed by i e I * ( 1 , . . . , N> and k e K. (K, , . . .  ,K.. being theU) I I II
e-paving subsets of G in the statement of 6.1) the following numbers
bE '  |E< A
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and fo r  g c G
V  = u  k ! t " ° s (E i ' k) ' '
Recall that N is countably generated sub W -algebra of M ,
a -invar iant and such that a |N T \ M is an action.1 u
Lemma
Let E = (E. , ) be a family of mutually orthogonal projections in
N ' r j  M . Let 6 > 0 and A c c  G be given, and suppose that10
0 < e < 1/16.
I f  b|- < l - i * '  then there is a family E' = (Ej k ) of mutually 
orthogonal projections in N 'A  sucli that
(1) 0 < • ( Jk lE1.k-Ei . k h i V
(2) *E' - a£ < 3ci (bE, - bE)
(3) V
:« • cg E < 36c'1 (bE, - bE) for g e A
Proof
The idea of the proof of (1) and (2) is the fo llowing. I f  a l l  E . ^  
are 0 , then a tower (Ei k ) is supplied by the previous Lenina.
I f  not, we choose among the projections yielded by that Lenina a tower base 
and then construct a tower ( f . ^ )  , such that a l l  f 1 k  comnute with a l l  
E. k ; then with f  » Z f ^ k we take E| ^  = i .  >k( l - f  )+ f< >k . In (1)
i t  is required that E' be s ign if ican t ly  larger than E , i . e .  that
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^  *\/
E. . f  be small with respect to f  ; th is  is achieved by an adequate1 * K
choice of the tower basis. ■ In view of (2) we should care that a  ^ , 
which measures the fa i lu re  of (E. . )  to be equivariant, does not1 >K
increase too much. The only problem is the fact that we a lte r  the old 
tower.
I f  f  was «-invariant then cu tt ing  with 1-f would not a ffect 
We approximate this by taking a tower indexed by a very large subset K‘ 
of G ; such a tower has a very good global invariance, and subsequently 
we regroup i t s  projections to get the tower ( f .  k ) indexed by
For G = 2  , I = {1} and = { l , 2 , . . . , p ) C  I  , a typical picture 
would be the following:
<o
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In the figure, Ej , the new tower basis is drawn black, and is obtained 
from the old one , by taking out E^f and adding the basis of f
rearranged as a tower, i . e .  the dark parts of f  . The projection
*\j
f  has a very large invariance degree to u .
Let us begin the proof. Since we have assumed 0 < c < 1/16 , there 
exists e1 , 0 < < c , such that
(4) bE < (1 - c>)(l-c1)
(5) 2(c1 + c O - c ^ K c i - e f 1 < 3e* .
We may suppose that $ < ( E | K . K^ | ) ” ' and that A D U K . l '  .
Step A
Let K' be a (5,A)- invariant subset of ti , which is t—paved 
by Kj , . . . , K n . Choose, according to the Lemma 6.3 (with (K' ) " 1 K‘ ^ 0 )  
standing fo r K) a p a r t i t io n  of unity ( e ^ ) ^  in  NT* M with
i * .  i *  *  ‘ i
ttg(ej ) a h(ej )  3 0 • j  " 1 . • • • . « !  • g.h C K* , g /  h
lej ,ug(Ei , k)] * 0 for a11 j , i ,k ,g
x = I K ' I * 1 S « : ’ ( 2 Ei k ) 
gcK' 9 i ,k
Lett ing
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we have
M *  3 ♦ „w  B ♦m(1e. Ei , k ) a bE •1 »K
and moreover x conmutes with a l l  e^  .
There exists j  e { l , . . . , q l  such that
I f  not, adding the opposite inequalit ies for
bE ■  |X| ,  i.  I Cl-e0)x l t > ( l -e i )(1-l«0l
and thus contradict the hypothesis (4).
We le t  f  = e. , f '  » l  a ( f )  and p ■ | f '  
J gcK' 9
| fx | .  < ( l - c * ) l f L  and so
( 6 ) | f '  £ E . | “ I  k ( f ).£ Ei kL  !
i . k  1 , M  gcK1 9 i . k  1 , K*
= £ I k  \  E Ei fc)!,
geK' 9 i . k  I,K '
i  (l-eJ)|K'||fL 3 Ok
We assumed that (K^) , i e 1 , c-pave K' . 
(L.) , i e I of G and  ^C K. , i e I , t  e 
such that i f  K - U  K1 Li , then
j  = 1 , . . .  ,q we in fer
. Then
■ iK ' l l fx l  iV
Hence there are subsets
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(7)
I K ^ J  > ( l - e ) ! ^ !  
| K ' x  K| < e|K'| .
L e t  us d e f i n e  now f o r  i e I , k t  K.
S1 k  .  <ki  | i c L ,  .  k ;  k)
S. = u  si , k
A c c o r d i n g l y ,  l e t  us take f o r  i e I ,  k e
f ;  t  » E « „ ( 0i , k g t S .i . k
f< ‘ £k V
f  -  r  f
f  i 1
Then f  = £ u ( f )  < _ f '  = £ «  ( f ) ,  and ( 7 ) we have
gtK gcK'
| f i # -  i K i m # > n - o i K ’ i i f | ^  - o - o i r
t h a t  is
(8) | f | ^ > 0 - 0 p  •
L e t  K » U  V,J  (K*  A k £ - 1  K ' ) . S i n c e  f o r  each i  ,  K'  i s  
A i d  k . l c K j
(c I K . k T 1 I “ 1 ,  K^ k T 1 ) - 1 n v a r i a n t ,  we i n f e r  | K & | < 2 c ^ | K ' |  and t hus i f  we l e t
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f
A
= Z 
gtKA Vf)
then
( 9 )
We are now in a position to define the family E' = (E !(k) 
taking
i.k ( 1 - f , )Ei>| + f .i ,k
i e I , k e K.
The amount of modifications from E to E' is estimated by
( 10) ‘  i Ei . k- Ei A i | f ' i * *  , l J f i A  ■ | f V ' V - *
This gives in view of (8 ) and (6 )
"E' ’ 'V  , ^ kE1 -Kf ' 1 ^
> bp + ( 1 - e)p -  ( l -e * )p  t  bp. + (e ' - t )b > bp + 2 cp
and thus ( 1 0 ) yields
- bE >_e r |E1 .
1 i , k  1,K - E< A
We have proved the statement (1) in the conclusion of the Lemma.
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Step B
Let us now prove the second part o f the Lenina, concerning 
the equivariance of the Rohlin towers.
I f  i c I and k,m e we infer
021
< I (a ,(E'. )-E. . )( l -a , ( f ' ) ) L  + •
“  km- 1  1,IB 1,k Lm'  ♦k
km
1 0 ™ '' Si.m>a S1 . k l * f U
For each i c I we have
r
k.mcK. 1 0 ™ '' si , k l  i
R >m K..
B 21K. | E |(k_1S. k)AL, | =
1 kcKi 1,K 1
■ 2 |K. | l  | { tc L . |K! *  k}| =
1 kcKi 1 1 , 1
- 2|K. | E |{kcK.|k i K1 >| <
1 i tL  • 1
< 2c|L1||Ki |2 <2c ( l -e ) -1|Ki | E \K\ J  -
-  2 C ( 1 - « ) _ 1 | K 1 | | K 1L 1 | .
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I f  we take this in to  (11) and sum up, we obtain
jE' = ? iKi i  * 1« - i ( E; j  - k L  i
i 1 k ,m km 1 1,m 1,k *
< E|K I " 1 E |a ,(E ) - E | +
i k,in km ’ 1,k *
+ \ f t \} + 2e(1-c)_1|K '| | f
- aE + K J t + 2c( l -e )_1p .
In view of (9), (11) and our assumption (5) on e , this yields
, - 1
aE' — a£ + ^cl p + 2c(1-e ) p <
!e
< a^ . + 3c ^  (b^ .. -bp)
£  aE + (2ci+2c( 1 - c )_1) (i * )-1 (bp, -bE)
and the proof of ( 2 ) is f in ished.
Step C
We prove now the th ird  statement of the Lemma, concerning the
mutual approximate commutation of projections of the form a (E! , ) .9 i i k
Since the tower ( f .  , ) conmutes with a l l  a (E. J  , the only 
problem remains ( f .  J  i t s e l f .  The projections f .  . are sums ofI 1
mutually orthogonal projections of the tower (u ( f ) )  . Since K'm me In
is almost invariant to g c A , a (f^ k) w i l l  approximately be equal to 
a part of this tower too; but the projections (am( f ))mtKi mutually
commute.
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For g c A , i e 1 and k e K. we have 
where h e (gS. k ) n  K' .
Hence
i ,k  3 i »k
1 |gK* \  K- I | f  1^  < 6 |K- I | f  1^  = Sp
since K' was assumed (5,A) invariant. 
We also in fe r
1 ) K
< |«g( f ' ) - f* l # < IflK'AK* | | f  | # < 26p •
Since E' * E. . ( 1 - f )  + f ,  k we obtain1 jK 1 )n >
u  j!* ' W - W r
■ \  H V Ei .k > ‘ ' - f , n » 9 ( f 1 , k ) f ' . E j . . n - n * , , , )
1 > K J » x,
<_2 (Sp + 2 6 p) = 6 6 p
Since a ( f .  J f '  and f ,  „ are sums of mutually orthogonal 
g i » k  J » *
projections from the tower («h(0 )hcK- * they conmute with each other, 
and with the tower E . We have thus
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C n  < 65p + £ E |[a (E . ) ,  E ] ( l - f ' ) |  <
g,E V|k j , t  9 J»* ♦
< 6 fip + c g>E < Cg>E + 3Se_ 1( bEI -  bE ) 
and the proof of (3) is also finished. The Lemma is proved.
6.5
The Roll!in Theorem is obtained now from the preceding Lemma by a 
maximality argument. Let us keep A C C 6 and 6 > 0 fixed. Let 
E be the set of families E = (E. . ). T . of mutually orthogonal1,K l£I ,KC- i \<j
projections in N' P\ (see 6.3 and 6.4) satisfy ing
( 1 ) aE <_3 e* bE
(2) cg>E < _3 U '] bE g c A .
E is nonvoid since i t  contains the null family. We order E by
le t t in g  E <_E‘ i f  e ither E = E' or the conclusion of the Lenina 6.4
holds fo r  E and E' . For any to ta l ly  ordered subset of E , the map
E -» bE is by 6.4(1) an order isomorphism with a subset of the interval
(0,1] C P  , and fo r any increasing net in a to ta l ly  ordered subset of E ,
again by 6.4(1), the projections E. k w i l l  converge in the s*-topology
to the components of an element of E ; hence E is inductively ordered,
and by the Zorn Lennia, has a maximal element E° . The Lemma 6.4 shows
that E° satis f ies b > 1-t^ , where (1) and (2) above come from 
E°
6.4(2) and 6.4(3) respectively and so, le t t in g  E° = 1- E E°. . , we
n 1 ° 1 ,k 1' K
have |E°|. < .1 o 9 —
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To got r id  of E  ^ , we choose some a rb it ra ry  T c I and tf e Kt
and define Ei .k - E? ,k " ( i . k )  t  (T,F) and ET,F = ET,F +
This way, Eu is a p a r t i t io n  of uni ty and i t sa t is f ies
(3) aE - 5e*
(4) S .E < * 9 . e° : : 95c" 1
g e A
since fo r g e A , the new terms in c r  are 
S.E
estimated by
T | [  
j . t “ g O *
E° 11 = T 1 1 1 - l  
1 ,k
a (E? , ) ,  gv i , k ' e5 A ± cg,E
and s im i la r i ly  i  |[a (E° ), E°]| < c ,  .
j  £ y j * *  u f  y * u
For any given 5 > 0 and ACCG we may thus f ind a p a r t i t io n  of
unity E = (E. , ). . in N 'O  M sa tis fy ing  (3) and (4) . We may apply1 j K 1 j K u)
the Index Selection Trick the same way as we did in C.3, Step D, fo r
6 ' * 0  and A / I  G , in  order to obtain (4) with d = 0 and A - G
The Theorem 6.1 is proved.
6 . 6
Suppose that a discrete amenable group G acts on M l ike  in the 
statement of the Theorem 6.1, and le t  H be a normal subgroup of G .
Then the Rohlin Theorem holds for the action that the quotient G/H
Lj
induces on the fixed point algebra (M ) . To avoid technical com­
p l ica t ion  we prove the resu lt  only in the case when the subgroup is a d irec t 
summand, which 1 s what we need in the sequel, but the proof extends along 
the same lines to the general case. For s im p l ic i ty  we also assume tha t the 
algebra M is a fa c to r ,  and we denote by t the canonical trace tw on
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Theorem (Relative Rohlin Theorem)
Let 6 and G be discrete countable amenable groups, and le t  M 
be a factor with separable predual. Let o:G x G -*■ Aut My be a crossed 
action, which is sem il if tab le  and strongly f ree . Let e > 0 and le t  
(K^)^c j be an e-paving family of subsets of G .
Then there exists a p a r t i t ion  of unity (E. k) , i c I ; k e K. in 
Mw such that i f  «g = 6 ( g J )  and Bg = o (1>g) then
<2> eg<Ei . k )  * Ei . k  l ' 1 ' ' * ' •  k ‘ K 1
(3) l Ei,k»ug(Ej , t ^  = 0 fo r  a l l  g . i . k . j , *
W  8 ( 9 ,h )0 ( i ,n ,) (Ei.k>  " V , M (£i ,k )  fo r  * ”  •
Moreover (E. , )  can be chosen in the re la t ive  comnutant in  Mi ,k w
of any given countable subset of M .
Remark
The estimate (1) above improves (1) in 6.1 ( i f  we take G t r i v i a l ) ,  
being l inear in e .
Proof
The idea of the proof is to take Rohlin towers indexed by products of 
(very large) sets in  G x G , and then sum a f te r  the G coordinate.
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Step A
We assume 0 < c < 1/16 arid choose ftCC £ . We prove f i r s t  
that the Theorem holds with (1) and (2) replaced by
(1‘ ) E lM '1 E 1“ . 1(E1 J  - E | < 16c*
i 1 k,t  k i  1 1 , 4  1 , K  T
l 2' )  . , J V E1 . k , ' El . k l t i 3 4 c ‘  • 3 t , r  '1 ,K
Let be an e-paving family of subsets of £ , a l l  of them
(e,ft)- invariant. I t  is easy to see that the family (K. x K.). , of
• J • » *
subsets of G 2c-paves any subset of G * E of the form S k E i f  
Sec G and See G are invariant enough. This doesn't imply that (K  ^ x 
is a 2c-paving family fo r  G » E , but in the proof of the Rohlin Theorem 
we needed only the fac t  that fo r  any invariance degree, the given family of 
subsets of the group t-paved some subset (and not necessarily a l l  sub­
sets) of the group having that invariance degree. We may thus apply the 
Rohlin Theorem to obtain a p a r t i t ion  of unity (F^. in M ,
with ( i ,T )  e I x T  and (k,F) e K. x K. , such that
< 5 x ( 2 c ) * <  8t  J
(6) Iag8g(F(1 .T). (k ,F )>*F(J,J ) , ( i .T )1 a 0 fo r 311 9.9.1 .T .k .F .j J . t . I
( 7) ag8gahe^ F(1 J ) . ( k , lT ) ) = aghe^ (K(i ,T),(k,IT)) fo ra 1 ' 9.9.h,Fi,i ,T,k,k
Tor any i c I and k ,2. e K. we in fer
Hence
and ( 1 ' )  1 
For
where
= - 0  - 1  u l % l  1 I _ ( *  (»,»)) ■la T t,m ini Jim v '
" F( i , T ) , ( t , I ) )) +
from (5)
t l K j l ' 1 i J a  ,(E ) - E, k | < 2 ,8 ,*  ■ 16cs
i k,Jt k l
s proved, 
g e A we have
- Ei.k> -  T] * V ' * 1 * £31 i  K
r' l  = i J  v F( 1 t 1 ) i(k» l0 * " f ( i ,T ) , ( k ,g t f ) '
' 2  3 i J  k j  F (1 ,T ) , (M )
and the sums were done fo r i e l ,  T c T ,  k e K. ,
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l T c ^ n g ' \  , i  e Ay = Ry \  g’ 1 Ry and m c gAy .
From the assumed (c,ft)-invariance of Ry , we in fe r  
Ja j | < c|Ry| fo r a l l  T , hence with the global estimates in the 
Corollary 6.1 corresponding to (4) above we in fer
I1-] l T f. 2  x 8 c‘ = 16c^
|c2 IT i  e + 8 c* < 9E*
1 Eg I . < e + 8 c* < 9e*
and thus for any g c 5
34 c ‘
and (2 ' )  is proved too.
Step B
We want to obtain the estimate (2 ')  with an a rb i t ra r i ly  small 
constant. We do this by start ing with better paving subsets (K j) j  of G 
and then come back, by means of the Paving Theorem, from (Kj) towers to 
(K.) towers.
Recall that we are given e > 0 and the c-paving family ( K . ) . ^  
o f  subsets of G . Let 5 > 0 and ftcc'C . Let us use the Corollary 3.3 
the same way as in the construction o f  the Paving Structure 3.4, to obtain 
a system (K j) j  j  of f i n i t e  subsets of G , 6 -paving G , and f in i te  
subsets (Li t j )1cIJeJ of G with
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and such that the subsets
( 8 ) K. . = {hcKt I there are unique ( i ' , k , t )  e x L% .
v ' l . J  J 1 ii-T 1 1le i
with h = kt and fo r these i* ■ i }
sa t is fy
|K( i j l > ( l - 4 c ) | K ( ||Lf J | .
Let 7 : i _ l  K. * L. . -»ILK', be a b ijec t ion  with 
i , j  1 1 , 3  j  J
TTflLK. x L. .) = r  for a l l  j  , and i f  ( M )  e K. * L. . with
1 » IJ J 1 ' * J
kt c K. . then TT(k, z) = k4 .
* »J
We apply now the Step A with 6 and (K j ) . standing for r and
(Ki ) i , to get a pa r t i t ion  of unity (Ej , k ) j t I ’ ,k. K*. in Mu> such that
J
91,1
and moreover analogues of the conmutativity relations (6 ) and (7) hold.
We obtain from the (K}) indexed pa r t i t ion  of unity (E*. J  a (K .)
indexed one (E  ^ k) by le t t in g  for i e I and k e K.
^ a; j ej.«
where j  c J * 4 c j  and m « K(k,4) .
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For g e A we have from (10)
<"> ,jkiVEu > -EiA i 34i! .
Let i e I and k  ^,k2 e .W e  in fer
1
CVI 
_i>c
c
<Ei . k 2
• m 7S-
ii
= E|K'|
j  J
- 1 E 
t . k '
“ k ^ k j - l K j k 1 -  Ei . k i
• ElKj l
j  J
- 1 E 
t .k ' “ k ^ k ^ - l^ k ^ k * - Ei . 4
♦ i|KJ l 
j  J
- 1 E 
l . k '
(« . i ( e; k 
kl i k l
■) ■ Ei k'i J,lsi
) -
- E|Ki| 
j  J
- 1 E 
* ,k '
a .i(a -I 
k 1 k2l k2 ek^ ' Ei .k ;>  - ej .4>
where j  e J , t r L . j , k ‘ e Kj , kj = k ( k j , i . ) , k 2  = k(kg, 
Summing up we get
E|K.I" 1 S |a _i(E 1 k ) - E. k | < 21, + 2E
i ' kr k2 k^ 2 1 1 , k 2  1 , k 1 1  1
where
Ei B j 1Kj 1 1 i - | k - 1“ ki k ’ " l(Ej ' k,) * Ej * ki
with j  e J *, kl , k' e K. , and
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where
l 2 * l  t Z | a _1 ( E i  k . )  -  Z\ k . L
L i j  k , t  k tk '  1 J,K J,K T
1 c I . k e K. , j  e J , 1  e L. . and k' = TT(k, a) .
1 > J
We have from (9) ^  < 166
On the other hand, from the de f in it ion  (8 ) of K. . we remark that
i f  in e,  we have k' e K. , , then kt = k* and the correspondingL 1 >J
term in z2 vanishes. Hence
where j  e J and k 1 c K ix (v jK -  .) .
J <j ' »J
We have fo r each j  e J , |K j \ y K ^  j  | <_ 4c | Kj | and hence the 
global estimates 6 .1(5), with the constants corresponding to (9) above y ie ld
E? < 2(4c + 16«^) < 8 c + 326* .
Hence
(12) E Z |a . i (E .  )-E. k | < 2e1 + 2e2 < 16r. + 966' .
i kt k i 1 1 , 1  1,K T 1
Given any S > 0 and any f in i t e  A c G  , there exists a pa r t i t ion  
of unity (E. k) i r I  krK in such that (11), (12) and also (3) and (4) 
above hold.
We may now apply the Index Selection Trick the same way as we did in 
6.3, Step D, to make in (11) and (12) i  ■ 0 and A = G , and obtain thus
(1) and (2). The whole construction above could have been done in the 
re la t ive  commutant of any given countable subset of M . The Theorem 
is proved.
CHAPTER 7.
COHOMOLOGY VANISHING
In what follows we study the low dimensional unitary valued 
cohomology fo r  an action a of an amenable group G on a von Neumann 
algebra M . We show that i f  a is centra lly  free the 1 and 2-dimensiona1 
cohomology vanishes fo r  the action induced on the centra liz ing algebra, 
and obtain, in the 2 -dimensional case, bounds on the solution in terms 
o f  the cocycle. The main resu lt is that i f  a is centra lly  free, then 
the 2-cohomology vanishes on M i t s e l f  (Theorem 1.1).
7.1
Let us begin by some technical preliminaries. The result that follows 
was proved in L** , Proposition 1.1.3] for M , but the proofs remain 
va l id  for M“  too.
Proposi tion (A. Connes)
Let M be a W -algebra with separable predual and o> e ifl ^IN .
(1) Any projection in Mw has a representing sequence consisting 
o f  projections in M .
(2) Any p a r t i t io n  of unity in projections in Mu can be represented 
by a sequence of pa r t i t ions  of unity in projections in M .
(3) I f  v is a part ia l isometry in M'" with v*v * e , vv* * f  , 
and le t  (ev ) v , ( f v )v be representing sequences fo r  e and f  , consisting 
o f  projections in M such that ev -v f v fo r a l l  v ,  then there exists
a representing sequence ( v v)v fo r v such that v-’ vv » e ; and
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(4) Any unitary in Mw has a representing sequence consisting of 
unitaries in M .
(5) Any system of matrix units in Mu can be represented by a 
sequence of matrix units in M .
The rest o f this section deals with several inequalit ies extending
to in f in i te  factors properties of the trace norms. Let 4 be a fa i th fu l  
★
normal state on the W -algebra M , and u e H \ ( N  . We define for 
x c Mu, |x|^ = A M )  • This is not necessarily a norm, not being 
subadditive, but i ts  res tr ic t ion  to M is a trace norm. More generallyU)
the following result holds.
Lemma
For any x , , . . . ^  e Mw and y , , . . . , y B c H , we havei n  1 n cu
n n
Proof
For any a., b. e M , 1 * l , . . . , n  , consider the polar decompositions
£ a , b ( .  u | £ .
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We in fer
*( |E  a .b . | )  = z ♦(u*ai v . |b . | )
1 i
< i|*(|b,|»u*a(yi |b1| i ) |  * [ | |» ( || l |b1l l 1l | t+ . tb i | i ] | |
i t i l a , | M | b f l) * t | | a , l l l | b , | | ! | | [ * . | b , | ! ] | |  .
i i
I f  we apply th is to representing sequences fo r  x., , we
obtain (6 ).
This resu lt is very useful fo r estimates concerning part it ions of 
un ity  y j . ,y in . For the rest, we work with the norms
| | x | | ( * (J|'J(x*x+xx*))i , x e Mul , connected to the preceding ones 
by means of the inequalit ies
(?) l | x | | * i  ( | ( l « l ,  *  | x " | , ) l l » l l ) !
(8) I x | , i ( 2 | e | , ) ! l | x | l * i 2 ! l | x | | *  
where e is the le f t  support of x .
l i
Although I H I , T  not uni ta r i  ly invariant, i t  sa t is f ies  the 
following inequality:
(9) | | u » - l | | J k£ 2 i ( | | u - l | | * +  | | v - l ¡ f y
fo r  any unitaries u,v c Mu . This is immediate from the identity
l l u v - n f j 2 + 1 1 vu-l 1 1 ^ 2 « 2 | |u -v * | ¡ ^ 2  ■ 4-uv-vu-u*v*-v*u*
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together with the inequality
11- - V * | | * <  I M I l f «  | |v -n  i f  .
This yields inductively estimates for longer products of unitaries 
as w e ll ;  we shall use for instance the fact that fo r u^.u^.u^.u^ t U(M0) ,
( 10) c
4
1 2 I  | | u . - l | |
i - 1  1 * ’
7.2.
In what follows G w i l l  be a discrete group, always assumed countable, 
and M w i l l  be a von Neumann algebra with separable predual. Recall that 
a 1-cocycle fo r  a is a map u:G -*• U(M) with u  ^ = 1 and such that 
i ts  coboundary 3u is t r i v i a l ,  i .e .
(au)g,h B V g (uh)ugh s 1 1 9’ h c G •
The perturbation of (u ) by v e N(M) is the cocycle (u ) with y y
iL  = vu a„(v*) g e Gg g g
and we ca ll (u ) the coboundary of v i f  (ug ) = 1 .
Proposit ion
Let G be a discrete amenable group, le t  M be a von Neumann algebra 
with separable predual, and le t  (a^) be an action of G on M , strongly 
free (see 5.6) and semiI1ftable. Assume that there exists a fa i th fu l  normal 
state « on H such that i|Z(M) is preserved by a|Z(M) . Then any
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cocycle (v^)c. M for (ug) 1S a coboundary. Moreover i f
given countable subset of M , which commutes with (v ) ,
to) 9
with w in the re lat ive  commutant of N in M .
to)
N is any 
then v = aw
Proof
To give the idea of the proof suppose f i r s t  that a would contain a
copy of the le f t  regular action AdX : G -► Aut(e°(G)) , commuting with
(v?) , i .e .  there would ex is t a pa r t i t ion  of unity (E 1 ^  in
{v^|gcG}'n M such that (E(i) = E(jh , g,h e G . Then we could define
w = ! v*E and thus we would get a unitary satisfy ing 
9 9 9
w o (w) ï, v.E.u (vi)E . k k g' h' ghk,h
= EV „ .a  (v*)E
h gh 9 h/h '  gh
v
9
This is a form of the Shapiro Lenina in cohomological algebra.
In our actual framework, the Rohlin Theorem is an approximate form of 
the l e f t  regular action containment, and analogous formulae given an 
approximate vanishing of the cohomology in M . By means of the IndexU)
Selection Trick we obtain eventually exact vanishing in M .• ' t o t
Let us begin the proof. Let 0 < r. < 1 and le t  a f in i t e  subset F 
of G be given. Let he an e-paving family of subsets of G
which are (e,F) inva r ian t.  We are under the hypothesisof the Rohlin 
Theorem 6.1 and so we can find a p a r t i t ion  of unity (E. kf(, In
M such that for any i , j  e I , k , t  e K ., m e K., g,h e G we haveU) I J
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5 |K' r
V h (Ei,k^  = “ g h ^ i .k ^
l V E1 .k>* Ej , J  - 0
tcxg (Ei , k ^ vhJ = 0 •
We define the unitary w e by
w = l  E v.* E. ,
i k k i . k i c I , k e K.l
Let Vg = w Vg cig(w*) be the perturbed cocycle. Let us keep g e F 
f ixed. We in fer
V 1 ■ , | j  k[ t ' vi V 9 (v<) ' , )  £t W W  ■ E1 * £2 * r3
where i , j  c I , k c K. , i  c K. and in E^  we sum fo r i ■  j  , 
i  c K. n  g^K j , k = g i ; in we sum fo r 1 ■ j  , i  c Kj f t  g’ ^Kj , 
k t  gi. and in E  ^ f ° r  4 c \  9 Kj •
From the cocycle ide n t i ty  we get E^  = 0 . Trace norm inequalities
y ie ld
| l 3 ' * i 2  j V ' i . * 1« J c ' • 1  '• kj s  g'  kj ■
Since we have assumed ¡K^  \  g ' k.| < . |K. | , from the global 
estimates 6 .1 .(5) we in fe r
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( 1 ) U 3 U -  2(e+5eJ) ± 12ei •
On the other hand
where 1 , j  e 1 ; k e K. ; l  t  K . f t  g’ V  and e ither i i  j  or 
k /  gii • We obtain
<2> l*»U  i  2  « ' , ! - EJ . 9 i N (Ej , * ) l *J » X
- lfo r j  c I and i  c M  g Kj . The estimates 6 .1.(4) y ie ld
|Z2| < 2 . 1 0 c* » 2 0 c* .
Summing up, we in fe r  for g t  F
|vg- ’ U  -  * | r z l * *  | r 3! * - 3Ztl •
Let us now take e ■ Jj and F * F^cc 6 , where Fn x  6  ; n e IN .
We obtain for each n a perturbation w ^  such that the corresponding 
perturbed cocycles ( v ^ )  satisfy for any g e G
l i n  |v jn) - 1 |. -  0 .
n-w J
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The Index Selection Trick, applied the same way as in the proof of the 
Lenina 6.3, Step D, yields a unitary w such that the perturbed cocycle is 
t r i v i a l .
We could do the whole proof above in the re lat ive  comnutant of a 
countable subset of M , and thus obtain the supplementary assertion of 
the Proposition. The proof is fin ished.
7.3
Let again G be a discrete countable group, and M a von Neumann 
algebra with separable predual. Recall that a cocycle crossed action 
( (a^) , (tig h)) of G on M is a pair of maps u:G -► Aut M and 
u:G*G -*• U(M) such that = 1 ,
a a. = Ad U , a . g,h u Gg h g,h gh J '
and u is normalized by u. * u . ■ 1 , g e G and satisfies
u uU . , a a (u. , )u g,h,k e G .g,h gh,k gv h ,k ' g,hk ’
A perturbation of ((ug) , (u g h)) is a family (vg) of unitaries in M , 
g c G , with Vj = 1 ; the corresponding perturbed cocycle crossed action 
((¡»gMUg.h» is 3 iven by
U u s V n (vh )u .V*. .g,h g g' h ; g,h gh
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We oinit the simple ve r i f ica t ion  that this is a cocycle crossed 
action indeed. We say that (ug is the coboundary of (vg) i f
A simple but very useful remark is that the e ffect of two consecutive 
perturbations o f  (u ,u) f i r s t  with v and then with v is the same as 
the one of the perturbation with vv . Also, i f  v perturbs (a,u) to 
(a,u) and u s u s 1 , then v is an a-cocycle.
We next show that we can perturb any cocycle (ug with some 
(Vg) to (ÏÏ such that (ïï h) is approximately periodic in h with 
respect to the plaques of the Paving Structure, i .e .  fo r  any p e IN , 
according to the approximate decomposition of the plaques
kÇ+ 1  - u O k{ *  , i  c i  , t  c L j  ,
J i ^ ' r  * * J
we have u . . ■ J . for most g.hi g,h
h c kP and l  c LP . . Moreover v -1 is kept under control. This way 
1 >J U
i f  u . - 1  is  small for h c l/Kr. g,h , l then u . - 1  is small fo r most g.h
h c G . We use the notation in 3.4 for the Paving Structure,
Lemma (Almost Periodization Lenina)
Let ((a ),(u  h)) be a cocycle crossed action of the amenable group G 
9 g,n
on the von Neumann algebra M . Assume that a choice of a Paving Structure 
is made fo r G and use the notations in  3.4 fo r  i ts  elements. Then 
there exists a perturbation (vg) of ( ( * gM ug|h)) such that the perturbed 
cocycle crossed action ((ug),(ug>h)) sa t is f ies  for any n > 1 , j  c I f l+1  
and g e Gn 1
( 1 ) |(hcKj+1 |ug>h /  ug>k for ^n(h)“ (k , 1 ) ,i.eU lP j } | < 6 cn |K]+1|
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Moreover, (v^) and (ug h) have the following property. I f  for 
some n e N , <s > 0 and normal state $ on M
I lug,h • ’ l l *  i 6 9*h*9h c G„ +l
then
I l vg - 1 11^  < 8 n 6 g C Gn + 1
H “g,h - i 8 n 5 g e Gn ; h,gh c Gn+] .
Proof
Let n c IN and le t  Hn + 1  = ( (Gn+l ^  M Li , j  > •
This set is contained in V ^ l ^ +! , the subset of VJ which
i . j  1,J j  J
behaves well with respect to the approximate decomposition in plaques
k" +1 ^ V J k" l? . (see 3.4).
J f  » J
Let g c Hn + 1  and l e t  i e I n> j  e I n + 1  with g c .
From the defin it ion  of . < and j  are uniquely determined andi »j
there exis t unique (k , i ) e K1.’ x Li? ,• with g = kt .
Let ((&g).(Ug h)) a ( ( ' '(j) » ( u 9 h )) and define inductively the perturbations
( 2 ) i f  g t  H| 1+ 1  and g * k£ as above 
for the other g c G\Hn + 1
and le t  ( ( a ^  ) ,(u "+fj) )  be the cocycle crossed action obtained by
perturbing ((l‘ g M ug h)) with (v^) ; do this successively for
n * 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  . We shall show that u' 1 . is approximately periodic atg.n
the level n , that th is  property is not destroyed by the next perturbations 
and that the product of the perturbations v£ is stationary for each g c G.
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Step A
We show that i f  g e Hn+1> anil i f  i d n, j e l n+j are such
n+ 1  ,that 2  = kt with ( k , i )  e Kn x Ln Ki Li , j  1 then ul
Indeed, we have k,Jt c „n 1 nN  ”  Lu  £ G' Hn+l '
n ..n v, = v, k jl = 1 ; since we have
n n
vg " UM
we in fer
n+ 1
uk . t u" vn* = 1 k , t  g •
W
Step B
We prove now the approximate per iod ic ity .  I f  g e C>n, h,gh c Hn+j
and h = la with k c K1.' , i  c L1! . , and i f  moreover gk e K1? , then• 1 * J 1
since gh = (gk)fc , from the Step A we have uj,l+| = = 1 . Since
u is  a cocycle,
n+ 1  n+ 1  n+L n+1 , *  n+ 1  n+ 1  .  ,,n+l
ug,h ■ V k <  ‘  “ S l "k,»> V  V . »  V
hence the approximate per iod ic ity  re la t ion  holds fo r  (g,h) . We evaluate,
fo r  given j  c I j and g c G() the card ina lity  of the subset
A1? * 1 of K,ul , consisting of those h fo r which (g,h) does not sa tis fy  
J J
the conditions above. We have
¿jn + 1  £  n .g "1) (Kn+1 \  Hn+1) \J ( k" + 1  \  g_ 1 K"+1) u
V J (U (K? \  g’ 1 )L^  j  )
We have shown in 3.4 that |kJ j | s ( l - c n)|K'1'| | L ' j j | ,  hence
? Kl lLî.jl * £n lKJ+1l
.n, ,.n
In 3.5 we have assumed that fo r  each j  e I )i+^
„n+1 1
^ n + 1 u  Y  L” * j 1 ~ cn l 'i j H
„n+1I Ç ' N K ^ l i Z . j K "n+1
From the l e f t  invariance properties of K? , to* J
9 e Gn£  G n +1  we have
ik ; +\  i ‘ n( 1 i |(3 *1i
|k"  \  g' 1 n jl i  cn |i<iI
so that
E !*" \  g' 1 Ki l | L " j l  -  cn J 1 K” I l Li I s r n lKj +1
and f in a l l y
l*34,! i  (2.2C„ * W „ > l T l i « ‘nlltJn+1 ,n+l
„n+1Since Kj £  Gn + 2  C Gn + 3  . . . .  for any g c G there is at
most one n for which vg i  1 ; hence the product
-  n n- 1  „1v„ * . . .  v v . . .  v.g g g g
,n+ l,is well defined. Again by the assumptions 2.5, Gn(u Kj ) c  Gn + 2  , 
g t Gn and h c U Kj+  ^ , then g,h,gh c Gn + 2  andand so i f
u»+P = u ^ i  fo r any p > 1 . g.h g,h “
Since ((ag) ,(u  h) ) ^ * t h e  perturbed of ((«gM “ g,h)) by (vg)
is  also equal to the pointwise l im i t  of ((ug) * (ug,h)) wben n
the conclusion ( 1 ) is proved.
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Step C.
We prove the estimates. Let L = U  U  L? * • We have
P<n i , j
assumed in 3.5 that L c G || t | . Let us define
A = {(g,h) e Gn x Gn+1| gh e Gn+1l 
B » C(g.h) e Gn+] x L | gh c Gn+1) .
We prove inductively for p = 1,2 ........n+1 that
(3,p) ( g . h )  e A u B
(4.P) 9 e Gn+ 1
From the de fin it ion  of vp , (4,p) follows from (3,p) . By the hypothesis, 
(3,1) is true, since A u B c f ^ x G ^ i  . Suppose that (3,p) and (4 ,p) 
are true fo r  some p , 1 < p < n , and le t  us prove (3,p+l) . Let
(g,h) e A u B  .
Suppose f i r s t  that = 1 . Then
vP*gh
and since g, gh e Gn + 1  , we may use (3,p) and (4,p) to conclude 
with the inequality 7.1.(10)
jP+1- l  I *Jg,h ' l l t 1  2 ( 1 1 Vg-1 1 ,P - 1
6 .8 P-1«
g.h ' vgh’
ft;
< 8^6
Let now i  1 .
Since (g,h) i; A U  B , we have h l Gn( j 
v P  we in fe r  p < n . Since h c (UKP+') s ( G
j  J
h t  VJL *1 . ("G  , . From the assumptions 
q<P i . j  1,J
. From the def in it ion  of
P + iu iV , L i . j ) * we have 
3.5,
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(UKP+1 ) A ( U  lJ .]
j  J q--p+l 1,J
0.
Hence h i  L and so (g,h) c A. Ihere ex is t  i c In ,
j  c ¡n+  ^ , k e Kp , i  e Lp j such that h = kt . Then the cocycle 
iden t ity  yields
Vn Jn(Vn)Un hg gv h' g,
P P P v u , u i g g.k gk,t
P
k , A V
p*
gh
We use again the assumptions 3.5 on the Paving Structure.
We have g ,gh e Gn^  since (g,h) e A . Since k e kPc  Gn+  ^ and 
gk c GnkP c  Gn + 1  , we in fe r  (g,k) e A . As i  c lP ■ c  L , gk c Gn + 1  
and gki = gh c G|)+  ^ we have (gk, e.) e B . The induction 
hypothesis y ields
" S Ü - '  ! i  <  2 (  1 1  v j - i  i f n  l ' S h - i  i 1 1  u S  , k - i  i Ç *  i i » s
< 2 « 4 > < 8 P- 1 ,
gh
aP«
g,k gk,£
and thus we have finished the proof of (3 ,p+ l) . Hence (3,p) and (4,p)
hold fo r a l l  1 < p < n+1 . We have shown in the Step B that fo r  g c G|i+j ,
we have v = vp for some p < n+1 , and fo r  g,h,gh e G„ we have g g -  n
,n+l
ug,h ‘  ug,h 
proved.
The estimates in the conclusion of the Lemma are thus
Remark
I f  $ is a trace on M , we may work in the Step C with | . | ^  
instead of | | . | | ,  and use a trace norm inequality instead of 7 . 1 . ( 1 0 ) 
to prove the fo llowing assertion.
- no  -
then
I f  fo r  some 5 > 0 and n > 1 ,
' V 1* 1 * g,h,gh c Gn+ 1
' V ’ h < 4n 6 9 E Gn+1
|u„ . - 1  1 g.h l * l < " * 9 e Gn * h,gh e Gn + 1
7.4
We prove now a vanishing resu lt  fo r M -valued 2-cohomology; 
by means of the Almost Periodization Lemma, we are able to obtain 
bounds fo r  the so lution.
Proposition
Let G be a d iscrete countable amenable group, le t  M be a von 
Neumann algebra with separable predual and le t  ((a^),(u^ be a cocycle 
crossed action of G on , sem il if tab le  and strongly free. Let $ be 
a fa i th fu l  normal state on M , such that *|Z(M) is fixed by o|Z(M) . 
Then (u . )  is a coboundary. Given n c N , n > 2 , i f
I V h " 1 1* -  en- 2  for 9 e Gn * h *9h E Gn+ 1 
then u «= av with
ly 'lf i ,8,n-2 for 9 tGn-Z
where c >0  and G c.e. G were defined in the Paving Structure 3.4. n n a
I f  moreover (u„ . ) c. N' M fo r  some countable N c H  , we may take* g,rr u ui 4
(v I c N ' h M  as w e l l .' g' u
The proof w i l l  be done by perturbing successively (u„ J  by a
9 »'•
- I l l
sequence of perturbations, the product o f  which converges, such that at 
the l im i t  we obtain the iden t i ty  cocycle.
The Lemma that follows displays the result o f  an application o f the 
Rohlin Lemina-Shapiro Lemma, followed by the Approximate Period ic ity  Lenina, 
and provides the inductive step in the proof o f the Proposition.
Lemma
In the conditions o f the Proposition, le t  n >_ 2 and suppose that the 
cocycle crossed action ((a^)»(uy ^)) sa t is f ies  the following condition.
For any g c Gn _2 and j  e In there exists a set Aj(g)<L k" , 
such that
1*3(9)! i 7 V 2|Kjl
and fo r  any g e G 2 and h,gh c U(Kn \ . ^ ( g ) )  we have
j  J j
( ’ ) I ,  i  V 2  •
Then fo r  each g e Gn_^  and j  c I (1(1 there is a set Aj+\ g ) C  ,
with
Uj+1(9)l i7 e n. 1|Kj+1|
and there exists a perturbation (v ) o f (fc»g),(Ug h)) such that the
perturbed cocycle crossed action ((cT),(u_ h)) sa t is f ies
9 9 >n
<2) i * n - l
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h,gh e Gn and also fo r g e Gn_^  ; 
h,gh c U(K'u l  \  A^ + 1 (g)) . Moreover the perturbation satis f ies
fo r  g c Gn _ 1
j
< 3 > 9 c Cn- 2
Proof
Step A
We use again the Rohlin Theorem and a form o f Shapiro's Lemma, 
the same way as fo r  the 1 -cohomology, to obtain the approximate vanishing 
of the cohomology.
Recall from the Paving Structure that (K1?). . was an e -paving
i i e i n n
family of sets and i g was the approximate l e f t  translation with g c G 
on U K? .
We perturb ((ag) , (u g>h) ) by (vg) to ((ag) .(ug>h)) such that
<«> I V h - ' l 4 i 3 ! 'n  9 . M h c G „
(5) |vg- l | 4  < l 6 En . 2  9 t .
Let us choose according to the Rohlin Theorem 6.1 a pa r t i t ion  of 
unity (E^  k) i  1 e  I n , k e K" such that
£
1
i K j r 1 £ 1« . 1 (E1 t )
1 k , t  k t  1 1 , 1
E,i ,k 14. < 5cn
ag iah(Ei , k »  “  agh(E1 ,k^
cV Ei ,k > ‘
Eog(Ei k^,ug,h 3 " 0 for a 1 1  ^.J ,k , a,h,g .
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Let us define fo r  g e G the unitary
V9 = U9,k Ei,h
where i e I r , k e K1? and h = £g(k) . Let us keep g,h e Gn with 
gh c Gn fixed and le t  fo r  i e I n
kJ » (kcK? | hkcKj , ghk c kJ} .
Since Kj is (en,Gn) invariant, |K?| > ( l -e n) | k j |  .
We in fe r  from the de f in it ion  of v and u ,g g.h
ug,h”  = vg ag(vh>ug,h vgh_1
i j  k V U9 'k0 9(Uh*i)U9 ‘ hUgh’m* 1)Ei
t l  + r 2  + e3
where i , j  c In , k e k" , i  c k" , p » e."(k) , q « e[J(i) , 
m E (P) e K? ; in z^  we sum for i = j  and i  * m c K?
in Z2 we sum for me k" \  K.1 arid in z3 for the remaining indices.
In z^  we have i ■» j ,  i  ■ m, k = q = hm , and the 
cocycle iden t i ty  yields = 0 .
We have
where 1 c In , m e k j \  l<J and p - *” (m) . Since |kJ \ k} |  < cJ kJI ,
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the estimates 6.1.(5) y ie ld
For the th ird  sum we in fer
where i , j  e In , q e n  g V j  , p c k" and ( i ,p )  t  ( j ,q )  . We
have already estimated an analogous sum in 7 .2 .(2 ) .  We get the same way
We have thus obtained for g,h,gh e C(i
l * i l *  *
and thus we have proved (4).
Let us evaluate now the perturbation. Let g t  Gn_.; 
We decompose
where j  e I ,  k c K1] ,  h =* i " ( k )  ,  i n r ,  we sum f o r  k c K A  ¿^( g)
11 j y * j  j
arid in fo r k e £.j(g) • We in fe r  from the hypothesis (1) o f the Lemma
IE1 L  -  cn-2
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On the other hand
where j  e I , h e O A ^ g ) )  . Since for each j  , 
l i g(i j ( 9 ) ) l  7 c n _ 2 1Kj I  by hypothesis, the estimates 6.1.(5) of 
the Rohlin Theorem y ie ld
l E 2 l * i 2 l 7 c n - 2  4  5 ' S >  s  1 6 e n -2
and thus using the assumptions 3.5 on ( t  ) we obtain
1 L  < 1 be ,  + lOeJ < 16c ,  g e G ,  .U — n-2 n — n-2 3 n-2g
Step B
problem is  that we have obtained in (4) |Ug ()- 4
small for h c G , but in the statement o f the Lemma we need i t  small 
for h in a larger set, for induction reasons. The gap is f i l l e d  by the 
Almost Periodization Lemma 7.3.
Let us apply i t  to ((ag),(2fg jh ) ) > to obtain (v ) perturbing i t
to ((a ),(u  . ) )  . Using the estimates in the Remark 7.3, we in fe r  from g g,n
(4) and (5) in the Step A
i  4n_1.32cJ < V l  9 « V l.h .g h  e Gn
9 « Gn
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We use now the almost per iod ic i ty .  Let g r and for h c Kj
le t  l ^ ( j , h )  = ( j ^ . h j . k j )  and lc*1-1 ( )  = (J2 ,h2,k2) , where
:1 IK " +1 -  1L  K? x Ln . is  the approximate decomposition defined 
j  J i J
in  the Paving Structure. Let
n+1
u9 .h * ug,h
n+1
! “ g , h /  “ g.h■i
Since the cocycle (u h) sa t is f ies  the almost per iod ic ity  property 
7.3.(1) we in fer
l“ j '(3 ) l i f ( l L? .jl6cn- i l K"D • 6V i l Kr 1! •
So i f  we take A ^ ( g )  ■ AWg) + AV(g) , then
J J J
* 6cn, , KJ*1 1 '
For h c Knfl \  a,J+'* (g) we have, with the notation above,
J J
“ g ,h  ■ “ s . h 2 • a,,d h2 *  K" ‘ ‘ c  « „  •
i cn-l 9cGn-l • \  4" * ' ( 9 )
and the statement (2) in the Lemma is proved.
Let us prove now (3). Let v = v v  , such that ((an) ,(u  h))
y o u  9 9 *n
is the perturbed of ( (Ug) * (ug h)} by (v^) . From previous estimates
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we in fe r
ly ' l„ s  *v2*Vi i.,7V2 « eGn-z
and the proof of the Lenina is  fin ished.
L .5
Let us prove now the Proposition 7.4, by applying successively the 
preceding Lemma fo r  n ,n+ l,n+2,.. .  .
Let ( ( ag M ug,h)) = ( ( ag )* (ug,h)) and fo r P >1 n » suppose given
( (Clg ) » (Ug , h ) ) WhiCh SatiSfieS
( l .p ) |u9.l>', | 0 i ‘ l>-2
fo r  9 e gp- 2’ h,9h e L7(K^  \  A^(g)) , with ^ ( g ) e K j j  
IAj (9)1 i  6cp-2IKj<9)I• 9 e Gp-2 » J e Jp •
Since U K. c_ , (1 ,n) is true. We use 7.5 to perturb 
( ( “ g ) ^ ug ,h ^  with (vg) to ( (°g+ l )• )) . satisfying ( l ,p+ l)  and
( 2 .P )  i « p - 2  f » r  9 •  G p . ,  . f ' ,9 h  c Gp
! * ' L  for 9 « G „ .
and
g '♦ -  p-2 P-2
Let v (p) o v P v H , , ;  for p > n . I f  g e Gn. ? ,
P-2 then
g- • 9 g -  p-2
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Hence fo r m > p > n-1 and g e Gp_2
v (‘n)_v (P) 
9 ■ 9
m
< z 17 c. 9 < 18 c 
k=p+l
f(n" l )«!
9
Thus the sequence v(
where v '  '=l,and the assumptions on (e ) have been used, g ' n n
converges *-strongly to a unitary v cM9 g u
fo r  any g c U G - = G moreover
lV 1,# i l 6 e n-2 g c G n-2 ‘
Since ( ) • ( u a h ) )  i s  t h e  P e r t u r b e d  of ( ( a  ) , ( u  , ) )  b y  
» 9»n 9 9 in
(v(j P ) » in  view of (2,p) we in fe r  u = Dv . This ends the proof 
of the Proposition 7.4.
7.6
The same techniques which in the preceding sections yielded the 
vanishing with bounds of the 2-cohomology on M , also give the vanishingGJ
of the 2-cohoinology with bounds on M . Some additional complication is 
due to the absence of a trace on M .
Let us recall fo r  convenience the Theorem 1.1, in a form in which the 
Paving Structure appears e x p l ic i t ly  in the estimates.
Theorem
Let G be a discrete amenable group, and le t  ( (a ) , (u h)) be a 
cocycle crossed action of G on M which is centra lly  free. Let $ be 
a fa i th fu l  normal state on M , such that <t>|Z(M) is kept fixed by a|Z(M) .
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Hence fo r  m > p > n-1 , and g e
| v , ¡in).„(P)
a " v - i
where v i n"^ = l ,a n d  the assumptions on (e ) have been used, g r n n
Thus the sequence v ^  converges ^-strongly to a unitary v^ e M
fo r  any g e U G .  = G ; moreover 
P P'
^ g " 11# -  16en-2 9 c G n-2 *
Since ( (« P) . (u P)h)) is the perturbed of ( (ag) . (ug>h)) by 
(vg*5' ^ )  » i n v ’ ew (2.p) we in fe r  u = 3v . This ends the proof 
of the Proposition 7.4.
7.6
The same techniques which in the preceding sections yielded the
vanishing with bounds of the 2-cohomology on M , also give the vanishingu
of the 2-cohoinology with bounds on M . Some additional complication is  
due to the absence of a trace on M .
Let us reca ll fo r  convenience the Theorem 1.1, in a form in which the 
Paving Structure appears e x p l ic i t ly  in the estimates.
Theorem
Let G be a discrete amenable group, and le t  ( (a „) i(u_  h)) be ag g,n
cocycle crossed action of G on M which is centra lly  free. Let <p be 
a fa i th fu l  normal state on M , such that ♦IZ(M) is kept fixed by u|Z(M) .
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Then (ug is a coboundary.
Moreover, given n > 2 and a f i n i t e  set W c . U(M) , i f  we have
where 4> = {Ad w«)i|wcW} , then u = 3v with
In the proof of the Theorem, we use | . | and the inequality 7.1.(6)V
for estimates in  connection with the part it ions o f  unity in M yielded by10
appears in connection with the estimates giving the convergence of i n f in i te
We thus have to use an ever larger family of norms at each step, and what 
allows us to do so is the fact that the estimates in  the Roh11n Theorem and 
the Shapiro Lenina depend only on $|Z(M) = (Adv^)|Z(M) .
L I
The inductive step of the proof of the Theorem 7.6 is provided by the
products o f  perturbations, since | | . | | ^  is not u n i ta r i ly  invariant. We 
use the inequality
( 1)
which is immediate from the iden t ity
i*2
n * * <♦
following Lenina, which is an analogue of the Lenina 7,4.
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Lemma
Let G,M,((Og),(Ug ^ ) ) , <i> be as in the Theorem. Let n >  2 and 
l e t  * nc  vn+1 be f in i t e  sets of normal states on M , which on Z(M) 
coincide with $|Z(M) . Suppose that
I l ug,h_1 I C  ±  en-2 fo r  9 e Gn-2;h ’ gh U(Kj  NAj (9)) ;  * E *n
wher e t he s e t s  A ? ( g ) c .  ; g e , j c I n , s a t i s f y
i» ; (9 ) i  i ? « n. 2iKjni .
Then there exists a perturbation ( v  ) o f  ( (a ) , (u . ) )  such that
9 y y»n
V ] | i l 9 c n-2 9 « 6n. 2 . *  * ♦„
and the perturbed cocycle ((a^), (ug (i)) sa t is f ies
V ’l l f i V i  * c Vi
fo r  g e Gn_j ; h,gh e Gn and also fo r g e Gn-1 ;
h.gh e U(K(n t\  ¿ ^ ( g ) )  , where 
j  J J
V l  " {Ad V |9 e Gn-1 ’ * CW
and fo r  j  e I n+^, g e G ^ j , the sets Aj+1( g ) c  sa tis fy
UjW l (9)l '
Proof
The proof w i l l  pa ra l le l  the one of the Lemma 7.4.
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Step A
Let ((0g)»(Ug>h)) . where 3g = ( a g ) w e Aut Mw be the
cocycle crossed action induced by ((o ),(u  , )) on Mu . Since
y y *n
Ad U U|M = id , (p |M ) is an action, which by the Lemma 5.6 is  strongly g ,h 1 u ' g1 w'
free. The Rohlin Theorem yields a p a r t i t io n  of the unity (E^  k ) ,  i r. I n ,
„n k e K. in  M such thatU)
[0_(E. J . E .  ] = 0 fo r  a l l  i . j . M ,  g.
9 I 9 * J 9 **
We define the perturbation (Vg) c  M‘ by
V ■ l  U . E. . g i>k g.k i,h
where i e I p , k e K? and h = t g(k) .
Let ((« ),(U J )  be the cocycle crossed action obtained by g g,n ^
perturbing ((3 ),(U h)) with (V ) . We need fo r further use estimates 
g 9»n 9
of AdV,*(U . -1 )  . The estimates of un .-1 in 7.4 .(2) were based merely k ' g,h g*n
on estimates on the Rohlin p a r t i t ion  (E. . ) and did not involve anyI i*
estimates on the cocycle (u . ) which was perturbed. Since in  ourg»n
present context, any Vk conmutes with any E ^ h , the same estimates 
work, le t t in g  the inequality  7.1.(6) replace the trace norm Inequality.
We in fe r  th is way
<V* 'V
iw v k V , ) l * i 5 2 c "
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and s im i la r i ly
fo r  k e G , g,h,gh e , * c  Yn+1 , where we also have used the fact 
that fo r  ip e l 'n+1 i|iw * <t>u , since ij/| Z(M) = 4*|Z(M) .
This y ie lds eas i ly ,  via the inequality  7.1.(7)
fo r  k e G , g.h.gh e Gn , <|< e . On the other hand we have the same 
way as in  7.4(5)
fo r  g e Gn_2, * e * n •
Step B
We apply the Almost Periodization Lennia to ((0g)»(Ug^)) and 
perturb i t  with (7g) to get ((0g) . ( ^ g>|,)) • The estimates in  the Lemma
7.3 y ie ld  from (1) above.
(1) HAd V V h-Dl l* i ( i ( 32ei +32cj).2)i
iV -1 | . < lbcI g ^  - n-2
and hence
(2) ll*,-1|lt i ( l ( ' 6‘„.2*,6V 2 > -2 )! i 6,n-2
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(3) I |Ad » ^ f g- l ) l l * i 8 " - ' . 8 t * = « \ *  kcG, SCG„,
(4) m m  . 8 " . »
keG , geGn_i • h,ghcGn, <»eYn+j .
The sets A .  (g) are defined the same way as in 7.A, and as there,
J
because of the almost per iod ic ity  of 0^ ^ , the inequality (4) above holds 
fo r  g c Gp_i ; h.gh e (Kjn+1\  ¿J+1(g)) as well.
Let vg = V g  ’ 9 e G 
of 7.1.(9)
We in fe r  from (1) and (2) above, by means
l|V9- l | | f i 2 ! ( l |V s- l | l f *  l l V - I l t )
< "  9 in-2
fo r  g c Gn_2 and * c Yn+1 , where again the assumptions on (l J  
have been used.
On the other hand, the estimates (1) and (2) y ie ld ,  with 7.1.(10)
(5 ) ii* 4 ''>,,„-’>11?- iKVki'KivW kW  - "i?
i  2(2 ' 8n«'„ * 8n.'n) < en.,
fo r  k £ Gn. 2 , 4- e Yn+1 and e ither g e G[1. 1 , h.gh e Gn or g c , 
h.gh c U C 1 \  A?+ 1 (g)) .
J J J
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Let (Vg)v be representing sequences fo r  , with v^ j unitaries
in M , vij1 = 1 , V E IN . Let ())) be the perturbed of
by . Then ^ . h ' v represents 0^ h , and so we
may choose v c IN such that i f a. = u and u„ . » . , g g gth g,h
then
l | v g- l | | J <  9«J.2 g c Gn. r  * e 4n
and also
H Ad V l  k c Gn-1 ’ * £ Vn+1
where e ither g c G n _ i  , h , gh e Gn or g e  , h,gh e \J (K j+  ^ \  a?+ ^ (g ) )  .
I f  ip c * n+1 , then ip = Ad v^ jp fo r some k e G()_i and ip e Yn+1 , and 
so
l ^ g . h - ^ C "  H Ad V ^ . h ' ^ l l f  < V l
fo r  g,h as before.
The Lenina is proved.
7.8
Let us prove now the Theorem 7.6. We successively perturb the given 
cocycle with perturbations given by the Lenina 7.8 for n,n+l ,n+2,. . . ,  l ike  in 
the proof in 7.5. Let ( (a^ ) . (u^1 h )) ■ ( ( ° g M ugfh ^  and *n " * ' 
Suppose fo r p > n that we are given fo r k = n , . . . , p  a cen tra l ly  free 
cocycle crossed action ( (ug M ug fo)) ’ a ^ n ' te set ,!lk 
normal states on M and a perturbation (v ) of ( («g)»(ug (,)) taking
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i t  into ((«g+1) . (U g ^ ) )  k = n----- ,p-l . such that
(1.P) I luPg>h_11 U ~ eP"2 f0r 9tGp-2 ; h,9h c^ (Kj N‘ Aj(9)) 
where fo r  g c G 2, j  e I p , we have ( g ) e  kJ and |Aj(fl)| < 6cp_2 |KP| .
For p = n, ( l . n )  holds by hypothesis since U K j c  Gn+1 .
We le t  (v ( r H ) ) s 1 and fo r  n < k < p  we take v^k) = vg vg 1 • 1 >vg
We apply the previous Lemma to ( (ag M ug,h)) with n reP1aced by
p , defined induct ive ly  above, and = (Ad v^p 1 ^|geGp_2,^e‘>n) ■
We obtain a perturbation (vp) such that i f  ((«g ) * ( ug ,h ^  denotes
the cocycle crossed action ( ( ^ ) , ( u P>h)) perturbed by (vp) , i f
v (p ) = vp v J H )  and i f  *p+1 = (Ad vPij»|  ^ e 'fp+1. 9 e Gp_ i } » then
(up+J) sa t is f ies  the condit ion ( l .p + l )  above, and also
v g.h '
(2 .p ) i i ^ - n i f i v !  fo r g c GP- i ; h *gh c gp and M V l
and
3 ‘ Gp - 2 ' * e * P '
We In fer fo r  g c Gp. 2 and * c $n . using the inequality 7.6.(1) 
I|,(P).V(P-1)||*.|1(VP-„,(H )||*<
< 2 ! ( l | v 5 - l | | f *  11*5-111*)
where ij> 3 Ad v^p <^1» . But i f  p > n ,
9 9
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* g =Ad vP-1 (Ad v j p_2)* )  c Ad v H ( t p )cJ p
and so
l v^ ) -v^P' ’ ) H * i  2 i (9cU  * 9ep -2 > <- 26' " -p-2
Hence fo r m > p > n , i|» e $ and g c G^_2 we have
| | v < m , - v <P ) | ! f <  !  26ek 2 < 2 7 c n 1 19 9 *~k-p+l  k‘ 2 ~ P_1
Since e vjO and G , the ‘ -strong l im i t  v„ = l im v |p  ^
P P 9 p 9
exists for each g c G and sat isf ies for g c G 2 
l | v g- l | | * < 2 7 e * _ 2 g t  Gn. 2, * c * n
and since ( (ag)>(ug>h)) is the perturbed of ((<*g) . (u g h )) by (v^p‘ ^ )  ,
and from (2,p) above
lim up h = 1 ‘ -s trongly , g,h e G
p->>» 9*
we infer u - 3v
The Theorem is proved.
CHAPTER 8.
MODEL ACTION SPLITTING
In th is  chapter we prove the Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, which assert that 
a cen tra l ly  free action o f an amenable group “contains", i f  perturbed by 
an a r b i t r a r i l y  close to 1 cocycle, both the t r i v ia l  action and the model 
action. The proofs also y ie ld  the analogous resu lts , the Theorems 1.5 
and 1.6, fo r  G-kernels.
8.1
We begin by some technical lemmas. The f i r s t  result is due to Connes 
(T 4- , Lenr.ia 1.1.41). The statement is here s l ig h t ly  stronger but is given 
by the same proof.
Lemma 1
★
Let M be a countably decomposable W -algebra and le t  f  be a f in i t e
set o f normal states o f M . I f  e , f  e Proj M and e -v- f  then there exists
* ★
a par t ia l  isometry vc-H  with v v = e , vv = f  and
I M l  1 * 1 6 1  M i l ,
fo r  any ^ e v .
A s im ila r  resu lt  holds fo r the L^-nortn.
Lemma 2
★
Let M be a f i n i t e  W -algebra with a normal trace t . I f  
e , f  c Proj M with e <\. f  then there exists a part ia l isometry v c M
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★ *
with v v = e , vv = f  and
M I t < 3|e-f|t
Proof
Let c = | e - f | T . Let fe = wp be the polar decomposition o f  fe 
★ ★
and le t  e-j = w w £  e , = ww <_ f  . We have
|w * f |T £ |w-fe | t + | f e - f | T = |w(e-P) | T + | f ( e - f ) | t 
£  |e -p |T + | e - f | T = |e-P| T + c .
2
Since p = efe <_ e ,
|e -p |T < |e-p2 | t  = |e (e - f )e | r < | e - f | x = t 
hence |w - f |x < ?.c .
Since M is  f i n i t e ,  f-f- j e-e1 . Let us choose u e M with
* * * 
u u = e-e^ and uu = f - f ^  , and le t  v * u+w . Then v v = e and
* 2vv = f  . As p < 6| < e , we have
2
M t 3 lu ie -e , ) | x < |e-e] |t < |e-P | t  < c
hence
IV - f lT £  |w - f |T + |u |T £ 3c .
The Lemma is  proved.
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8. 2
Let M be a von Neumann algebra and le t  e be a f i n i t e  subfactor 
o f M , with normalized trace t  . I f  M = e 0 ( e ' n  M) , we denote 
by Pg, ^ the fa i th fu l  normal conditional expectation of M onto e ’ r»M , 
which extends the map
x 0 y »► t(x )y  , x c e , y c e ' n  M .
The following resu lt is an immediate extension of the Lemma 2.3.6|4 ] 
o f A. Connes, and is yielded by essentially the same proof.
Lemma
1 ? MLet M be a factor and le t  e ,e , . . . , e  , . . .  be mutually commuting 
f i n i t e  subfactcrs of M , such that M = e11 0 ((en ) ' o  M) fo r  each n > 1 . 
Suppose that fo r  each <•> in a total subset 4> o f  M* we have
2 I UoP n * $| | < “■ •
n>l (e )'rtM
Then i f  e denotes the weak closure o f  U  en in M , e is a f in i t e
n
subfactor o f M and M = e 0 (e1 n  M) .
8.3
In a l l  what fo llows, the group G dealt with w i l l  be assumed discrete 
and at most countable and the factor M w i l l  be assumed to have a separable 
predual; w w i l l  denote a free u l t r a f i l t o r  on IN .
Lemma
Let G be an amenable group and le t  M be a McDuff factor. Let
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a:G -► Aut M be a sem il i f tab le  strongly free action. Then the fixed pointU)
algebra (M^)0 is o f  the type 11^  .
Proof
Since M is a McDuff fac to r,  M is o f  the type 11^  by the Theorem 
5.2. Let I be a f i n i t e  set, le t  0 c I and le t  (e. .) , i , j  e l ,  be
• »J
a s.m.u. in M . Then e „  -v « (e„ 1 ; so le t  v® be a part ia lid o,o g' o ,o ' g
isometry in M w ith  v° = a„(e„ ) , = en ; fo r  g = 1 wew 9 9 9  o ,o ' g g o,o
le t  = e0 o . Let us define the unitary
v„ = I  e. v„ a (e , 9  ^ i  ,o g g' o , i g c G
and le t  ((clg M ug h)) be the cocycle crossed action of G on
obtained by perturbing the action (a ) with (v^) . We in fe r  fo r  i , j  e I
“ g(ei . j >  ‘  V 9 (ei . J rv9 • ei . o i 9‘'g*eo . tei .0 Cj .o * V"9 co , j  = el . j
hence
A d ‘]g,h(c i , j ) “ V h > (ei , j } = ° i , J
and u . c e ' n  M , where e is the subfactor o f M generated by g,n u> w
(e^ j )  . We apply the Proposition 7.4 to perturb ((ag) , (u (j f))) with 
(Vg)e  e ' r \  M^  to  an action (u^) . Since (v(J) * ( v ^ )  perturbs the 
action (ag) to the action (ug), (vg) is an (ug) cocycle. Moreover
“V eU ) ' A d } g( “ g(ei J ) ) - A l l } g(0i . J ) ' e i J
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We apply the Proposition 7.2 to the (ag) cocycle (vg) and obtain
a unitary w t M such that u
vg = w*ag(w) g c G .
Let us take f .  . = Ad w(e. . ) , i , j  c I . Then ( f .  .) is a s.m.u.1 »J 1 »J • * J
in M andU)
■ “ g(Ad '  Ad(w,g l( “ gtei , j l )  *  Ad " f i , j
This ends the proof of the Lemma.
8.4
By means o f the Lemma that follows we can l i f t  constructions from Mu 
to M .
Lenina
Let a:G -» Aut M be a centra l ly  free action o f the amenable group G 
on the factor M . Let (Vg)e. Mu be a cocycle fo r  (0 )w and le t  
(E  ^ j ) .  1 * j  e I , | I |  < •  , be a s.m.u. in M0' such that
<A d V 9 > (EU > - E1 . j
9
. y-roevrle in M. <?urh that
(Ad vg ug)(eï , j ) " eï , j  1'J c 1 . g e G . V c ( M  .
1.J C I i 9 c
sequences K . A
M and for
, suc t t
i . j  c i . e G
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Proof
Step A
Choose by the Lenina 7.1 representing sequences (eV .) for
»>0 v
E- . y ie ld ing fo r each m a s.m.u. in M . Let 0 be a distinguished
* » J
element o f 1 . For each g t G , le t  ( Vg)v be a representing sequence 
fo r  Vg consisting o f  unitaries in M , with v^ = 1 , v c (N .
We have fo r  a l l  v and g
(Ad vv a )(ev ) a ev g g/v o ,o ' o.o
and the sequences ((Ad v"1 a )(e^ „ ) )  and (e^ J  both represent "  g g ' ' o ,o " v  o ,o 'v
(Ad VgOg)(Ec o ) = Eq o . By the Lenina 7.1 there exists a sequence (w^) 
o f part ia l isometries in M , representing CQ Q and satis fy ing
*« - ( A d ^ a J ( e nV J  , W >g g g g ' ' o,o ' g g ' 0,0e; _ ; we take wV = „ . I f  we1 0,0
define unitaries e M by
then the sequence (wp v represents
E E. En (Ad V a“ )(E J  » 1 e M'j • i , 0  o ,o ' g g7' o , v
and moreover, as in the previous Lemma, we in fe r  
(Ad(^g ^ g ,°g) (ei , j )  " e1 , j  •
Hence (v^) « (w^vp represents and
(M  V b« * Í . J >  ■ *1.J •
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Step 13
Lot v c IN and lo t  ev be the subfactor of M generated 
by (e^1 j ) .  ■ . Let ( (£g),(uig ,,)) he the rocycle crossed action obtained 
by perturbing the action (ug) by (vg) . Since a ^e  = id , we in fer  
Ug h e (ev ) ' n  M ; g,h e G , v cIN . and hence ( ( ^ | ( e v ) ' n  M),(ug>h)) 
is a cocycle crossed action of G on (eJ) ' r \  M » which by 5.8 is centra lly  
free. By the Theorem 7.4 , we can perturb ( ( a^) , ( h)) with 
(wv) c  (ev) ' n  M to obtain an action (flg) . Since the sequence 
( ^ , h) = (Vg Jg(^ )V g J )v represents Vg «g(Vh)V*h = 1 c MU1 , wo have 
for each g,h c G
lim  . = 1 ^-stronglyv-u g,h
and by the estimates in  the Theorem, we may assume that (wg) also 
sa t is f ies
lim * 1 »-strongly.
v*u ^
We le t  vg * vg . Since fo r each v, (vg) perturbs the action 
(Ug) to an action (s|j) , (vg) is an (ag)-cocycle. For each g e G, (v j)  
represents Vg , and fo r  each i , j  c I
<M ■ M  Sg « A!l Ì 5“ 9) I , Ì . J »  '  Ad Sg<ei,J> ’  e? J
and the Lemma is  proved.
8.5
The following resu lt  implies the Theorem 1.2.
- 1 3 4 -
Theorem
Let u:G -*• Aut M be a cen tra l ly  free action o f  the amenable group G 
on the McDuff factor M . Let e > 0 , le t  v be a f i n i t e  subset of 
M* and le t  F be a f in i t e  subset o f G . There exists a cocycle (v^) 
fo r  (ag) and a 11^  hyperfin ite  subfactor Re M , such that 
M = R 9 (R 'n  M) , (Ad Vgag)|R = and
l y ' i i * < c
! !^oPR'nM
♦ e f  , g C F
< e i|< c ¥ .
In the Theorem 1.2 we moreover assert that (Ad v a IR 'n  M) isg g1 '
conjugate to (< y  , but th is can eas i ly  be obtained from the Theorem 
above, since id R is conjugate to id R 0 idR .
Proof
We apply inductively the Lemma before, to l i f t  fixed point factors
from M to M0)
Let (Fn)n , Fj * F , be an ascending sequence of f in i t e  subsets o f 
G , with U  Fn = G , and le t  ( tr )n , * v , be an ascending sequence
of f i n i t e  subsets o f M* , with U l  to tal in M* . We construct
n
-1 -2mutually commuting subfactors e ,e , . . .  , < r , . . of M , o f type ,
and cocycles (v j)  fo r (a°) - (ag) ,  ( v | )  fo r  (aJ) - (Ad v j a ° ) ........ ( ^ +1)
fo r  (“ g) * (Ad v^ ^ ) , . . .  such that i f  we le t  e11 be the subfactor o f
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M generated by e ' u . . . « ? 1 , e" » C . l ,  we have fo r  each n > 1
a^ le "-1 = id i  and v" e (en_1) ' O M ,  and le t t in g  
9 on 9
v "  v " '  
g g 1 ’ ' ' v g ’  v g = i * w0 have
( i )
■. n n - 1 , 4 ^  « - n
1 , v g ■ g 1 r T - 2 c 9 '‘ F n * *  c Yn
(2) 1 k ° p -  * 1 1  i  2 n e 
( ¿ V n  m
*  e 4n •
L e t n >_ 1 and suppose,  i f  n > 1 , t h a t and
n -
.v " "1 w ith  the above properties have been already constructed. By 5.8
(en' V n  M is Me Duff and (pg) = (a'g*‘ |N) is a centra l lyn-l ithe factor N
free action of G on N . By the Lemma 8.4 there exists a s.rn.u.
, u j r  CMC u c u a iia  u «  j  \  111 w n v n  m i(E. . ) , i , j  t  (0,1) in (N . By the Lemn 8.3 ( in hich we take1 , J u
(VJ 3 1) , we may f ind  representing sequences (e ■ .) fo r E. ■ , 
consisting o f  matrix units in N , and fo r each v an («g ) cocycle 
(Vg) in N such that
(3) e u
and
l im  \ft » 1 ‘ -strongly.
v-»u
For each m  N* . l im  ||[eV = 0 . This also holds for
■ » J
each e e * '1 9 N* « M* . Let evC M be the subfactor generated by
e^ 1 j  . We have
(èv ) V \ M <*> ■ i  * » ? . j x' *J
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hence fo r  f  c M*
lim *oP ■ Um i r. . * £V =
v-^ (ev ) ' r > M  v-*w i , j  0,1
■ lim i r. 2fi[ i 8? i *  ■ *
. «» -i J » 1 1 * JV-Hü 1 >J
We may thus choose v e IN such that
11*$ vg_1 • »S*1 1 i f i  z ' " c *  e f n • 9 e Fn
I UoP
(ev ) l n  M
- i(i | | < _ 2 c * c Yn
I f  we take V 1 = vv and le t  e° = &v , then the induction hypothesis 
9 9
is sa t is f ied . From (1) we in fe r  for m >. n >_ 0
v j i i  < 2-n. ♦ 1 W  ^ Fn+1
Hence v = lim vm ^-strongly exists and yields an (a ) cocycle;
9 ivm  9
moreover
I Vg ' -- c * e V = Yi g E F = F, .
We le t  R be the subfactor of M generated by U  e ; by the Lemma
n
8.2 R is a hyperf in ite  11^  factor and s p l i ts  M . We have
l l * ° pR' n  M ’ *11 -  n > l I l ^ oP(en) ' n  M '
< Z  2“ ne » c 
'* n>l
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For m > n > 1 we have
(Ad vg «g) |en = ag |en * id n 9 e G ,
thus at the l im i t  when m ■+• *  and then n •» « we in fe r  
Ad vg ag |R - idR g e G .
The Theorem is proved.
8 . 6
Let us recall the Theorem 1.3 under a s l ig h t ly  d i f fe ren t form.
Theorem
Let a:G Aut M be a centra lly  free action of the amenable group G 
on the McDuff factor M . Let c > 0 , lo t  v be a f in i t e  subset o f  M* 
and le t  F be a f i n i t e  subset o f G . There exists a cocycle (vg) 
for ag and a 11^  hyperf in ite  subfactor RCM , such that 
M = R 0 (R' rs M) , (Ad vgUg)(R) « R , (Ad vg.»g |R) is conjugate to the 
model action (4.5) and
Mvg " 11U < c * 6 * • 9 c F
l k « pR 'n  m * *11 * E * c 'f ’
From the above statement we may obtain the supplementary assertion
in the Theorem 1.3 that (Ad v « |R 'r \  M) is conjugated to (« ) , since
y y 3
the model action ( a ^ )  is  conjugate to (og0  ^ 0 ag0^) by construction.
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The model action is an in f in i te  tensor product of copies o f the 
submodel action. The proof of the Theorem w i l l  consist of an inductive 
application of the Lemma that follows, which yields a copy o f  the sub­
model action.
Lenina
In the conditions of the Theorem, there exists a cocycle (vg) for 
ag and a 11^  hyperf in ite  subfactor e £  M , such that M = e 0 (e 'n  M) , 
(Ad "vg ag)(e) = e , (Ad ug |e) is conjugate to the submodel action,
(Ad Vg“ g le ‘ r \  M) is  outer conjugate to (ug) , and 
I |vg - 111^  < e c V , g c F
I I+oPr ' A  M ’  < c * e Y •
The proof of the Lenina w i l l  occupy the next section. We give f i r s t  
the proof of the Theorem.
We may suppose that V consists of fa i th fu l  states of M . Let 
(vn) n>.| be an ascending family of f i n i t e  sets of normal states of M , 
with « v and V^Yn to ta l in M* , and le t  (pn)n>i be an ascending
family of f i n i t e  subsets of G , with F^  * F and Vj F  ^ = G .
n
We construct inductively mutually commuting hyperfin ite 11^  subfactors
e \ e 2, . . .  of M , with M * en 0((en) ' n  M) fo r each n , and cocycles
(v j )  fo r  (*g) “ (“ g) . ( v j )  to r (ag) “ (Ad VgOg)........(Vg" +1) for
(a11) * (Ad vnun_1) , . . .  such that i f  en is the subfactor o f  M generated 
9 9 9
by e ' u . , . O e n , e° * £.1 , and i f  vg * Yg Yg"^ • • >Yg » v° * 1 . then 
( l , n )  t tg i^1) a on , and (rig I ^ ) is conjugate to the submodel action
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(2 »n) ( * " | ( e n) ^ M )  is outer conjugate to (a
(3»n) vjj e  (en' ' ) ' n  m 9 e G
(4.n) ii*! * C ’ n f  <9 2 'nc 9 e Fk . 1> c Y
(5»n) i i *  - * oP _n
(e ° )1n
II <
M
2 'nc * E yn
hold, Let n > 1 and suppose . 1f n > 1 ,, that e1, . . . , e " "
*i-- T ’ sa tis fy ing ( l , k ) - (5,k) for k = 1 , . . . ,n-
constructed. Let N = (e"-1 )' n  M
Let us choose fo r  each i|i e vn some c e *"1 and
e N* such that under the id e n t i f ic a t io n  M = en  ^ 0 N we have
11* -  r 8 ^  11 < 2 n-2
Let c> c  N* be the set of a l l  those which appear in the
above decomposition fo r some e , and le t  5 > 0 be such that
« 11 lx , 11 I I f ,  11 i 2 ' " ' 2e
fo r  a l l  <i> c y .
The action (a^ V l )  is by the induction hypothesis outer conjugate 
to (ug) . We apply to i t  the Lemma in  this section to obtain a I I j  
hyperf in ite  subfactor e*1 of N w ith  N = en 0 ( (e ^ J V l  N) and a 
cocycle (v^) fo r  (“ g"^) such that with er' » en ' 0 e*1 C M and 
(a j)  -  (Ad v j a j ' 1) we have a"(e") * en ,
submodel action and (a^)(e*1) ' f tN )  is  outer conjugated to (a^ 11N).
Ug|en) is  conjugate to the
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l | v 9"  - 1 1 1 » « * ' " ' 1*
l-rl
9
n-1
fo r  g c F , * c v , where <|i = Ad v Y , and also
| | t  - *oP n II < « I M I  ♦ e
(en) ' n  N
We in fe r  v ia  the inequality 7.7. (1 )
< z i -Z '0“ 1 e < 2-nE .
For ii c f n , with Xi > • • ■ >Xp e e* 1 and ^ , . . . , 4 ^  £
chosen before, i f  we le t  ♦ ‘  I  M j c M* » ttien
i 1
< 2_n_2E
l l ? - * V ) ' r t « " M IIX tl1  l l , r * ' oP ( .« )■ « >
n-2
<6  C||X l l l  l U i l l  i 2 ‘
and hence
I|*-toP  n II < IU -? ll + ll( 't '- * )°p n., J(en)'nM (e ) HM
+||*-?oP n I 
(en)'nM
< 3 '2 _n‘ 2c < 2_ne
N*
II
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The induction hypothesis is thus f u l f i l l e d .
From the conditions (4,n) , fo r  m > n > 0 we in fe r
9 ‘ Fm ,
therefore the l im i t
v„ = lim v" 
J rr+“  ^
‘ -strongly
exists and yields a unitary cocycle fo r  ■* , which sa t is f ies
| v g  -  1 1 i f  <  e g c F = F ,  , » e t
We le t  R be the subfactor of M generated by U  en . The
n
conditions (5,n) show, in view of the Lenina 8.2, tl iat R sp l i ts  M 
For each m > n > 1 the action
Ad v"V  | en » Ad v^V | e11 * | eng g ' g g g
is conjugate to the submodel action, hence (Ad v | en) is conjugate 
to the submodel action, and thus (Ad v^u^lR) is conjugate to the model 
action.
We have, fo r  ♦ t  » '  i ]
< E 2 ne = e
n>l
■h h
The Theorem is proved.
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8.7
The proof of the Lemma 8.6, given in the sequel, is the crucial 
point of th is Chapter.
According to 4.4, the submodel can be approximated by a system of 
almost equivariant matrix un its , which form a f in i t e  dimensional submodel, 
product with a hyperf in ite  11^  factor almost f ixed by the action. In the 
Step A, we construct an almost equivariant system of matrix units in M . 
In the Steps B and C, we perturb the action in order to make the almost 
equivariant s.m.u. become equivariant. In the Step D we l i f t  the whole 
construction from to M , and in the Step E we construct the 
remaining almost invariant part of the submodel.
Throughout the proof we shall use the notations connected to the
Paving Structure fo r  G (3.4) on which the construction of the model action
(4.4-5) was based. Recall that c > 0 , G cc.G , (Kr.’ ) , i  i I are the
c^-paving, (,:n>^n) invariant sets on the n-th level of the Paving
Structure, and : U  k" 'UK? are b ijec tion  approximating the le f t  
9 i i
g - t rans la t ions . The assumptions on (cn)n done in 3.5 and based upon
the fac t that could be chosen very small with respect to >
are used without fu rthe r mention. Also recall that the set S? is the
m u l t ip l ic i ty  with which K? enters in the construction of the submodel
(see 4.4) and 5n * U K? * S? .1 1 1
Let us choose n > 4 such that 30c’1 . < i. and G p F  .— n-4 n-4 —
Step A
The Rohlin Theorem provides an almost equivariant p a r t i t ion  
of unity in M ; from th is together with a fixed point s.m.u. in
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we obtain, by diagonal summation, an almost equivariant s.m.u. in M
The Lenina 5.6 shows that the action (a ) induced by (a ) on' g ui ' g'
is strongly free. For s im p l ic i ty  of notation, we shall denote 
(a )u by (a^) as well.  Since M is McDuff, by the Lenina 8.3 the 
fixed point algebra is of the type I I .  We choose a s.m.u.
(Fsr s2),sr s2 * 5" 1" lH„>° •
We apply the Rohlin Theorem 6.1 and get a pa r t i t ion  o f  unity
(F, . ) 1 e I , , k e K1?'1 in M ' i , k '  n-1 l u such that
1 £ I“ .1 ^  .) - ^  klT < 5tt l
i k,*  kt  T n 1
1 ^ i , k ’ %  ,s2 1 0
fo r  i , j  c , k , t  e K?  ^ , m c 1 , Sj iSj t  5n .
We define a s.m.u. (F$ s^)»si *s 2  c ^  ^
n-1
(k^ »si ), (k2 1&2 ) ■j  ^ ) » ( ^ 2 2  ^ ^
fo r (k1»s1) a(k2Ss2) c 5" ■ U K j  * S j  ,  i  t  I n>| ,  h c kJ1' 1 and
J
* i  ■ ¿nl J ( k , ). %7 ■ ¿nl j ( k ?) .
1 h 1 £ h c
Since F. and F. . commute and t "  are b ijec t ions , i t  is 
^1 *5 2 1 *  9
easy to see that
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( r (k1 ,s 1 ) , (k 2 ,s2) Fi , h :
a s.m.u. under F . ^  , for each fixed i,h  ; hence (F$ $ )form 
are a s.m.u.
Let us take
sn - i (k ,s) e r *| le l.  kcK jn  0  g ' V ,  ScS?} .
gE6 n
Since K? is (en»Sn) invariant,  we have
(1) |Sn| > ( l - e J l ^ l  .
Let us keep g c ; (k ] ,s 1 ) , ( k j . s - )  e Sn fixed.
We have
9( (k 1 .s 1 ) , ( k 2 ,s2) ) 1 ^hF(h- 1 k i i S i ) >(h- l k2 >S2 )Ug( r i , h )
" I ,  + l2
,n-lwhere i e I n_^  , h c L  , in Z^  we sum for ( i ,h )  with
h f  ' n  5 * K? ' and in Z2 fo r  the rest of (1,h) . On the other
hand we in fer
(gkr s 1 ) ,(gk 2 ,s2) i |‘kF(k‘ 1 g k i ,s 1 ) , ( k - 1 gk2 ,s2)r i *k
r *  +  r 1 
r‘ 2
where i c I n-j  , k c i j  ' , in Z^  we sum fo r ( 1 ,k) with
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k e gK? K^1  ^ and in e£ for the other ( i ,k )  . Since is
(£n-l »Gn_i )- invariant, we have for each i e I .j
| l < r W  K j * 1 ! 2- <, * I n - 1 > l KT , l
and so, by the estimates 6.1. (5) for the Rohlin Theorem, we infer
- 1
fo r  h t  k!1 ' n  g ' l i f  '  , and s im i la r i ly
l 4 U 6i , l 5'T
I f  we le t  k = gh in E^  we obtain
r ‘ l "  - W u - l ,  . £ / u - l t . , (ag( r i , h ) ■ r i,gh-E,-Ii = E Fi ih (h ki>S|),(h k g•s ^ )
where i e and h t  Kj1 ' n  g ' kJ ' .  The estimates 6.1.(6) for
the Rohlin pa r t i t ion  F .. h yield
l ,h
Summing up, for g e Gn-1 and (kj ,S j) , (k2,s2) t S c  $n , we have
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(2) lag^( k1 , s1),(k2 ,s2) ) * r (gk1 , s1),(gk2 , s2)lT -
5  + i z2 i T + i e2>t ¿ 22eJ - i i 5 f lr 1 *
Step B
We perturb the action (u^) with (U^) to make i t  coincide
on (£e c ) with a copy (Ad U ) of the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional submodel, 
s]»52 9
For g t  G , le t  U be the unitary associated to the s.m.u.
(£c c ) ,s , ,s~ e $n in the same way as in  the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional
I * £ ^
submodel 4.4, i .e .
IT = v r
9 k,s Et kg.s ) . (k .s )
where (k ,s)  e 5n and ky = t^(k) . Let (k0 >so) be some distinguished
element o f S , and le t  us choose for every g e 6  , a p a r t ia l  isometry
W° such that 
9
“g "9 '  “ g( r (k0.s0).(k,) .s0) )
“ g “ g ’  M  U9( r (|‘0.s0)- (ko- i o)) '  r l9k„ - s„ ) •(!!<„.O’ 0 ” w  0 ’ 0'
^ r(W -V o)
According to the Lemma 8.1.2, from (2) above we may assume that for
g c G , we have n- 1
' V r (gV . M 9 V . > l’ i M ‘ " - ’ l 5 r '  •
( 3 )
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Let us define the unitary
i ig * ^  Ad D'g( r ( k ,s ) . ( k 0 .so) )Wgclg( r (ko ,so ) , ( k , s ) )
where (k,s) c 5n . From the d e f in i t io n  we in fer
(«> ■ AdV!v 2 1
fo r  any g £ G , e 5 "  . We estimate fo r  g e
V 1 = k^ (Adgg( r (k»s ) ,(ko,so ) )V^ g ( r (k0 .so) . ( k , s ) ) -Ad'Jgt r (k ,s ) , (k .s ) ))
= r 1 + e2
where (k,s) c ; in £, we sum for (k ,s) c S and in l -2 tor 
(k ,s) c I n N S" . In view of the estimate (1) on Sn , we have
It, I < 2 | 5 " s s n| |S»r’ i 2 V ,
For (k,s) c Sn , the norm of the corresponding term in  is
, ! : ( g l < , s ) , ( g k o , s o ) V g (E' ( k0 . s o ) , ( k , s ) )
' r (gk,s),(gko,so)r (gko,so),(gk0 ,so)r (gko,so),(gk,s)lT 1
- |wg '  r (gk0*s0) ' ( 9 k0 ' so )lT +
+ ' “ g( r ( k0 ' so ^ (k ,s ))  " r (9k0 *s0)»(9k ' s ) ' T 1
<66cJ.1|5nr 1+22cJ.1|5nr 1 - B S e ^ l ^ r 1
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where fo r  the las t inequality  we have used (2) and (3). Hence 
I1] l T i  8®£‘n.l and thus f ° r  any 9 e Gn.|
( 5 )  | U  - 1  L  <  l ^ i  I +  | E , |  < 8 8 e ‘^  -  +  2 e  ,  <  9 0 t ^  ,'  '  1 g ' t -  1 1 ' t  1 2 1 t  — n- 1  n- 1  n- 1
Step C
We use s ta b i l i t y  results to further perturb (Ad W a ) with
(W ) , such that i t  continues to coincide on (ET ) with Ad U ,9 , 5 2  g
but moreover (U^ Wgi ig) is an (ag)-cocycle.
Let F c. Mu be the subfactor generated by ( F $ c ) . Let us
consider the cocycle crossed action ((a ) , (Z  . )) of G on M ,g g,h w
obtained by perturbing the action (u^) with (IMi^) • We I1 3 7 6  f rom (4) 
Ad( ^ Wg)ag I ^  “  id f  
and since £ F , we in fe r
• M  0 > 9 .h>
where ^g h 3  ^g ag(^h^gh ' For 3 ,h ,9h £ G n - 1  we have from ^
¡ W . - s - i V ’ h *  ' W
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and since ((T ),(U )) is isomorphic to the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional
sl ’ s 2  9
submodel, the inequality 4.4.(3) y ie ld s  fo r g,h,gh e G( i_ 1
|U , - UK. | < 2e 1 gh g h 4  -  n
Hence fo r g,h,gh c Gn_^  we obtain
V ' 4 1 % ' 1/  |fld V Z, . * - ' > U
i  2 c„ *  270c*_, * cn - 4  ■
Since ag |TT = idj ' , we have
Ad 7g.h lr  = ( V h > } 'r  = idT
hence (7g c. I '  r \  My . We apply the Proposition 7.4 to obtain 
(Wg) c. I '  n  H perturbing the cocycle crossed action ( (ag) , (7 g h )) to 
an action (ag) such that
(6) |Mg- l | T < l 8 c n. 4 f o r  g c G n. 4 .
Since U e T commutes w ith W„ , we define 
9 9
W = W U IT * Uwff 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9
and in fe r
(Ad Wgag) | r  * (Ad WQaa) | r  ■ Ad Wg |T * id^
9 9
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Since (Wg) perturbs the action (u^) to the action (ag) , i t  
is an (ag)-cocycle. We have from (5) and (6 ) fo r g c Gn _4
I V g - 1  ' x  ■ l “ g V  ' x  i  I V '  ' x  ♦ I V 1 1  1 8 V 4 * 90‘ i ! - l  i  1 9 ‘ „ - 4
and so
I I V g - 1 I ,  ■ I I V g - 1 I ,  i d V g - l , H V V )! i  (38xn. 4>'< 7c*n-4
Step D
We l i f t  the construction done before from M to H ,u
Let us apply the Lenina 8.4 to the action (Ad W a which keeps
(*s s >
sr s 2
f i  xed. Let (ec ) be s.m.u.
sr s 2
in M representing
( f s s )sr s 2
and le t (wg)v be (0g) cocycles in M representing (W^
such that f o r  each V c N
(Ad w^a.)|e = id 
9 9
where ev is  the subfactor o f M generated by (ev ) . We define
sl , s 2
9 k ! s  e ( k g»S ) * ( k ‘S )
where i e I n , (k,s) c k"  k s j c ^  and kg =» t " (k )  , which compared 
with the d e f in i t io n  o f shows that (u^) represents .
For any |  t  we have
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1 ini I l4»oP - «II
v-no (e ) 1 r \  M
= lim l l l ^ r 1 i  (êv
VHü
- ëv ?  a ) I !
Sj is 2 sr * 2  sl ,s2 sl ,s2 s2,s l
£ l i l »  l ^ r 1 E | | [ « , e
*1 ,S 2
-v = Û
We may thus by choosing v c Cl in a suitable way 
obtain a s.m.u. (e ) , s , , s ,  c in  M , generating a subfactor
s i $ $ 2  ' ¿
i  o f  M , a unitary cocycle (w(j) fo r  (o ) and unitaries (ü ) in 
e such that (e,üg) is a copy o f  the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional submodel 
and
Ad w a |e = id~ 
9 9 e
U W * g g *« -  7 cn-4 g c G . * i  t  t
I UoPë'rvM ‘  - S c
Step E
We complete the f in i t e  dimensional submodel ê with a subfactor f  
o f M which is almost fixed by (o ) , to obtain a copy o f the submodel.
Let N « ë 1 C\ M . The res tr ic t ion  of the action (Ad w <»g) to N i s by ^  
cen tra l ly  free, and thus we may obtain, by the Theorem 1.2, a hyperf in ite  
I I j  subfactor f  o f N , with N * f  0 ( f ' H  N) and a cocycle (z ) c  N 
fo r  (Ad w -ig) such that
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Ad(z w )a„ f  = i d ,
g g' g f
(Ad(zgwg)ag | f ' n N )  is  conjugate to id -  0(Adwgag |N)=(Adwg«g)
9 E Gn-4 * e t lN
IU ° P f in N  - $11 i g c  $ c (* O  H») |N .
The subfactor e o f M generated by e u f  is  isomorphic to the 
factor on which the submodel action acts^and M = e 0(e' n H )  , I f  we 
choose an isomorphism between e and the submodel coinciding on e with 
the one chosen in the previous Step, we get a unitary representation (ug) 
of G in to  e , copy o f  the model representation and such that, from 
4.4.(1)
|ug -  “g1?  l 8 e n 9 c Gn
fo r  $ c v , J  3 'AM * s ’ nce ’ s norma^ zec* trace. This
yie lds fo r  g c Gn
U l y i  ( l y £  ■ ' I j l l y j  - ' l l ) 1 i * ‘ J •
For any x e M and any normal states c M*
l l x l l f i  l | x | j f  * I I * - i l l  l l x l l 2
hence
U U " g g
it
|u„u„ *1 g g
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(7) l | x | l f i l l * l i j *  ■
_★  _
Lett ing x = ugug - 1 , ^ c V and $ = *oPe, ^  M > as we have
we in fe r
I k  " *11 i  I k  * n  ' + ^  ( * “ * ° P f i^  M ^ e *  r \  -
k g V 111*  -  H ug V 111*  + i Hug V 1M i  4 tn + r
Since (ug) is a representation kept fixed by the action
(Ad(zgwg)ag) , (u g ) is an (Ad(zgwg)ug)-cocycle. Therefore, i f  we le t
v = u z w , then ( v j  is an (a ) cocycle. The action  (Ad v a ) 
g g g g '  g '  g 9 9
leaves e g loba lly  inva r ian t and coincides on e with (Ad ug) , the 
copy o f the submodel action. Since zg c e ‘ rv M and ug e e , we in fer
V = u z u u w  = u u z u w  
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
and hence, via the inequality  7.1.(10) we obtain
I V
|U W -
1 g g
* J x * 7 c J . 4)<15e* . 4 * J < .
fo r any g c F C  Gn<>/}.
The proof o f  the Lemma 8 . 6  is fin ished.
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8 . 8
I t  w i l l  be convenient for the proofs, instead o f dealing with 
G-kernels, which are honiomorphisms G -► Out M = Aut M /In t M to work 
with th e i r  sections, that we called crossed actions, and which are maps 
a:G -*■ Aut M , * id  , with agaha” J c Int M fo r  g,h e G . The
fo llowing Theorem implies the Theorem 1.5.
Theorem
Let a:G -» Aut M be a ce n tra l ly  free crossed action of the amenable 
group G on the McDuff factor M . Let i: > 0 , l e t  » be a f in i t e  
subset o f  M* and le t  F be a f i n i t e  subset of G . There ex is t  
un itaries v(j c G , g c G , with v] = 1 , and a I ^  hyperf in ite  sub­
facto r R e  M such that M = R 0 (R 'O  M),(Ad v^Ug)|R = idR and
11 vg - i | l t  < c * c ! ,  g C F
I ! 4>oPr , n  M - «(-II < e * E V .
Since id R is conjugate to id R 0 idR , one can actua lly  assume 
that moreover
(Ad v o | R 'n  M) is conjugate to (a ) .y  y  y
Towards th is resu lt  one f i r s t  proves the fo llowing analogue of the 
Lemma 8.4.
Lemma
Let a:G Aut M be a c e n tra l ly  free crossed action of the amenable
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group G on the factor M . Let (Vg)c . mU be un ita ries , with = 1 ,
and le t  i[Et , j > - m  c I . | I |  < » , be a s.m.u. in M“ such that
I «  y p < £i ■ ei . j i , j  c I ,
9 e G .
Then there ex is t representing sequences of s.m.u. (ei , j ) y  for
<Eu >  •
and representing sequences of unitaries ( Vn)'  g'v fo r  Vg ,
q  ■ i  , such that
(Ad v j . g) « , j^ ■ • u
i »j  e I 9 g c G . v e N
The proof o f  th is Lemma consists o f  merely the Step A of the proof o f the 
Lemma 8.4 (ac tu a l ly  the group property o f  G is not needed). The proof 
o f  the Theorem is obtained from the one o f  the Theorem 8.5 by using the 
above Lenina instead of the Lemma 8.4. Since a crossed action induces an 
action on the centra l iz ing  algebra (because inner automorphisms are 
centra lly  t r i v i a l ) ,  the Lemma 8.3 can s t i l l  be used.
8.9
The Theorem 1.6 is implied by the fo llowing resu lt .
Theorem
Let a:G -► Aut M be a ce n tra l ly  free crossed action o f the amenable 
group G on the McDuff fac to r M . Let c > 0 , le t  y be a f in i t e  
subset o f M* and le t  F be a f i n i t e  subset of G . There exists a
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family (vg) , g e G , o f  unitaries in M , = 1 , and a 11^
hyperf in ite  subfactor R c. M , such that M = R 0 (R'nM) ,
(Ad vgag) (R) = R . (Ad vgag |R) is conjúgate to the model action and
I | v g -  1 1 < e c y ,  g c F
I I ^ R ' n  M '  ^11 < c * c y •
Once again, the supplementary assertion that (Ad v a | R 'n  M)
y y
conjugate to (u^) may be obtained since the model action ( a ^ )  
conjugate to ( u ^  0 a ^ )  .
be
i s
The proof is s im ilar  to the one of the Theorem 8 .6 . Since (a^) 
induces an action on M , the Steps A, B and C remain unchanged. InCO
the Step D the Lemma in the preceding section is used instead o f the 
Lemma 8.4 and in the Step E, the Theorem 8.5 is replaced by the Theorem 8 .8 .
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CHAPTER 9 .
MODEL ACTION ISOMORPHISM
In th is chapter we give the proof o f  the main resu lt o f this paper, 
the Theorem 1.4, which characterizes the cen tra l ly  free actions which are 
approximately inner.
9.1
In th is section we implement V. Jones' idea o f dealing with approximately 
inner actions o f a group G by means o f  a G « G action.
Throughout th is  chapter, we again assume that the group G is discrete 
at most countable and that the factor M has a separable predual; we le t  
u be a free u l t r a f i l t e r  on N .
Lemma
Let «:G ->• Aut M be a cen tra l ly  free approximately inner action of the 
amenable group G on the facto r M . Let fo r  each g e G , ( v p  be a
sequence o f  un itaries in M such that n = lim Ad v'j , and le t
9 v*uj 9
V = (v*) e Mu ; V, - 1 . g * g 'v 1
Let us take, fo r  g,h,k,A e G
J(9.h)
Ad V c Aut Mw
gh
I, . . . .  . « V lauiV ,)V* , , c Mu
(g .h ) . (k . i )  gh“ 1 h kz" 1 gk t” h”
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Then (o|M ,U) is  a cocycle crossed action of G x G on M ,
lit k)
which is sem il i f tab le  and strongly free (see 5.2, 5.6 ).
Proof
The fact that each ^  is sem il if tab le  is stra ightforward. We 
see that ( 0 ,U) is the perturbation o f the action (g,h) -*■ by 
(V .-|)^g . hence i t  is a cocycle crossed action. Let us show that
U. ,. , ,  c M . For each $ e M* we have
lim <(>oAd v" = (>oa
V*Wi) ’
g c G .
I f  hi n, »\ = yV i<*h(vv i ) yV i t * then (g .h ) ,(k ,£ )  gh- l  h ' k l - l '  gkl- y i
1 i 111
V*Hd
- 1
n> u, ut Vs *o(a , 11,11 _1 <« i l l  . 1  . i )  s * 
i g . n M K . * )  gh 1 11 k i  1 h 1 gkt h 1
hence U/n . , e M
Let us show that fo r  (g,h) + (1,1) , 0(g,h) IMU) is strongly outer.
I f  h /  1 , then fo r  each v , Ad vv . 1«h is ce n tra l ly  n on tr iv ia l  and
gh
thus by the Lemma 5.7, ° ( g h) lMu is strongly outer. I f  h = 1 and
g /  1 , then lim Ad vv , a h * a  which is ce n tra l ly  n o n tr iv ia l ,  and the 
v-*w gh' 1 " g
Lemma 5.6 shows that e, . .  is strongly outer. The Lenina is proved.
\ 9 * 1 /
9.2
We show that the approximate innerness of a group action, defined
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pointwise, can be given a global form.
Lenina
Let a:G -► Aut M be a cen tra l ly  free approximately inner action o f 
an amenable group on a factor. There ex is t unitarios e Mu represented 
by sequences (vy)^ of un ita ries  in M , with 1im Ad v^ - a , Vj = 1 , and
such that
V V. = V . g h gh
“ g(Vh) " Vghg
g.h r G
This can be restated as the fact that (V _ j ) ^  is a cocycle
for and implies the fact that o
action.
, . . = Ad V ,«!“ is an
(g.b) gh- l  h
Proof
Let , g c G be unitaries in Mu , implementing (a^) as in the 
previous Lemma, and le t  (?,u) be the corresponding cocycle crossed action 
of G x G on . Since CelM^.U) is a strongly free and G x G is 
amenable, we can apply the Proposition 7.4 to conclude that 1J is a 
coboundary, i .e .  there ex is ts  a perturbation (W^ g such that
(e,U) perturbed with W y ie lds  an action. This way (W^ hj7 hj
perturbs the action ( u ^ g to an action, and hence is a cocycle fo r 
i t .  We have thus, for g,h,k,Jt c G
-
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and thus
U , V ,W. = W,h n,V ,
(hg’  , 1 ) gh' 1 (g,g) (h,g) hg' 1
V , = ZW . V ,Z* = ZW,h .V ,w* n.z* 
hg' (hg' , 1 ) hg' 1 (h ,g) hg’ 1 (g,g)
2W(h,g)7hg- l ^ ( Z )
In pa rt icu la r
hence
V" zwo.g)Va9(z*
vg* l ° g (vh) s zw( l . g ) Vg- l ag(Z zw( h , l ) V  
= zw( i  .g)vg- 1°lg(w(H,1 )vhz )
I f  in (1) we le t  l , g ,h , l  stand fo r  g ,h ,k , t  we get
Wn  «V .« “(W/h t vV, ) ■ W,, ,V , 
(1.9) g"i gv ( h . l ) h' (h,g) hg- l
which y ie lds in the preceding equality
V * " * ’ ■  a < h , « > V ' < z » •  v
Since (Vg) was shown to be a representation
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and the Lemma is proved.
9.3
Let us recall the Theorem 1.4 in a convenient form.
Theorem
Let u:G Aut M be a centra l ly  free and approximately inner action 
o f  an amenable group G on a McDuff factor M . Let e > 0 , le t  F be
a f i n i t e  subset of G and le t  ij* e M* .o
Then there exists a cocycle (v^) fo r (a^) and a 11^  hype rf in i te -  
subfactor R c M  such that
M = R Q (R 'H  H) .
(Ad vgc.g)(R) * R and (Ad vgag |R) is conjugate to the model action
We can easily obtain from the above statement the Theorem 1.4. 
Indeed, by the Theorem 1.2 the model action ( u ^ )  is outer conjugate 
to (c /°b  Q idR ; from the above Theorem we in fe r  that (u^) is outer 
conjugated to (u j^ b o  1 dR, n  M and hence
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moreover we have control over a l l  cocycles that appear.
We obtain the copy o f the model action in the Theorem by applying 
successively the fo llow ing Lemma, which yields a copy o f the submodel. 
Recall that en > 0 and GnCC G are part o f the Paving Structure 3.4. 
The sets S'0  index the n-th f in i te  dimensional submodel 4.5.
Lemma
In the conditions o f the Theorem, le t  n > 5 , le t  p = |5’n | and 
l e t  Y , S and 9 be f i n i t e  subsets of H, , y consisting o f  states.
There exists a 11^  hyperfin ite  subfactor e of M , such that
M = e fl (e’ A M )  , and a cocycle (*v ) for (ag) , such that le t t in g
(ttg) 1  (Ad Vgcg) we have
ag(e) = e and ( | e) is conjugate to the submodel action 
(7  | e ' n  M) is  o u te r  con juga te  to (u )
( 1 ) I I v g - l l f f l  V 5 *  c T • 9 c Gn - 4  •
(2) I M e 1A  M " *H - 2p SUP 11 Coa - ? 11 . C c E
9 cGn+l
(3) fo r  each $ e 9 there exists c e* , | | n - | |  < 1 ,
2
^  c ( e 'A  M)„ , i * l , 2 , . . . , p  such that
I k  • E n1 8  PjH < «
| k 1 o(ag | e ' n  M) - ^11 < 6  1 ■ 1 . . . . . P 2 , g c Gn + 2  .
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The proof o f the Lemma, which puts to work the whole machinery 
developed in this paper, w i l l  occupy the next section.
Remark that the condit ions (3) above expresses the fact that 
4> ^  (¡>oBg » where = id y Q(âg|eV\ M) , i . e .  most of the action 
üg is concentrated on e ; i ts  form allows us to work fu rther on in 
e ' r \  M . On the other hand, i f  fo r  some $ e M* we would have
♦ *  ♦ o P - 'n  M ’ th e n ’ s in ce  “ n % n a • « J e is  in n e r and Bn ’ d •c I » 11 y y y y
we could in fe r
* 0 “ g % ♦oPe, r k H ° “ g *  * oPe ' ^ M oPg *  *opg % ♦ 
and henceforth the form o f the condition (2 ) above.
Proof o f the Theorem
Let n > 5 be large enough to provide 3 e - . j  < t  and 3  F .
We le t  p ■ •Sn | , n c N . Let (¥n) , n > n - 1 be an ascending family 
o f f i n i t e  sets o f states in M* , with = 0 . and Tn to ta l in
M* . We construct induct ive ly  fo r n « n , n + 1 , n + 2 , . . .  mutually
commuting hyperf in ite  subfactors en , ? 1+1
cocycles (vjj) fo r ( « g '1) ■ (afl) , ( v^T ‘ ) fo r  («£)■( AdvJJ«^  ( v ^ 1)
for (u") * (Ad v j0g 1) , . .  
generated by e e . . .  e
n+1,
of M , and 
..n n - 1 ,
g g - r
such that i f  en is  the subfactor o f M
n -n -n-1 hi v„ = v„ v„ . . . vn 
9 9 9 9
with Vg"^ « 1
with en  ^ « C .l ,  and i f  
, then fo r  each n > n we have
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( M )
(5,n)
( 6 , n )
are ; k e 
that
Let
Let
condition
(7)
M = i *  6 ( ( e 11) 1 f \  M)
a ^ e 11) = en and (a^|en) is conjugate to the submodel action 
(tig (en )<nM) is outer conjugate to (o^)
vj e (en’ 1)VV M
! UoP
(en) 'O N
< 4r. 4/ E Ÿ .-  n n-1
there exis ts  c N such that fo r any 
(e " ) .  , | | c k || £  1 , 5k e ((en) ' H  M)* ,
4) e ÿ there n
k = 1 , . . . , r n such
II* -?  ‘ k “  £k l l  i  V lk
iiek=(<.;i(en)riH) - tkn i p - „ V ; ' c n t ) . ) . t r t  .
n > n and suppose, i f  n > n , that en, . . . . e fl 1 and 
Vg’ 1) sa t is fy ing  the above conditions have been constructed.
N = (e0* 1) ' , Let q e IN be chosen such that the following
holds
fo r any 4» e ¥„ there are e (en 1 )* , I Ix^ 11 £ 1 
4>k c N# ; i * 1 , . .  1 ,q wi thand
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11* “ J Xi 9 ♦i 11 < i  cn+1
We assume that in (6 ,n - l)  and (7) above, a choice is 
made and kept fixed in a l l  what follows for each ^ involved.
The action (a^-1IN) is by the induction hypothesis outer 
to (ag) , and hence is cen tra l ly  free and approximately inner, 
a McDuff factor.
conjuga te 
and N is
Let us apply the Lenina in th is section in order to
obtain a cocycle ( v ^ )C N  fo r (a” ^ ) and a subfactor e*1 of N such
that le t t in g  an * Ad v^o"“ '* the following assertions hold 
9 9 9
( 8 )
N * e11 N)
a j(e n) = en and (a^le0) is conjugate to the submodel action 
(‘» g K ^ V f tN )  is outer conjugate to
l^-'llTo< v 5
i p ; - ' i f  i v
fo r  g c Gn_4 , with \|/g » * 0 o Ad vgn-1
(9) for any <i> c » , , i f  ck c (en  ^ and
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£k E N* , k = l , . . . , r |i_1 were chosen in (6 ,n - l ) ,  then fo r  k = l , . . . , r n_1 
we have
I U k<>P ^ k ' l - 2pn sup l l f'ko(ag*1' N)‘ 5k l l
k (e")r>N  k n gcGn+1 9
(10) fo r  any c Yn , with e (eM ^)* ar>d c N* » i = 1 . . . .  »q 
chosen in  (7) , there ex is t ni t j  e ( i n)„  , l | n i ( j l !  = 1 and
£. . e ((en ) ‘r \  N), , i = l , . . . , q  , j  = 1........ P„ with
I I V *  " i , j 0 ‘ i . j l l i !<1' ' en.2
^  Pn l l r nle m l '  9 e °n*2 '
From (8) we in fe r ,  in view of the inequality 7 .7 .(1 ), i f  9 *' Gn_4 
and <|/g = t|/QoAd v[j 1
9 ■ ll(»g - ' ) » ; ■ ' I iio <
« z ' i i i t ;  - i n * *  1 1 7 ;  - i n * ) « * «  „ .5
and hence (4,n) is proved.
We have assumed that * 0 . hence the statement (5,n) is  void
fo r  n * n . Suppose n > n and fo r  * e le t  ; k e (e ,
t k c N* ; k * l , . . . , r n  ^ be chosen in (6 ,n - l ) .  With (9) we in fe r  for
each k
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( O ' n N
_ _ _ -  i k n  < 2 p n i M - r ' i " )  -  c „ i
geGn+l
< 2p p V  \ e  = 2 r  I t  -  KnKn n-1 n n-1 n
hence i f  = E ck 9 c M* , then
I UoP _n ■ '('111 2||*-«|i| | + | |*oP
(en)r»M (en) 'f \M
< 2en + Z||ck|| M^oP
k" ( i " ) ' n H  ’  f' k
- l< 2 e + r  ,2r ,c = 4e_ -  n n-1 n-1 n n
and th is  way (5,n) is proved.
Let <t> c vn and le t  e (en  ^)* , t  N, i = l , . . . , q  be chosen 
in (7). Let fu rthe r on n< < e (e*1)* , L  ( c (en) ‘ r\ N , 1 * 1 , . . . , q  ,
• » J 1 » J2
j  * l , . . . , p n be chosen in (10). We le t
C4 : ° X J  h
i .J i . j (en_1 0 e " ) . («'
and in fe r  fo r  any i , j
M .J 1 i i  < i
X , « * ( l l * i | | x , l l  l l V j ' i . j ' ^ . j l
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i  i  Cn+1 + 1 l'n +1 = En+1 n+1
I U i | j ° (ag | ( en) ,A N)- e i i j | |  < P n i ^ n ^ n f !  * 9 e Gn+2
1 -1
and thus, i f  we reindexate ( ; .  . ) , ( C. .) i = 1, —  ,q ; j  = 1 , . . . , P „1 j J 1 * J II
?
with k = 1 , . • . r n = qpn , we obtain (6,n) and end the proof of the 
induction step.
that
From (4,n) we in fe r ,  since I  2c c < 3l-  c < e and U  G = G-  n-5 n-5 „  nn>n n
v = l im  v" ‘ -strongly
* fl-Ko J
exists fo r  any g e G and yie lds an (a^) cocycle which sa t is f ies
l l vg - % q K c 3 1 F C G n-4 •
We le t  R be the weak closure of U e n in M . The conditions
n
(5,n) show, in view of the Lenina 8.2, that R is a 11^  hyperf ln ite  factor 
and M = R 9 (R' n  M) .
Let (6^) be the action of G on M given by
eg a iden 8 (a5 l(e" m M )  9 E G •
For * c Yn and ; k c (en)„  , Ck e ((en)T iM )*  , k -  1........ r n chosen
in (6,n), we le t  *  » £ ^  0 Ck and in fer
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I | | i  2| | + IUoHg-^11
-  2cn+l + EMck H I U k°(«gl (en) ‘^M )-C k l I
i 2cn.I * V n V ñ ' v i ^ 3 Ml
fo r  g c Gn+2 . Since is to ta l in M* and t /> n = G , we obtain
n n
lim j | 'Í'o&q - 11 = 0 g e G , if/ e M* .
n-M> 9
Let x c RY\M . For any n e IM , gc G 
(Ad vjag)(x) = aJ (x) " 8g(x)
hence
(Ad vgag)(x) = w-1im(Ad vgag ) (x )
= w-lim 6n(x) = xqr)K« *
and thus Ad vgug |RV\M = i ^  . This ends the proof of the Theorem.
9.4
In this las t  section we give the proof of the Lemna stated in 9.3.
The f i r s t  part of the proof w i l l  be s im ilar to the one of the main lemma 
of the preceding chapter. In the second part we make use of the fact that 
the action is approximately inner, and hence implemented by unitaries in 
Mw . We le t  the copy o f the submodel that we construct almost contain
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these un ita r ies ,  and th is  way concentrate on this copy most o f the action.
To s im p lify  the notation, in  what follows we denote the extension
ug ag to mU by “ g ' We reca11 ttiat en > 0 * GncC G  » tlie
e^paving subsets (K?)^c j of G and the approximate l e f t  g trans- 
n _ n
la t ions £ :yK,/ i are Part  the Paving Structure 3.4. The n-th
9 i 1 i 1
f i n i t e  dimensional submodel 4.5 had a s.m.u. indexed by 5"° = U  K?xS? .
i 1 1
In view o f the assumptions 3.5 we make use without further mention of the 
fac t tha t Cj. + ^  is very small with respect to ek , for any k > 0 .
Step A
Wo construct a s.m.u. (E . ) , s , t  t 5n , replique of the n-th
f i n i t e  dimensional submodel in  M , which is approximately equivariant
* ..
fo r  (a ) and is fixed by (Ad V a ) where V e M are unitaries' g' g g g
implementing .
Let us begin by choosing, according to the Lemma 9.2, unitaries Vg e Mw 
g e G , Vi = 1 , which implement ug on M , and such that
V h  ■ V
* , < V  * W  s ' h * 5 •
The action (Ad V a ) : G + Aut M“  w i l l  be denoted by Ad V a and 
9 9
the action (Ad V “ (Ad V Ad V ^ )  : G * G ■+ Aut M“  w i l l  be
gh B
denoted by Ad V x Ad V u . By the Lemma 9.1, the res tr ic t ion  of this las t 
action to is strongly free, and the Lenina 8.3 shows that the fixed point
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algebra (MjAdVxAdV a t ^e ^ p e
(Fs t ), S , t  e Fn in (MJ AdVxAdV a
I I I . We choose a s.m.u.
We now apply the Relative Rohlin Theorem 6.6 to obtain a p a r t i t io n
of unity (F. k ), i c , k e K?  ^ in 11 , which is
* *
approximately equi variant fo r  (a |(M )'^ctV tt) = (AdV | (M )^dV *) : theg v) g w
estimates in 6.6 being better, fo r  small e , than those in the Rohlin 
Theorem 6.1 we may suppose that (F. , ) sa t is f ies  the same requirements 
as i t s  homonimous in the Step A of 8.7.
We proceed defining the almost equivariant s.m.u. (F f ) , s , t  c 
out o f (F ..) and (F. , ) by the same formulae as in  8.7, Step A.S * t  1 , K
The s.m.u. (F .) thus defined w i l l  sa t is fyS > L
|ag( r (k, »^ i)>(k ^ »s 2)  ^ (9 ^ ]» * i ti , (gkg ,s^
, \  < 22c}) t  “  n- ,1 ^1
fo r g c G , 
n' l
% (k i »s i ) y (k 2 » s ^ ) c S i, where Snc. 5" , wi th
|s"| > (1 •£^ ) IF111 was defined there. 
Moreover, in th is case, we have
> C(Mu
jAdV*a
Step B
This step paralle ls the Step B in  8.7. We construct a unitary 
*
perturbation (i? ) c  (MJAdV “  f or (ag) such that i f  (ffg) are the
-  1 73  -
approximate l e f t  g -translat ion un ita ries  associated to (F f ) 
gg = * k*s E(kg,s ) , (k ,s )
with i c I , (k ,s) e K1) * s" , k = t n(k) , and F c M  is the 
subfactor generated by (F .) , thenS ) t
Ad ï a  I F = Ad ïï I F
g g 1 g
and
I f f g  -  1 l T  <  9 0 e in-1
Step C
With the Relative Rohlin Theorem instead of the Rohlin Theorem,
one can repeat the proof of the Proposit ion 7.A to obtain the vanishing
★
of the 2-cohomology of (ag) in  (M^  )Ac^  ‘ , instead of . We may
proceed as in the Step C of 8.7 and construct a unitary perturbation 
*
(W ) C P  ^ ( M ^ ) AdV “  . such that i f
% * 'X/ _w „  ■ w „  f f  w „  *  IT  M X
g g g g g g g
■k
then (Wg) c  (M JAdV ° is an (a ) cocycle and
Ad W a. | F » id r
g g e
0 )  H ï ï g Wg ‘  *  7 Cn - 4  9 c G n - 4
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Step D
The aim of th is  Step is to replace the copy ((F  MS , L 9 U)
% ^ (Uof the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional submodel with a copy ((E .) ,(U  ) ) q M ,
9'V/
such that the unitaries U are very close to the un ita ries  V„
g g
implementing o , i . e .  such that E "contains" the action «g .
The un ita r ies  (Wg) t  Mu defined in  the Step C, formed an (ag)
★
cocycle fixed by (AdV^ct^) , hence they form an (Ad Vg) cocycle as well.
k
Thus (WgVg) is  a representation of G into (M'°)AdV "  and 
Ad(WgVg)|F = id r  g c G .
k
We le t  V = U W V e (Mw) ^  a , and obtain g g g g
Ad V |F - Ad iT |F .
g g
We replace the p a r t ia l  isometries F . in F by some part ia lS 11
isometries E . b u i l t  from V as fo llows. We begin by making a choice s > t  9
of an element i c K? fo r  each i e I n . For each i e l n ,
(k,s) e  x Sf and h *  ki  ^ we have in view of the fa c t  that i  c k" 
and hj = k e Kj , i ^ ( i )  « k and so
Ad vh(r <T.s).(T.s)> '  Ad lrh ‘ r ( í . S) . ( í , s ) )  ■ r ( k . , ) , ( k .« )
Therefore the formulae
E(k ,s ) , (m ,t ) ^h r ( i , s ) , ( j , t ) ^
% ^k ^k
^ ( k , s ) , ( k , s ) VhVA = V i  ^ (m ,t ) , (m ,t )
where (k,s 
a s.m.u.
Let U
with i e I 
Since
and in view
and U g r  
9
( 2 )
Let us
where i e I
) g K? x S? , (m,t) g K1? x S1? , h * ki ' , i  => mj  ^ , define
, J JA H\/"
in ((•f0) a with the same diagonal m.a.s.a. as F , i .e .
E ■ F c M s gS ,S S, S U
be the l e f t  g -trans la t ion  unitary associated to (E .) 3 S11
‘  1 k!s E( V S),(I,' S) 3 C G
(k .s)  c Kj « Sj , k9 ■ «¡¡(k) .
(UgVg) = (WgVg) 1S a representation
U * . v  . = F * V  u f t .gh gh g g h h g,h e G
of the fac t that
Ad(FgVg) |F  = Ad(WgVg)|F  = id r
g g'
we in fe r
V . V. V = F . ( F V ) F .  (V F  F „  = F  . F.  F . g h h g  gh'  g g'  h'  g g'  g g h h g
keep g s Gn f ixed. We have
<\, »\» 'v.trv.*
U V -1 * E [  F ,  .v p , (V. V.V -1) « £ , + £ ,  g g i k|S (k1,s ) , ( k 1 , s ) '  h1 h g 1 2
n , ( k , s )  G K ?  x s "  , k 1 *  t g ( k )  , h » k ? " 1 , h 1 *  k ^ ' 1
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in  we sum those terms in which gk e k" and in r_2 those in which
i ,,n » “ 1 ..n k e K. \ g  K. .
Let ♦ t  H* be a state. We have
M i r ( k r * ,> |kr s >1* " V ” ' 9
*\j
V, V -
i 2 { k ! i |F<kv * M kr s >1'
» 2 :  |K "s g - 1 Kj| |S ? | | ? n | ' 1 
1
< 2 cn i | k J | | s J | | 5 T '  .  2c,
where i t  l n , k e K " \ g  , s i  s j  and we have used fo r  the estimates
the Lenina 7.1 and the fact that K? is (e ,G ) invariant.l ' n n'
On the other hand fo r a term in  z.j we have k  ^ Blg(k) ■ gk , 
h = kt"^ and h^  * gk t" 1 so that with ( 2 ) we in fe r
,  'U 'V* <V* * *
L(k 1 , s ) , ( k 1 ,s) Vh / h  Vg = ^(gk ,s ) ,(gk ,s )  gk| - r ^ - r g
★ *
= t ( g k . s ) . ( t , s r k^ - r g  " r (gk ,s ) , (k ,s )uy " t (gk,s),(gk,s)IT - F,
and thus Z^  = 0 .
In conclusion, fo r  any state i  e M* and g c G
%
I V s  • ’ 1* i  !rll* ■-
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Analogue estimates y ie ld
hence with the inequality  7.1(7) we in fe r
||U V* - 111* < 2J  .11 g g ‘ -  n
From th is  together with (1) we obtain fo r g e 6 4
(3) I I V * - 1 | | » )
= zhil5gy i i iJ *  i i y 9-uif>
< * 6cJ.„) <10ei_4
fo r  any state e .
Step E
We l i f t  the whole construction done before from Mw to M .
For g,h c G we have
y g< v  * w O  ■ V
*
hence ( V I  is an ( u j  cocycle; moreover (E J c ( MU)At^  °  • We
9 9 S » 1  v
apply the Lemma 8.4 and obtain representing sequences (e .) consistingS 1 l  V
\  if
o f s.m.u.'s  in M fo r  (Es t ) and representing sequences (v^ )
consisting of (a ) cocycles in M fo r (V ) such that i f  ev is the 
y y
subfactor of M generated by (ecv J  then5 » u
-  1 7 8  -
Ad Vg «g|ev = id g c G , v e IN .
For g e G , we define with the usual formulae the unitary uv e M
associated to (e^ .) such that ((e^ . ) , ( I H )  is a copy o f  the n-th
5 , 1 . 9  ^
f i n i t e  dimensional submodel. Then (U^)v w i l l  represent Ug c Mw .
We le t  “ g = vg ^  e Aut M . From (3) we have, fo r  any sta te  e M*
(6 ) 1 1 m ||Ug v j K  K 9cn-4 g r. Gn-4
and also, since Ef  = T t  liS, S S,S u
(7) I I .  ( i j  ) .  * X , S) ■ ■ '<r 7 ,S> ‘  I5" !
V >U)
- 1
C 5 "
We study now the decomposition o f M* with respect to 
M = ev G ( (e v) ‘ fN M) . Let f e (ev )* be the basis dual to5 j t
e s , t  t  5fl . For <t> i: M* le tS * t
r 'vv 0
s i t  " ’ •* “  •*.»
with * ■ (e* t <f>)|(eV) ' n  M • We have c r |e v = id  hence fo r  any S j  t s 1 1  y
x C (ev ) ' n  M and s . t  c 5"
l ^ , t ( ^ ( x ) - x ) | 3 k ( ( « g ( x ) - x ) e ^ t )| ■
ilkoSJ-ill INI •
Since Ad v't ■* a„ when v u 
9 9
we have -» id and so
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Let
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For s , t  c 5" , l e t  g e G()+1 be such that Es t  Vg e • as 
yielded by the previous discussion and le t  (xv )^ = (e^ ^  ) be the 
corresponding w-centra liz ing sequence. We in fe r
l im l l re ^  t ,C3||
v>u)
-  l i m | | x V c  - r . x V | |
V Hi) ^  *
< lim(||c-CoAd v j | |  + | | [ x v , t l | | )
V-HlI J
= M C -  f.OOg | |
In conclusion, fo r  any { e H, we obtain
(9) 11m||coP -C|| < I * " |  sup ||e -  eoo ||  .
v->* ( ^ ) 'A M  guGn + 1  9
Ari appropriate choice o f v y ie lds in view o f (6 )-(9) above, a 
s.m.u. (e's t ) ,  s , t  e 5° in M and a cocycle (v^) for («g) such that 
i f  e is  the subfactor o f  M generated by (e J  and i f  a « Ad v as »t  y 9 9
then there are un ita ries  e e , g c G such that
( (e, J , ( u i  )) is a copy o f  the n-th f i n i t e  dimensional s , t  g
submodel 4.5
«g|e «= id  g c G
( 1 0 )  l l t y j  ■ l | l f i l O « J . 4  9 ' G^ - 4 • * e ,  
o d ♦ * * * . * ) i ( ' +*0 )i'5“ r 1 s t 5 n  • * t ’
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(12) 1 lCoPe'nM '• t i l  < |  |i"|sup l|COUg-i511/
9uGn+l
(13) 1 I*'* *V< l k s , t ° “ g " ♦ s^ l 1 - 1  6 * e 41 » S > t  c ,
whe re <j> =»
s
\  n 'V
£, \ , t  8 *.* t i i t * with
e* the basis
(es , t )  and ♦s.t ■ (cs,
>t* ) | e ' n  M .
Step F
Vie complete the copy e o f the f in i t e  dimensional submodel 
with a subfactor f  , almost f ixed by (S' ) and obtain thus a copy of 
the submodel.
Let N = e'r»M . Then by 5.8 N 1s McDuff and (ag |N) is centra lly 
free. We apply the Theorem 8.5 to construct a 11^  hyperf in ite  subfactor 
f  c  N with N = f  0 ( f ' f \ N )  and a cocycle (zq) fo r (u"q) such that
(Ad zqaq |f)=  id f
(Adz u.| f 'nN)  is outer conjugate to id^ 9(u | f ' r \N) = (,!' ) y y e g ' g'
(14) | | z g - 1 ||J  < e„ 9 c Gn . 4 . * c f
(15) ll(c|N)oPf ,nN  - C|N|| < sup I U°°g - i l l / -  « 2
and with $s t  a (es ^i|/)|N , i¡> c M*, s , t  c S*1 
( » )  I l*$ ,soPf 'A  N '  ^ s . s ^  -  en ^ ' * ^
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(17) ll*S ltoPr n N  • ^s.tH * c * . s.t c $n
We extend the isomorphism between e and the f in i t e  dimensional 
submodel to an isomorphism between e = e 0 f  and the submodel. Let 
t be the normalized trace on e and l e t  (u ) c  e be the copy o f the 
submodel representation. Let a be the m.a.s.a. of e which is the 
copy o f  the diagonal m.a.s.a. of the submodel. Then a is generated by 
(e ) . s c 5° and by a m.a.s.a. o f the subfactor f  . I t  is  now that 
we use the estimates in the Corollary 4.4 instead o f the Lemma 4 .4 , the 
reason being that only the diagonal m.a.s.a. of e comes from M 
and thus behaves well with respect to M* .
For each g t  there exists a projection p e a , with t( pg) <_8 cn , 
such that
o - p , ) “ 9 ■ <h v u 9
Let Pg * i  es ,.Pg r , s e 5° with pg s projections in f  
t ( P „ )  = Ex(ec J t ( p „  c ) = l ^ r 1 £ T ( pg > s )
Then
-g' s , s ' * ' r g,s'
For g* c V , s e 5° and g e Gn we have in view o f (11) and (17)
^ s , s pg,s> " ^s ,s (pg,s>
-  ; s , s ( P f ' n  N ^ g . s ^  + I ^ s , s oPg ' n N  " * s , s l  I
3 * ^ s , s ) T<pg ,s ) + ‘ n l ^ l ’ 1 
< (1 + en) l ^ r 1T(Pg|S) + '
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Hence
* ( P g )  -  S * ( e S | S Pg , s ) < ( l * « n ) | 5 B r 1 ; T { P g , s ) + en
= ( l +enM P g) + cn £ ( l+ c „) 8,n + en < 10cn
We in fe r
<19) M ug ^  -  H l f 1" I |Pg(ugag '  1 >Pg I ^
i  llUgU* - l | k ( P g) J i2 . ( 1 0 c n)J < 7cJ
We have Ad vgJg |e = id , zg c J 'A H  and Ad(zyvg)ag | f  = id hence
Ad(z v ) u l e  = id 
9 9 9
Since (Ug) is  a representation o f  G in e , (ug) is a cocycle 
★
fo r Ad(ZgVg)c»g , thus i f  we le t
v„ = u z„ v_
g g g g
then (v ) is  a cocycle fo r  (ag) , and Ad vg«g|e <= Ad ug|e , i .e .
(Ad VgUg |e) is conjugate to the submodel action.
As u c e and z  e e' C\ M , we have via 7.1.(10)
g 9
iiy'ii*-1lyWsY11 'f12( 11 vV11l*i| 1V ' "**11, ,
< 2(7cJ * ♦10«J_4> < cn.5
cp
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fo r  g e Gn^  , ^ c Y , where we have used (19), (14) and (10) before. 
The estimate (1) in  the Lemma 9.3 is proved.
For 5 e 5 we have from (12) and (15)
IUoPe ,n M -e ||  < llcoPe ,n M - c | |  + IKe|N)oPf .0 N-(c |N ) | |
< ( 1^ 1+1 ) sup | | Coa-c | |
9
which proves the statement (2) in the Lemma.
Let o be the normalized trace o f  f  . For $ e $ with
♦ “ f  ns>t Q *S | t  e (e Q N)* =
s , t
= M*
ns in (13) and (17); we le t
" 5, t  '  \ , t  8 “  9 f >* " e*
* » . t '  ♦ . . t |e'n M  •
♦s.toPf n K " 0 0 *s,t  • hence
V * . ‘  8 * « , t l  I ’  l l , !:, " s , t 8(* s . t ' * s , t ‘'Pf ,A N )S 11 S | t
— * t l l^S, t “ ^s .toPf 'O N l IS j t
< j i ! " i 2 i ? v 2i  .
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Since
«g l e V \  M = Ad(UgZ g V ag le ' n  M = Ad( ZgVg)ag le , n  M 
and
Ad(z v j a l e  = id ' 9 9 9'
we in fe r
“ I K 0 0 ‘l>s , t ^ 0^Ad^zgvg^ugl®1 A  H) " 0 9 ♦s.tH  
- 2 l l * s , t  Pf ' n  N“ 'l' s , t l l  + H * s , t oAdzg " * s , t l l  +
+ H ^ . t ^ ^ V g ^ ' ^  M> * * s , tH
< 2 . -J |S " r2« + J i  t j i i i
where we have used (17), (18) and (19).
The las t  estimate in the Lemma is thus obtained by reindex ing 
n f ,$c f  , s , t  c | ^ |  with a single index k = 1,2........ I ^ l 2 = p2
S • L S ) t
Which brings us to the end.
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